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Abstract

Aborigi4al peoples'negative encounters with the criminal justice system
have received increased political attention over the last 30 years

now. The

consistent manner in which the Canadian criminal justice system has failed

Aboriginal peoples in Manitoba is well evidenced in the disproportionate and
discriminative nature of the system. Justice refoqm policy strategies in Manitoba
are well evident in the Aboriginal fustice Inqurry (AlI) which has been the most

in-depth public inquiry regarding Aboriginat justice issues und.ertaken to date.
Followed up with the Aboriginal ]ustice Implementation Commission (AIIC)
eight years later, both of these reports' recommendations represent an attempt to
reverse the negative trends and provide justice for,A.boriginat peoples.

An

examination of both reports discloses that the fate of the reports has been both
displeasing and unable to produce any significant changes. An in.depth closer

examination reveals the role of governments to be a key factor which must be
surpassed in order for justice to be fully served for the Aboriginal peoples of

Manitoba.
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Introduction

Aboriginal peoples are surely one of the most investigated people in the

world. Canada's international image has suffered over the years

because of its

treatunent of Aboriginal peoples. They have stimulated, amongst atl ethnic
categories in Canada the most academic research to date. Amongst those

stimulated, I myself arn one. Most of my latter academic years have been
engulfed in grappting myriads of information on the ongoing status of

Aboriginal peoples. The negative tone of the language used in reference to
Aboriginal peoples resounds i^

*y

memory continually. It has created an

impulse in rne to write. It is true that every writer is first a reader. I have read

enougrt and now I have decided to write ... to become

a

part of this ongoing

debate, but with emphasis added, this is not the last word(s).
To say the least, it has been a struggle coming to terms with the way

in

which history has treated the Aboriginal peoples of Canada. The real struggle is
the cu¡rent situation, however. Among the various issues that confront

Aboriginal communities today- this research tries to make sense of the
complexities slrrounding Aborigtttul people and their involvement with the
criminal justice system. Aboriginal communities have had a fierce battle in their
demands for justice in all aspects of their lives. For myself, the area of 'criminal

justice' was a great place to begin. It is rare that we watch television and not
come across Programs on crime and punishment. For Aboriginal communities,

their experiences with the criminal justice system are deplorable without any
doubt.
The past two decades have witnessed Aboriginal peoples' experiences

with the justice system

as none

other than deteriorating. This debate as it has

developed since'Aboriginal people and the criminal justice system' emerged as
an identifiable topic of investigation during the1970's.1 Indeed, justice has

emerged as a key element of the Aboriginal political agenda and Aborigro"I
justice has evolved into a distinct field of academic research. Aboriginal justice is

now more strongly aligned with broader Aboriginal autonomy aspirations and

political actlity,than with criminology's critiques of the operation of criminal
laws and the way justice is administered..2 It is one of the primary aims of this
thesis to assess the major developments in the field of 'Aboriginal

justice'within

Manitoba. The negative experience(s) of a discriminatory and disproportionate
justice system is just one area amongst others that will enable Aboriginat peoples
to lead a healthy life in Manitoba.
This research was designed, initially, to provide a review all across

Canada. Frowever, I soon realized that this was simply too large a project to
realistically attempt. Consequently, given that I knew of."alarge proportion of
I

McNamar4 Luke (1993) Aboriginal Peoples, the Artministration of Justice, and the Autonomy Agenda:
An Assessment ofthe St¿tus of Criminal Justice Reform in Canada withReference to the Prairià Region

Research Institute of Manitoba @ l.
I-egal
2
Cuneen, C. (1990) Aborigines and Llaw and Order Regimes 3, Journal of Social Justice Studies at 37.

Canada's Aboriginal population lives in the Prairie region"3 I decided to place

my focus there. What drew myself towards Manitob4 in particul at,wasthe fact
that of the L0 provinces of Canada, Manitoba has the highest proportion of

.

Aboriginal peoples in its population. As well, Manitoba had several disturbing
events that triggered it

¿Ìs

an attractive place to investigate. For example, there

were the deaths of Helen Beffy Osborne and I.I. Harper that sparked. great outcry

from Aboriginal communities, which later lead to reports attempting to
understand why the justice system was failing Aboriginal peoples at such a large
scale. These two reports, The Aboriginal |ustice Inquiry (1991) and the

Aboriginal Justice Implementation Commission (2001),have been identified

as

significant developments in the relationships of Canadian Aboriginat peoples

with the criminal justice system. In offering an analysis of the context, content,
and the impact of these two reports, this thesis seeks to answer the following

main research question: "What factors have contributed to the late oLthe reports

in terms of their acceptance or lack of acceptance by the Government of
Manitoba?" Ittanswering this questiory the thesis seeks to understand the polircy
impact of the reports and therefore, the status of Aboriginal justice reform within
Manitoba
Alongside, the multiple and deep-rooted causes of criminal behaviour
among Aboriginal peoples will be examined. Also, the controversy that swirls
around the issue of what constitutes justice for Aboriginal people and how this
3

McNama¡a (1993)@X.

can be obtained from the mainstream justice system

will

be reviewed.

Accordingly, the thesis becomes more a process sfudy rather than a substantive

study. It will trace the flow of events,
origins of the

A[

id.eas, arid

institutional responses from the

down to the time of writing this thesis. Though the focus is on

the process side, some content is studied for substance because it is difficutt to

ignore the contents of the reports, particularly the AJI Report. While this thesis
has recognition of the countless number of reports, inquires, and. task forces
that

have tackled this issue, it

will

be shown that both the

A[

and

A[c

Reports go

beyond the predictable repetitiveness of many of the findings and
recommendations of those reports.
This research has drawn upon three main types of sources. secondary

literature, key documents including the AJI and AJIC and qualitative interviews

with selective respondents involved with Aboriginal justice issues were
conducted. The respondents interviewed through the usage of open-ended
questions include the following: Commissioners of the AII Report, Associate
Chief |ustice A.c. Hamilton & Associate Chief |udge c.M. sinclair,

Commissioner of the AfIC Report, Paul Chartrand, |ustice Minister Gordon
Mackintostr, and Harvey Bostrom from Deparhnent of Aborigroul and Northern

Affairs who acted in an advisory capacity

as the Executive

Director for the AJIC

Report. The interviews were 45 minutes to an hour in duration and were both

tape-recorded with permission from each interviewee, and note-taking was

conducted as well.a
I believe we have a place for Aboriginals in our justice system, we live in
a

world where space is of no limitations. Aboriginal communities, have for long,

demanded separate justice systems since the existing criminal justice system is
not compatibte with Aboriginal conceptions of justice. What exactly does
'justice' mean for Aboriginal peoples? This thesis will address this question and

identify key areas of conflict between mainstream Canadian justice and
traditional Aboriginal justice systems. The opening paragraphs of the Aboriginal
]ustice Inquiry of Manitoba stated:
The justice system has failed Manitoba's Aboriginal
people on a massive scale. In has been insensitive
and inaccessible, and has arrested and imprisoned

Aboriginal people in grossly disproportionate
numbers.s

These words electrify society. Many automatically, andshall I add ignorarttly,

believe that the Aboriginal communify is themselves responsible for this

situation. These words, however, represent

a

truth. Th"y do not represent

a

distrust or rejection on the part of Aboriginal peoples. In order to combat
preconceived notions that many non-Aborigmul people have of Aboriginal
peoples, this research also examines the meaning of Aboriginality in the minds of
a

Refer to the appendix for the script read before the commencement of each interview, and for the
interview request sent to each interviewee. Some interviews involved discussion towa¡ds the end where a
few select interviewees, whom out of their own free will, provided additional infonnation that they found
would be useful in the thesis writing process.
s
Commissioners A.C. Hamilton & C.M. Sinclair (1991) Public Inquiry into the Administation of Justice
and Aboriginal People, Report of the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry þerenafrer "AJI Report'),vol.l: The
Justice System and Aboriginal People Winnipeg: Province of Manitoba @ I

society. In doing so, this research has aimed at opening up as many questions
as

it might answer.
I have gone through many states during my studies in Aboriginal
politics

- many different emotions, but as I write at this very moment I realize that
besides other reason(s), as obvious as some maybe,what I
am now doing is

simply making room for reality ... a reality that is not an illusion. That is,
that
the situation of Aborigþal peoples in relation to justice is in need
of serious

attention and no longer can we tolerate continued ignorance. It is my
goaf one

for that rnatter, for the readers to not only read rny words but to identify
and
recognize the sound of my words. While this is my

writing my hope

is to allow

the voices of Aboriginals to be heard in these pages; The perspective
contained

within these pages is mrne and so I take responsibility for the views expressed

as

my- own.

Though I am an outsider to this study - being a non-Aboriginal woman,
at
the same moment I find myself considerably closer to the state of
an insider

Through vigorous researching, interviews, and writing, I have become well
acquainted with the materials that I have gathered. It is difficult to detach
myself

from what has already become embedded in me. This research is the product
of
not only a learning experiencq but of a disturbance within myself that I have

finalty put into words. I hope that the idiosyncrasies of my outlook wilt provoke
thoughts in others. Thoughts that will hopefully be able to finally rid of the
injustice that plagues Aboriginal communities in relation to the legal system.

10

I have worked on more than a mere framework of understanding the
current situation of Aboriginals and the criminal justice system. I have also

provided

a

framework for change in this research. My whole-hearted belief is

that this change will soon mateúalize. In that hope, I will walk away from this
research with not an air of disappointment, but with one of

victory. A victory

that has contributed in reversing over 200 years of subordination and

marginalizattonof Aboriginal peoples. In that respect,I am confident that I have
been to a large degree, successful.

Having said thaÇ this thesis examines the concerns that have arisen
between Aboriginal peoples and the criminal justice system in Manitoba since
the call for the creation of the AJI Report. While this assessment is undertaken in

more general terms in chapters 2 and 3, chapters 4 through 6 take a considerable
detailed approach. Chapter 2 examines the legacy of unpleasant relations
between the governments and Aboriginal peoples. This chapter uncovers the

relationship between historical influences and Aboriginal criminality. Chapter 3
presents a series of causes of Aboriginal criminal behaviour, and provides a

comparison of the two competing justice models of Aboriginal and Western
justice systems. Chapter 4 and 5 individually examine the AJI and AIIC Reports.
The sixth and final chapter is designed to come to terms with the fate of both

reports. In doing so, it looks at the factors that potentially could have influenced
the fate of the reports in terms of immediate adoption by goverrunents.

ll

It

concludes with where justice reform and Aboriginat policy-making stands in

Manitoba.

My hope in this thesis is that it will make the journey of Aboriginal
peoples in Manitoba easier. In addition, to the benefits Aboriginal communities

will reap, as they are the obvious benefactors, both levels of government will
hopefutly also derive

a sense of

immediacy and commitrnent that could. make

this journey rewarding. I would also hope for many Canadians to be educated
on the nature and importance of the issue(s). I trust that the read.er(s),
no matter

how uninformed on justice matters pursuant to A-boriginal peoples, will take

a

moment and reflect on the undoubtedly increasing severity of the issues(s)
presented. Aboriginal justice concerï¡s will not dissþate over night, nor does this
thesis seek to argue

ttnt.

Likewise, this thesis d.oe not seek to ¿rnswer every

problem raised. I firmly believe that the most viable answers will come from
those affected being the Aboriginal peoples of Canada the federal and provincial

govemments, and the public opinion of Canadians who will take, what I like to
call a'moment of humani W' æ.drecognize the interconnectedness between
many of the facts that lay within these pages.

Instead of progress in Aborig*ul justice reform in Manitoba since the

creation of such high profile reports, there has been further consideration

followed by more discussion. The main recommendations of both the A[ and
t2

AIIC reports remain untouched. By identifying the roadblock in progress, this
thesis has at the very least, attempted to make a critical awareness of the factors

that if handled wisely, could reverse the usual historical trend that Aborign ul

policy-making has taken. This trend according to Alison Dubois, has been
incremental in nature in which it has been built on previous policy, meaning that
the governmenls objectives have remained the same since the 1969 White paper
(discussed in chapter 2) which guides current Aboriginal policy as well.6

A final thought to keep in mind while reading this thesis:

'!hc offettifø is not born in thc Initian -

the Indiøn is born ínto ø systøtr

uthich offands.,,

- Chief Louis Stevenson, Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs

6^o¡Uor¡,-,O{ison

(2003) Instruments of Policy-Making: Canadian *Indian'and *Aboriginal" policy in
Oakes, Jill & Riewe, Rick & Wilde, Kimberþ & Edmunds, Alison, and Dubois, Alison-in Native Voices
in Research Winnipeg: Aboriginal Issues Press @241.
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Chapter Two:
Aboriginal and Governmental Relations: A poor start

"I utønt to get rid

of the lydlan problem

. . .our objectiae is to continue until
there is not a single
lndian in Canaila that hns not been absorbed.,,

-Duncan Campbelt Scott, Superintendent-General of l¡rdian
Aff.uts, 1920

The perception of Aboriginal peoplesT as a,problem,
to be solved
has served as a central motive in the evolution of governmental
policy towards

Aboriginal peoples. Canad.a's 12l-yearold policies of attempting
to assimilate
Aboriginal peoples into mainskeam society havebeen an openplafform
of

failure' Moreover, the policies have had negative long-term consequences
for
Aboriginal peoples, the legacy of which is seen today in the deplorable
conditions of many Aboriginat peoples and their communities. paternalism,

discriminatiorç neglect, manipulatiorL and dishonesty have characteri
zed,past
policies towards Aboriginal peoples.

7

Thtre. n9
wav of defining tle Aboriginal population. Since there is no single
þ
9ne,
or ,,correcf, definition
ofthe Aboriginal population, thechoice of ¿efinii¡on utilizea **ív ãô*¿s

definition is being used for. Th9 teln 'Aboriginal peoples'
encomp¿ìss and include all people who trace tõ

*iii urúiLd

ti-ô ;--emo¡al

on the purpose for which that
tbroughout this thesis to

th.ñ;;.oy-i"î;;ä"ä;i;r"ft,

'-aloligina peoples' includes all Indians (registered or non-registeìeo¡, Metis, and tåe Inuit.
This
9:fiqti-"f keeps in line yitf section 35(2)'of the constitution Ãct, pn)wncadefines rle rerm ro include
"lhe India4 Inuit, and Metis peoples of canada." It is crucial to
ioint out that Aboriginal propt". are not a
homogenous. goup. However,_lve can speak of them ur u group
ínut n* e4perienced-anJ stitiiontinues to
experience similar freatment when compared to other grouls io
c*u¿a.

t4

This chapter will begin with a historical overview of governmental
policies and actions from the time of the Indian Act (lgr6)to the present.

Although presented in brief general terms, this historical overview is necessary
to set the contextfor the remaining analysis presented in the thesis. A proper

understanding of the contemporary situation of Aboriginal peoples is impossible

without some understanding of the history of relations between them and the
government, as an important set of factors contributing to the justice challenges
facing Canadian goveffunents in dealing with Aboriginal individuals and

communities.

The history of Aboriginal-goveïnmental relations

will

be examined by

tooking at significant eventss that have influenced relations between Aboriginal
peoples and the governments. After a brief introduction of some of the events

that have made up the history, each will be discussed in more detajl and its
significance for the overall ttudy will be explained. First, we have the historical

period that includes the introduction of the Indian Act

of

1876 artdthe advent of

residential schools. From the outset, the Indian Act treated Aboriginal peoples as
dominated and subjugated peoples and. was a control mechanism that was to say
the least, extremely olerbearing. second we have the emergence of what the
8

While this chapter looks at some of the events tåat shaped the relations between Aboriginal peoples
and
the governmenl, it is important to reaßzethat the legacy of relations between the two are-very
lengthy and
com¡lex for whi¡h dedicating a chapter is not sufficient and adequate in terms of space. ffowever, fór
the
pìtrposes of the thesis as a whole, lis chapter introduces and examines a few
select moments to draw upon
the point that there are
historical injustices that can account for the problems that Aboriginal
peoples have with the criminal justice system today.

*ÌÉ
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federal goverrunentcame forward with in 7969 called the "White paper."
Within
this period, Aboriginal peoples were expected to give up everything and

to

-

convert to Canadian citizens. Implicit in this time was the argument that

'equaTity'and'non-discriminatiorf should become the basis for addressing the
problems of Aboriginal people. The final period we will examine involves
debates and negotiations befween Aboriginal otganizattons and governments

over the concept of self-government. This began in the early 1970'suntil
present

in which Aboriginal leaders and organizations began seriously fighting for their
rights.e

An analysis of all these historical moments reveals that the current issues
facing Aboriginal people, particularly their too frequent encounters with the
criminal justice system, are at least partly rooted in the historical government
policies which created in many instances a dysfunctional way of

life. One of the

major consequences of governmental policies, for example, has been the
destruction of Aborigrr,ul communities and of the very foundations of Aboriginal

e

Prior to th¿t time, Aboriginal peoples were held responsible for their
own problems, as well, they were
ïen to !1ck the adequat9 skills and commitment necessary to address tneir i.our"ns ir
way.
Post 1970's, a different set of theoretical assumptions emõrged
in retation tô the personal".ã**rtive
and social
gr.oblgms {borþinal peoples experienced. Now,- not gnry
{ere euorijinar propi., ready to fight ror past
injustices, but the governme-nt wa¡ wifting to look atrfu ;euoriginat
pÏour.in' i¡ a areíent
rne
e.gvemme1t.ryas finallv ready and wì[ing to bridge this gap orñit*ia.nu"aioJ.-mlr-i:räräip"llrv
-----'
disçourse shift now recopized Aboriginá righsãurt raã4
iaentity, ana pomicãt

tút.

"oir;.--

t6

culfure and traditions.lo Let us now look into more detail revealing the many

disfurbing realities that have continued for several generations.
Canada'e Indian PolicJn BeginningWïth the Indian Act
"The Indian Act becøme a pubtic embørrassment ønd

ø source of

confusion."

-S"11y Weaver, L981

"If it is sickness you seek, look into

the minds anil hearts of the men who conceiaeit, implementeit
ønd maintained resiilential schools, not at its aictims.,,

Dr. Roland Chrisjohn, 1993

Protectioru civilizatiory and assimilation have always been the goals of
Canada's Indian policy.1l since the L7ú century Britain had employed men,

refened to as Indian Agents to maintain relations with Aborigt"ul peoples. The
Indian Agent, a field officer of the Departrnent of Indian Affairs, "wasa constant
reminder of theit wardship status, of their social inferiority, and subjection.to

government confrolí7z Duncan Campbell Scott, Deputy Superintendent General
of Indian Affairs from 1979-tg32,stated regarding the ultimate goal of Indian

policy that "the government will in time reach the end of its responsibility as the
Indians Progress into civilization and finally disappeaï as a separate and distinct

10

Aboriginal communities have over the years mobilized as a group, and taken control over their affairs.
Many such cultural and traditional events that were once outlawed" are joyously practiced today.
" lobias, John L. (1983) Protection, Civilization, Assimilation: An Outlinr ffirto.y of Canada's Indian
Policy in Getty, Ian A.t. & Lussier, Antoine S. (Eds) As Long As The Sun Shines and Water Flows: A
Reader in Canadian Native Studies Vancouver: University of British Colomtia press at 39.
12
Brownlie, Robin Jarvis (2003) A Fatherþ Eye: Indian agents, Cãvemment power, and Aboriginal
Resistance in Ontario, 1 9 I 8- I 939 Ontario: Oxford Universþ press
@ 30.

l7

PeoPle, not by race extinction but by gradual assimilation

with their fellow

cifrzens."73

In1876the first Indian Actla was enacted by the Parliament of Canada
consolidating existing laws regarding Indians. The Indian Act of 118T6hasbeen
of great importance because it has touched virtually every aspect of Aboriginal

lives. More specifically, thevery purpose of the Act was the assimilation of
Aboriginal peoples into mainstream society.ls This piece of legislation served

as

an important tool in controlling First Nationslc peoples and their resources.

under the Indian Act of 1876, an'Indian'became ,,any male person of Indian
blood reputed to belong to a particular band, any child of such persorL and any
woman who is or was la'ryfuily married to such a person.,,lz Excluded from

Aboriginal status were Persons living continuously five years or more in another
country, and Aboriginul women marrying non-Aboriginal men. As a result of
the Indian Act the First Nation's population in Canada became legally distinct
peoples having a set of different rights, restrictions

,

and,obligations.

ß
Duncan Campbell ScotÇ in Proceedings of the Fourth Conferen¡e of the Institute of pacific
Relations
(Canadian Institute of Intem¿tional Affaiß, 1931) quoted in Bowles et al, eds, The
Indian @ lI2.
ra
Prior to the Indian Acl The Enfranchisement Acf of lg69 was tabled to assimilate Indians, Iater
discussed in this chapter. In subsequent legislation, the Indian Act of 1876 was another method
of
assimil¿¡iop and/or the erasure of the distinct status of Indians.
E
Wotherspoon, Terry & SatzewicWic (2{00) First Nations: Race, Class, and Gender Relations
Saskatchewan: Canadian Plains Research Center at 31.
t6
The Act only affected First Nations, as Metis and Inuit were excluded.
'_' Gibbins, Roger (1997) Historical Overview and Background: Pa¡t
I in First Nations in ponting, Rick J.
Persqe¡{vel o:rOpportunity, Empowerment, and Self-Determination (tgg7)Toronto: McGraw9,9-{q
Hill Ryerson Limited at 21.
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In retrospect, the most disturbing aspect of the Indian Act was the power

it gave to the federal government.ls rhe Act extended the reach of the
goverrunent into every corner of Aboriginal life. The Act was administered by
Indian agents having extraordinar¡r administrative and discretionary powers.
New non-Aboriginal chiefs displaced traditional Aboriginal leaders in order to

bring in

a

new way ofliving which would support the governmenfs plans of

assimilation. Harold Cardinal argued that "instead of implementing the treaties
and offering much needed protection to Indian rights, the Indian Act subjugated
to colonial rule the very people whose rights it was to protect.,,le As a result,
three facts became clear. famieson (1978:38)notes that federal officials held
three

convictions that determined the content of the legislation one, Aboriginals and
-

theä lands were to be assimilated, secondl , thatAboriginals were not capable of
f
making rational decisions for their own welfare so this had to be done by the
officials for protection. Finally, Aboriginal women should be subject to their
husbands as were other women.2o It is evident that protection was only a

temporary goal of the government until atl Aboriginal peoples were assimilated

into white mainstream sociefy.
lnTSSZ,legislation provided for the process of enfranchisement whereby
Indians could acquire futl Canadian citizenship by relinquishing their ties to the
It sno-un be noted that thr Constitution Act of 1867 confirmed state responsibility for Aboriginal peoples
by confening federaljwisdiction overAboriginal lands and atrairs.
" Cardinal, Harold (1969) The Unjust Society The Tragedy of Canada's Indian's Edmonton: Hurtig at
-tt

4344.
ranieso+ K. (1978) Indian women

'zj

Supply and Services at 38.

and the Law in canada: citizens Minus

l9

ettawa: Minister of

community. For example, this included giving up one's culture and traditions
and any rights to the lands. Aboriginal people who indicated
their acceptance of
Euro-Canadian values by obtaining a professional d.egree would
be enfranchised

immediately during that time. Furthermore, the government sought
to wipe out

Aboriginal cultural values by promoting Christiatity through schooling.
As a
resulÇ Aboriginal peoples would disappear as a distinct
cultural grouprand as
soon as they would be enfranchised there would no longer
be such a person

called an'Aboriginal.'

Next, if we take a closer look at promoting Christianity through
schooling,
was seen to be the most effective tool in the assimilation process.
Set up and run

primarily by churches on behalf of the federal goverrunen! residential
schools
changed ideology and beliefs. Local missionarieÐ who were
agents of the

government, wanted to lead Aboriginat peoples from a state of ,savagery
to

civilization.' Residential schools were established both on reserve and
off
reserve where Aboriginal children could be removed from
the so-called. negative

influence of their parents. These schools were "charged.with the
responsibility
of leading Indian children to civilized pursuits, ... residential
schools sought to

first eliminate any trace of Indian behaviour ."27 Isalation from parents
was
strictly er¡forced. "fn some schools letters from children to their parents were
routinely censored by school authorities, and parental visits to children
were

t]

Pv:þ Noel (1991) What Is The Indian Problem: Tutelage and Resistance in Canadian Indian
Administation st.Jobn's: Institute of social and Econoñic Research at gl.
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lirnited to one per month.'n King (196n describes a typical d,ay ata residential
school:
A visitby parents to the school is unexpected and
uncomfortable. The staff knows that many children
are welfare cases and has heard lurid tales of d¡u¡k_
enness, sexual promiscuity, and family neglect about
various parents. The staff therefore tends to ¿rssume
that the visitor is of the ctissolute category and is not
inclined to accord the visitor the samãrespect that
a non-Indianparent mightexpect during a visit to
a regular public school.23

The struggles at these residential schools involved issues of power and

control. The message given to the students was that they were inferior and that
the priests and nuns in position of authority knew what was best for them. The

whole message of the residential school experience was white superiority and

Aboriginal inferiority. Many Aboriginal students resisted while others
continually suffered.
The abuse that took place in these residential schools has been a story of

unparalleled damage to a segment of Canadian society as a result of public

policy. sexual, physical, mental, psychologt uL and spiritual abuses all took
place and had devastating consequences for the survivors of the schools. For

example, verbal abuse such as being called

"bastard" are just

a

'dl¡ty Indians," "savages,"

artd.

few to mention.2a Systemic discrimination imposed on

Aboriginal people by the government destroyed. famity life and violated parents'
22

Haig-Brown, Celia (19S8) Resistance and Renewal: Surviving the Indian Residential School
Vancouver: Tillacum Library at79.
Richard (1967)The-school at Mopass: A Problem of Identity Toronro: Holq RineharÇ and
1*io*
Winsfon at
* --'
52.
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right to make decisions on behalf of their children. There were occasions where
children were taught to hate their parents and lifestyles.æ Children were taught
that the beliefs of their ancestors such as Erders were to be abhorred.

In dealing with the residential school experience, survivors tended for
decades to avoid the topic of what happened to them. Simply put, discussing
the
experiences at the residential schools was

unthinkable. The harsh environment

and the lack of er.nPathy from the staff only taught residential school victims to
suppress whatever feelings they had. Looking down d.eeper, we find that
because the pain was so intense and since Aboriginal children were

oven'r¡helmed by a sense of shame and guilt, they never knew how to talk about

it.

Last but not least, Aboriginal children were taught to not express their

language, culture, or identity. Not being able to use their language lead to

silence. This silence lead to an internal suffering involving feelings of shame that
were difficutt to escape from.

The residential school era, also known as the,Residentiat school

Syndrome,' has had by one estimate, the effect of having eighty-five percent of
the clientele in drug and alcohol abuse treaûnent progïams have been in

residential schools.26 CIre of the reasons for high rates of alcoholism and crime

gf"r'O*:s (1996) No End of Grief: Indian Residential Schools in Caqada Winnipeg: pemmican
Fublications Inc at 223.

i

t6

rbid at24ï.
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among Aboriginal communities is identified with residential schools. Hodgson
(1992) notes:
Fear is a significant factor in mental breakdown
suicide, sexual abuse, and violence. Fear and
lonelinebs are the two deepest emotions
alcoholics experience and those two emotions
impede their ability to reach out. Not having
power or control over our lives increases fea¡ and
tfre sense of powerlessness. The need for power
and control is a key factor motivating violence.2z

Aboriginal peoples and their encounters with the criminal justice system become
more fully understood when we ex¿unine the devastating consequences of past
policies and practices. Abuses that took place years and years ago, continue to
have negative effects that have resulted in Aboriginal peoples' involvement
the justice system

. "The numbers

with

of Aboriginal peoples in our jails must reflect,

at least in part, the devastttitg effect of so many children being taken away from

their parents during their formative years and placed

wift

strangers who,

intentionally or nof contributed to their abnormal development.o2s The
mag4itude of loss of language and identity cannot be stressed enough

wiftin

these pages. In additioru the spiritual loss2e has been cornpounded by
]t_fpasso¡, Maggie (Iggz)Rebuilding Community after the Residential School Experience in Nation to
Nation: Aboriginal Sovereignty and the Future of Canada" Engelstad, Diane & nird, lotn, eds. Ontario:

Anasi at 105.
28
Hamilton, A.C. Honourable (2001) A Feather Not A Gavel Working Towa¡ds Aboriginal Justice
Winnipeg: GreatPlains Publications @ 146.
2e-fo¡

Aboriginal peoples, spirituality is the comerstone to their way of living. It is not seen to be solely a
reþion or a practice, but a way of life, intert\ilined in all aspects of daily tiu-g. tt encompasses Aborþinal
people's values, ceremonies, song, dance, and teachings Many Aboriginal peõple give th^anl$ and praler
to "the Creator" for everything they receive and everything that occurs. This is the most imporønt UeUãf

it is believed that the Creator has provided the Mother Earth, be il enimals, people, plants, water and
everything is a life force and part of it or comes from the Earth. Values and teachiqgs, such as kindness,
hone¡tY. sharing, caring, respect, wisdom and strength are frrndamental to this way
Aboriginal people often have the responsibility of modelling and teaching these.
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as

an¿ Elders of the

skyrocketing rates of alcoholism, substance abuse, domestic violence, and
suicide.3o Muctu if not mosf Aboriginal crime is associated with alcohol
use.

"Alcohol abuse is considered one of the single largest contributors to the
disproportionate levels of First Nations offenders within the criminal justice
slrstem."31

coming bacþ the Indian Act created a check on Aboriginal people,s
autonomy but simultaneously created a state of dependency. ,,Although the
Purpose of the Indian Act was not generally understood by the public, and by

many Indians as welf the Act soon became a symbol of discriminatiory a piece of
racist legislation -!s2 Aboriginals did not have any part in electing the politicians

who legislated the Indian Act since they were not allowed to vote up until 7960.
In shorÇ the Act was so inclusive that Aboriginal peoples themselves had

virtually no voice in the management in any of their own affairs.33
For the Government of Canada, the Indian Act was a measure to control

Indians until they were fully assimilated through enfranchisement.
Enfranchisemenf however, did not do well in canada being only a lure for
assimilatiort many Aboriginat peoples chose not to fit the dominant cultural
mode of a full citizen. In short, Aboriginat people chose not to exchange cultural

Augie (2000) The Politics of Jurisdiction: Pathway or Predicament in Long, David & Dickason,
olive Patricia Visions of the HearÍ Canadian Aboriginal Issues Toronto: Harcourt õ
lzz.
3t
Trebilcocþ Romola [2000, May 15]
""uau-ui
" Weaver, S'M' (l9Sl) Making Canadian Indian Policy: The Hidden Agenda Toronto: University of

'l.ltttg,

Toronto hess at 19.

33

Some Aboriginal people were able to make daily decisions themselves, especially the firther
north you

went.
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characteristics for citizenship. It was not until the L960's that this policy of
enfranchisement changed and Aborig*ulr were granted the right to vote in
federal elections.s "Citizenship and assimilation were no longer equated; one

could be both a First Nation person and a futl-fledged Canadian cittzen."3s
The Indian Act went through many revisions between L885-1951. The Act

underwent a major final change in 1951 after which the prohibition of the
religious ceremony of the potlatch was repealed, for example. Other prohibitions
that the Indian Act had placed were finally lifted included: not being allowed to
leave the reserves without vrritten permission from the agenÇ possessing
or

consuming alcohol, and the suppression of religious ceremonies like the Sun
Dance.
The main features of the 1876leg¡slation had not been altered after the

lgSL amendment, but the amended Act reduced the degree of government

intrusion into the cultural aÍlatrs of Aboriginal peoples. A closer look at the 195L

Indian Act compared with the Indian Act of 1876 shows that there were only
minor differences. In formaÇ conten! and intent they were quite similar. In
1969, the

governrnent announced its intention to absolve itself from

responsibility for Indian affairs and the special status of Aboriginal peoples and
to repeal legislation suchas the Indian Act. The ¿uìnouncement of this policy in

thelg1gl4lhite Paper is discussed next.

3a

Prior to 1960, Fiist Nations people were required to give up their Indian status to be considered Canadian

citizens underthe law
35

cibbins (1997) at24.
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Indiønpoliy promulgatedby Prime Mínister Pierre Etliott Trudeau's goaernment,
under the auspices of the Honourøble lean Chretien, yesented in
lune 1g6g is a tllnty itisguiseil
lero

pro grømme of extermination through øssimiløtion.,,

-Harold Cardina7,1969

This new phase of Aboriginal-government relations sparked great

controversy

wþ

the Government of Canada under the Liberal parry led by

Prime Minister Pierre Etliott Trudeau introduce d,rr-lg6g a discussion d.ocument

called'The lAtrhite Paper." The so-called White paper reflected. the political
philosophy of Prime Minister Trudeau stressing individualism and the
protection of individual rights. It proposed to drastically restructure Aboriginalgoveffrmental relations, by removing all privileges for Aboriginal people.
Henceforth, they would receive services on the sarne basis and through fte sarne
channels as all other Canadians. It was accepted at the time that Aboriginal

peoples had been neglected for too long and reform was necessary.

Trudeau was well-known for his strong views in opposition to singling
out cultural groups for separate treatrnent, such as the French Canadians (also
called the Quebecois). H" argued that'politics cannot take into account what

might have been' and'no society can be built in historical "might-have beens:,,.,
In his well-known book, "Federalism and the French canadians," Trudeau
argued:

26

To insist that a particular nationality must have
complete sovereign power is to pursue a selfdestructive end. Because every national minority
will find, at the very moment of liberatiorç a new
minority within its bosom which in turn must be
allowed the right to demand its freedom.só

Trudeau questioned that if such a principle were to work, why had the
last two centuries been fuIl of war and not a single final solution been found?

Humanity, for Trudeau, must be a sum of personal freedom. In other words,
Trudeau argued that individual freedom can not be destroyed by some collective

ideology. This is something the Aboriginal peoples were not ready to hear or
accept.

Tabled in the House of Commons on !une2s,1g6g, the white paper
stated:
The government believes that its policies must lead
to the full, free ¿urd non-discriminatory

participation of the Indian people in Canadian
society. Such a goal requires a break with the past.
It requires that the Indian people's role of
dependence be replaced by a role ofequal status,
opportunity, and responsibility, a role they can
share with all other Canadians.gT

The report clearly recognized the fact that goverrunent policies to-date had been

failing.

Based on this und.erstanding, the federal goverrunent d.ecided to

eradicate special treatnent and the only way to do this was by getting rid of the

Indian Act, for example. As well, special legislation and bureau $acythat had
been developed to-date needed to go. In additiorç Indian Affairs would be

t6
37

Trudeaq Piene Elliott (1968) Federalism and the French Canadians Toronto: MacMillan Canadaat 158.
Govenrment of Canada (1969) Statement of the Govenrment of Canada on Indian Policy Ottawa:

DIAND

at 5.
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dismantled within five years. Federar funds normally spent on Indian
administration would be transferred to the provinces, although this subsidy

would be phased out eventualy.aa The end result would be that Aboriginal
peoples would receive the same services as other fellow Canadians. Thuy would
be equal to other Canadians, perhaps, an idea that was too radical indeed.

Aboriginal peoples were given

a

simple choice between discrimination or

equality. The report created unequivocal opposition from Aboriginal
communities. In a state of shocþ Aboriginal communities rejected the report
which was a reaction that according to most commentators, caught the Trudeau
government off guard. Aboriginal groups found the White Paper to be a racist
document in its intent and potentially genocidal in its consequences. Having

already expressed conceffrs over the Indian Act, Aborigrrrul peoples, suggestions
and recommendations were givenno input inwhatwas titled, the'White paper.,
Instead, status Indians wanted the right to conduct their political, social,
and cultural affairs without excessive interference from Ottawa. Thuy wanted

their special rights honoured and their historical grievances recognized and dealt

with. However, the report did not prioritize any of these concerns. 'The policy
in both substance and preparation indicated otherwise; it had been prepared

within governnlent a4d without Indian participation."3e The ironic twist was the
fact that although the government was attempting to remove an air if distrust,

38

Dyck (1991) at 108.

3e

Weaver (1981) at 5.
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it

only reinforced

it. It was the 1960's

that witnessed an increasing distrust of the

goverrunent from not only Aboriginal peoples but from the public and the media
as

well.
The officials who drafted the white paper did not anticipate the

sentiments of Aboriginal communities and the capabilities of Aboriginal

representatives. After the first counter-proposal, the Red Paperao prepared by
the Indian Chiefs of Alberta (7g70),Trud.eau publicly said that the government

would not press the implementation of the \Â/frite paper.ar By Spring 1971,

t¡1e

policy was formally withdrawn. Harold Cardinal's influential book, The lJnjust
Society (1g6g)was one document that heavil

y

critrcized the demands of the White

Paper. caïdinal wrote as a response to Trudeau's governments'plan to
eliminate Aboriginal rights. His message captured the feelihgs and emotions of
many Aboriginal peoples. He stressed how Aboriginal peoples were
marginalized in Canada tlrrough bureaucratic neglect, potitical indifference, and
societal ignorance. He labelled Canada's treahnent of Aboriginats as'cultural
genocide.'¿z Cardinal delivered a revolutionaÐ/ message in a transformative

time.

*:

fiJst
of June 1970, Indian leaders gathered in Ottawa at Carleton Urriversþ where they
-days
whefher to adopt Alberta Indian Association's position paper Citizens ' PIus as the Official
_d9b{ed
National Indian Brotherhood's resBonse to the rWhite Paper. Afteimaking certain revisions to the paper, by
expanding the section on dealing with fieaties to include Aboriginal rights they endorsed the Albertan .ned
Paper' on June 3,1970. Traditional Indian regalia was worn u/someãf tne Indian leaders adding to the

i

I"

drama ofthe settins.
rbid at 5.

ot

a2

Cardinal (1969) at 139.

Gibbins (lgginnotes:
The White paper was also a response to values

within the policy-making arena of the national
govemment Itwas designed more to protect
the government from external criticism than to
meet the aspirations of Canadian FirstNations
as these

were articulated by First Nations

leaders.43

The rights of the individual were placed above the collective survival
of

Aboriginal Peoples. While the l4trhite Paper sought to end paternalismø

and.

discrimination against Aboriginal peoples, at the sarne time it failed to
acknowledge that discrimination could in fact persist even by erasing
privileges

given to Aboriginal peoples. In a debate of equality, the issue became
one of
special rights for minorify groups. In a fwistful manner, the
White paper (7969)

argued:
To a¡gue against this right [to equality] is to
argue for discrimination, isohüôru ana
separation. No Canadian should be excluded
from.participation in community life, and none
should expect to withdraw and still enjo¡z the
benefits that flow to tfiose who particþai:e.+s

In surn, afew points should be noted. one, although there was extensive
consultation with Aboriginal leaders, their input was ignored. Second, it was
a
major policy initiative of that time on which Trudeau spent a lot of time. Third,

it completely ignored the major policy thrust of the 1g66-Ttwo volume Høwtlnrn

43

cibbins 0997\ at32.

4 'Patemalìsm' ias

seen as a force denying Aboriginal peoples the freedom to develop as they wanted
and

discouraging any initiatives they undertook.
*'Govenrment
of Canada (1969) at 8.
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Report.t6 Fourth, interestingly enougb many Aboriginal peoples firmly believe

that the reporfs objectives remain an unofficial policy of the goveffrment to this
duyThe question of how Aboriginal peoples ought to be accofiunodated

within Canada has not left the societal and institutional agendas of governments
to date. This is evident by the works of fwo schorars, Alan cairns and Tom
Flanagan who hold two separate viewpoints on the issue. AIan Cairnsaz argues

in his book, Citízens Ptus: Aboriginal

Peoples and the Cønadiøn

Støte,that the term

"citizensplus" provides the basis for rejecting the assimilationist assumptions of
the l4trhite Paper. Cairns' enters the current debate over the relationship between

Aboriginal peoples and the Canadian state with the aim of finding ways to hold
society together He argues that "our present discourses have difficulty being

simultaneously sensitive to our diversify and yet sympathetic to and supportive
of a togetherness that is more than geographical(6)..4s
Tom Flanagarl, in his book, FirstNations? SecondThoughts,takes a different

individuatistic,liberal approach in answering this question of accommodation.
Aboriginals deserye to be treated as other individuals, with the same rights and
a6

The H¿wthorn Report of 1966-7 rejected assimilation and the disappearance of separate Aboriginal status
goal. The past it argue$ cguld not be ig¡ored. The historic presence of aboriginal peoples prior to
ry a
thearival of Europeans and their subsequent negative teaünenÇ in spite of the treaães,
¡ustihea âccording
thl Hawthorn Report, a permanent positive recopition" labelled *citizen's plus.,'
19
*' Caims had worked with
the Hawthorne Commission which explored the situation of Indian people in
canada in the mid-1960's,
th; ,lã-""itir"o's plus.,, surprisinglt;;;ug¡,-a-ort õi.rv-n*
years later Cairns had not changed his mind in this regard because hè believed that the term reeopizes

*ð;;i"J

Aboriginal "diff€rence2'wtile simultaneously emphas-izing that a sustainable relationship between
non-Atoriginal peoples must be underpinned by a common citizenship.
$b_o{sinal gd
'" Cailtrs, Alan C. (2000) Citizens Plus: Aboriginal Peoples and the Canadian State Vancouver: UBC
Press at 6.
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responsibilities advocates Flanagan. Flanagan's solution is fol Aboriginals to
become full Canadian citizens with all the opportunities and responsibilities of

citizenship. For him, Aborig*al peoples are ordinary human beings and the
individual is the determinant of value and not the corlective. Flanagan
adamantly argues that:
In order to become self-supporting and get beyond
the social pathologies that are
tLei,
"ui"i"g
communities, Aboriginal people
need to acquire the
skills and attitudes that bring success in a liberal
society, political democracy, and market economy.
Call it assimilatioru call it integratioru call it
adaptation, call it whatever you want it has to
happen.+e

It is clear that Flanagan supports the philosophy of the White Paper, and directly,
criticizes the Haluthorn Report. His comment on the concept of."cittzensplus"

from the Hawthorn Report is that it will lead in practice to an ever-growing flow
of money to Aboriginal governments combined with economic development
projects based on multiple goals such as job creatiorç employment training,
reserve infrastrucfure,

Aborig-ul entrepreneurship, and cultural

preservation.s0

He believes that ttrc White Paper, on the other hand, protects Aboriginal societies
and since Aboriginal peoples live life like other Canadians, the real question is

not one of assimilation but one of the extent to which their identity is to become
politicizcd.

ae

Flanagan, Tom (2000) First Nations? Second Thoughts?
195-6.

to

Ibid at 106.
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Monteal: McGill-Queen's University

Press at

Having seen two51 different perspectives on this issues2, thetruth of the
matter is that the \A/hite Paper of 1969 was rejected. The rejection of the l4/hite
Paper opened uP a new and confused policy era; the d.irection of First
Nation

policy in the 7970's was "up for grabs."s3 As a matter o1Íact,,,the white paper
became the single most powerful catalyst of the Indian nationalist movement,

launching it into a determined force for nativism

i

a

reaffirmation of

a

unique

cultural heritage and identity."un Up until the end of the rejection of the White
Paper, Aboriginal peoples had little or no control over the policies that
directed

their lives. Now, however, there was suddenly a moment where Aboriginal
leaders would have input into policy objectives that would take

Aborigul

aspirations into consideration. This is one opportunity they quickly reached
out

for and the changes that slowly began emerging will be reviewed in the next
section.

tt

Due to space limitations, only two perspectives a¡e offered here. There is a¡r abundance
of other views,
particularly Aboriginal views that can be ieviewed for a more deeper unden*dlù;;holio-tl"r,
nuu,

said about this issue.
Please refer to Cairns, Alan & Flanagan, Tom An Exchange Inroads, VoI 10,
2001, pgs l0l-122 where
both schola¡s offer one another feedback and the most important contiúutions r"¿ ná*s"Ao.
eachothers
52

books.
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Self-Governmenû Cloger to Control?

"W

haae gioen us a longer leash and a bigger pløypen,

but they are determined to keep us

under control".
- Chief Bill Two Rivers, Kahnawake Mohawk Councif at the úrd.igenous peoples

Conference, London, Ontatrc,

199'1,.

From the1970's onwards, we had a different scenario emerging. This new
phase involved some recognition of diversity within Canadian society and
acceptance of the fact that there would be a permanent Aboriginal presence

in

Canada. The relationshiP shifted from one of assimilation and integration to one
of.Iimited Aboriginal rrutonorny.ss The ongoing issue of the Aboriginal'problem,

was now being seen in a different light by the government. To the joy of many

Aboriginal peoples, the government perception of the Aboriginal agenda began

fioully to change. Throughout the late twentieth and early twenty-first century
the federal government graduall;y gaveAboriginat peoples more authority to

control their local affairs.s6 This had been a remarkable shift in recognizing

Aboriginal rights.sz Fleras & Etliott (7ggz)note rhat:
To its credit, the government has accepted the
idea that Aboriginat peoples (a) are a separate
people, (b) possess a tfueatened culture and

society that require massive government
intervention for survival, (c) need special
me¿ìsrües to bring aboutrenewal, and (d)
55

This term 'limited Aboriginal autonomy' is my own term used to describe the policy shift in the 1970,s
onwa¡d.
tr Cassidy,
Frank & Bish, Robert L. (19S9) Indian Govemment :Jts Meaning and practice Lantzville:
Oolichan Books at 6.
57
4boriginal righls refer to a whole range of entitlements which are drawn from a variety of sowces such
as intemational law, the fieaties, Royal Proclamation of 1763, and natural law.
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depend on central authorities and legal
obligations to ensure Aboriginal progr"r,
self-determining people.sa

*

Several events illustrate that this goverrunental consensus had.
crystâIlized. Most

Prominent was the accePtance of the concept of self-government.ss Frcm19g2
onwards the focus on Aboriginal rights was centered around the successful
recognition and acceptance of the right to self-governmentóo in the
Canadian
Constitution.
Self-government, however, has been widely misunderstood
by Canadians.

M*y

Canadians even take offence at the use of the term.61

l /hat

Canadians

want is for Aboriginal peoples to become full participants in society while
possessing the tools to preserve their heritage.oz Canadians
grow particularly

hesitant when there is an impingement on their established rights.
Nowhere
does the conflict between the tolerant society and equalitv worship
become more

nettlesome than in,Aboriginal policy.oa

i

tlp-*t'Augie & Elliott,

Jean Leonard

(lgg2)The Nations withiq Aboriginal-state Relations in canad4

states, anr New zearand, Toronto: oxford universityires s
at 52.
$1u,yea
-- ùer-govemment rs not
a new concept to Aboriginal peoples. Aboriþal governments
existed long
before the arival of Europeans in North Americ-a-Througn tn"
euiiginat gou.--"ot stuctures,
the various tribes exercis"ì oe¡ occrrpation oiar m4 and sovereignty
"rigi""Ì over their own people. In
this
is very much rooted in the heritagï uo¿
of Aboriginat peoples.
å3flt:llllåtj1::t_g"*..Tent
-- rhe nght to self govemìncludes a greater
"ort*.(that is,
self determination andiocial justice
ol over one,s
destiny) rather than subordination to political and bu¡eaucratic authorities,
"ã'"t
economic development
to end
dependency, poverty, and unemplolmenq protection and retention
of ÀUoriginat culture, and social vitality
that will overcome such existing soòial proble-s like healtb, noùiog
,rir"r,
education" criminal justice, alieiation,
o'
while the public endorses the gengral concep! they disagree with the practical implications
such as the
tr.ansfer ofmoney transfer of auñority, etc.
* Bricker, Danell & Greenspon, Edward (2001)
Searching for Cerøinty: Inside the New Canadian

"t".

lyfindset
ut

Canada: Doubleday

-

at27ï.

lbid at276.
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For Aboriginals, self-government means simply that they, as the First

Nations, will govern their own people and their afÍatrs including the land and its

use. Negotiations represent an "opportunity to at least partially reverse
hundreds of years of oppressive government policies and neglect."6a For
governments, it means a cut in the heart of the Constitutiorç at the very least.
For example, there is fear that entrenching Aboriginal self-government in the

constitution will possibly lead. to a fourth order of government. Many
Canadians believe that accepting the Aboriginal right to self-government is an

inappropriate response to rectifying past mistakes, and inÍact,Aboriginal
peoples are not ready for political control while other Canadians believe that

it

would be a great solution.
Even if this fear of Aboriginal peoples notbeing able to manage their own
agenda was to have some rnerit it is crucial to keep in mind that "self-

goverrunent is an emergent, iterative process - its meaning and vatidity become
clearer with its practice."6s One of the biggest challenges facing advocates of self-

government is to translate their demands into concrete, practical proposals. The
case of Aboriginal self-government in which Aboriginats have been

trying to

demonstrate how politicat control provides the opportunity for more effective
and culturally appropriate solutions to community problems can in their

opiniorç serve to reduce Aboriginal peoples encounters with the justice system.
s

Hawkes, David C. (19S5) Aboriginal Self-Govemment: What Does It Mean? Ontario: Institute of
Intergovemmental Relations, Discussion Paper at l.
ut
Warry, Wayne (1998) Unfinished Dreams-: Community Healing and the Reality of Aboriginal SelfGovemment Toronto: Universþ of Toronto Press at 49.
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The most significant and decisive influence on the future direction of Aboriginat
justice reform is the emergence of Aboriginal self-government.66

In1982 a Special Committee of the House of Commons on Aboriginal selfgoverrunent was appointed to review legal and institutional issues related to the
stafus, development and responsibitities of band governments on reserves. Its
1983 report entitled, Indian SeIf Goaernmentin Cønøda,6z also known as the penner
Report, recofiunended that the federal goveffunent recognize First Nations
as a

distinct order of government within the Canadian federatiorç and pursue
processes leading to self-government.6s In order to achieve this the report

proposed a three part programme.es
As well, lø:.lESzthrough the demands of Aboriginat organizattons our

Constitution Act in sections 25,35, andSVo recognized and affirmed existing

6 McNamara,
Luke (1993)Ab91grn1l Peoples, the Artministation of Justice, and the Autonomy Agenda:
An Assessment ofthe Status of Criminal Justice Reform in Canada with Reference to the prairið
nelion
Lrcgal Research Institute ofManitoba
@ lO7.
67

CanadlHouse of Comnons SpecialCommittee on Indian Self-Govemmen! (Chair: K. penner),
Report
of the Special Committee on Indian Self-Govemment in Canada Ottawa: Supply and Services
Canad4
!983.
68
Wherett, Jill [1999, June 17] Aboriginal Self-Govemment: Library of parliament Retrieved July
15,
2003.from http://www.parl. gc. calinformation/library/pRBpubv962-ã.hm

:

'ITt

thrce part progryPme included: (a) that the administration of all programs and the
delivery of all
services be transferred from tht Deparûnent of Indian Affairs and Northirnbevelopment
to Indian First
Nation govemments prepared to accept this responsibility; (b) that legislation be enacted
after consultation
between the govenrment and individual tndian first Natiôns, acknowiedging the jurisdicúon
of each Indian
First Nations govemment. This legislation would have the capacity to pðrnit Inãian First
Nations to
assume legislative and executive power over virtually all areas of govemment
, *¿ t"ithat the
Canadian Constitution be amended so as to expressly rec ogntzeaicl entench the
""u.E
rþht'of Indian peoples to
seü-government.
70
Section 25 of the Charter guaranteed any rights or freedoms that have been recognized by the Royal
Proclamation of October 7, 1763; Section 35 recognized and affirmed the existing-eUoriginat and
teaty
rights of the Aboriginal peoples of Canad4 as such Aboriginal peoples of Canadãinclu¿ãa t¡e Indian,
hgt, *9 Metis people; Section 37 o-utlines the constitutiõnal cänference composed ofthe prime Minister
of Canada and the first minisls¡5 of the provinces, and the need for their ug"odã to include the identification
and definition of the rights of those peoples to be included in the Constitution of Canada.
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Aboriginal and treaty rights.zr With the addition of section 35 the Canadian
government, for the first time, constitutionally acknowledged that there were not

only

Aborigul

people but Aboriginal rights. The key impact of section 35 was

the way it shifted emphasis from the question of legal existence of Aboriginal

rights to the issue of whether they had been terminated.T2 Thecentral point of
dispute was not the acknowledgement by the state of these rights, rather, it was

what ought to be included within the meaning of section
Aboriglnal rights ca4 be described

3b.

as encornpassing a

broad range of

economic, social, cultural, and political rights.z3 since lggz,the courts have
issued a number of major decisions effecting the contemporary status of

Aboriginal rights. For example, in spanow r. Reginaza Macklem states:
At issue was whether the Musqueum nation ...could
assert an Aboriginal right to fish that would override
federal regulations...The Musqueum asserted that
their right to fish was an,existing, Aboriginal right
recognized and affirmed by s.3S(1) of thJ
Corutitution Act, and therefore, paramount over
federal law that regulated its exercise. zs

Of all these cases, the judgement delivered in the Sparrow case was important
because

it was the first

case to consider the meaning of section 3s

Constitution. The outcome of this
7r

case was

of the

that the Supreme Court ruled in their

Cassidy, Frank & Bish, Robert L. (1989) at 16.

j Sanlers, D (1989) Pre-Existing Rights: The Aboriginal Peoples of Canada in G.A. Beaudoin & E.
charter of Righrs and Freedoms, 2'd ed To¡onro: carswell
FFF{':S
@73r.
^c^-^¡$an
et.n, MichaelT:(1993)
Home and Native Land:
Aboriginal Rights and the Canadian coñtitution

_'_

Vancouver: UBC Press at 30.
74
Sporro, v. Regina(1986), 36 D.L.R

(4\

Z+a(B.C.C.A.

1<

''

Macklem, Patrick (Lgg2)Aboriginal Peoples, Criminal Justice Initiatives and the Constitution
university ofBritish columbia Law Review (Special Edition), pgs. 2g0-305 at2g3.
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favour. Fishing was seen to be 'Aboriginal' and a part of ,existing, Aboriginat
rights guaranteed by the Constitution. The significance of this case pertained to
the fact that the goverrunent acknowledged the duty to not only protect certain

activities, but to protect awayof life - the Aboriginal way of life.

After theTgS2Constitution acknowledgemenf section iZzø rcquged a
constitutional conference where Aboriginal organtzattons would sit at the
constitutional bargaining table with first ministers called the First Ministers
Conference (FMC). Held in March of 1983,the conference made some progress.
Three additional conferences were duly held tn!984,1985 and L98Z as well

which focussed exclusively on the right of self-government. Although the
conferences failed in their major objective of giving substance to the inherent

right of self-government, they nevertheless signalled the arrival of Aboriginal
people as equal parturers closer to political autonomy.

In March 7g85,the federal goverrunent adopted a "fwo-track, øpproøch to
self-government. On one track were constitutional negotiations and on the other,
were community-based negotiations. At the constitutional level, the principles of

self-government and the questions of inherent jurisdiction would be addressed.

At the community level, Aboriginal self-government and how it would be
76

Section 37 states: (1) a constitutional conference composed of the Prime Minister of Canada and the first
ministers of the provinces shall be convened by the Prime Minister of Canadawithin
one year after this part
comes into force. (2) The conference convened under subsection (1) shall have included in its
agenda an
item
lgspecting constitutional matters that directþ affect the Aborigínal peoples of Canuø iorlí¿ioãtn.
identification and definition of the rights of those peoples to be inclùae¿in tle Constitution of Canad4 and
the Primt Minister of Canada shall invite representatives ofthose peoples to participate in the discussions
on that item.
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carried out in a day-to-day manner would be addressed. Flowever,
many
Aboriginals wondered whether this was the federal government's approach
to
assimilation once again clothed as recognition. At this point in time
Aboriginal
Ieaders were furious with mere talks, instead they were
wanting to see concrete

results' Thuy wanted this so they could take control over

issues that were

destroying their communities such as criminal justice due to
high rates of crime.
Concerns arose over whether Aboriginal self-governmentwas
to be considered a
creature of the existing federal and provincial governments
which could be
changed or modified by them. Instead, Aboriginal peoples
argued for a fourth

order of government that would have sovereignty and autonomy
within its own
sphere of activity. As a result, they could take control
over many issues such as
justice matters by putting an end to the restriction
imposed upon their

communities to govern themselves.

During the L980's, the matter of Aboriginat self-government had
become a
constitutional issue: a question of national importance. Nevertheless,
recognition of this right by the federal and provincial governments
did not

follow. The government continued to question the meaning of Aboriginal
selfgovefflment in practice, but they also found that it was an issue they
could not

ignore. In the process, Aboriginal peoples were excluded from participation
in
the constitutional negotiations that led to 19gz Meech Lake Accord.
This

produced strong Aboriginal protests that contribr¡ted to the Accord's
defeat on
lune ?3,1990. In Manitoba for example, Elijah Harper (lvt[-a Rupertstand)
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rejected the passing of the Accord. Asch and Macklem's thoughts were that,,the

import of Elijah Harper's actions lies in the fact that they represent

a

reaction

against a deep-rooted process of constitutional exclusion of First Nations in the

definition of Canada."n Although the Meech Lake Accord collapsed, the way in
which Aboriginal rights would be dealt with in future constitutional reforms

would be different.
"After much negotiatiory the provincial premiers, territorial government
leaders, Aboriginat organizattons and the federal government agreed,,as part of

theTgg}Charlottetown Accord, on amendments to the Constitution Act1982

thatwould have included recognition of the inherent right of self-government for
Aboriginal p€ople."78 For the first time, Aboriginal organizattons had been fuIl
participants in the talks, however, the Accord was rejected. in a national
referendum.

with the defeat of the charlottetown Accord :r;-rgg2the level of
uncertainty regarding Aboriginal self-governmentremained large. It is crucial to
keep in mind that the issue of self-government encompassed much more than the

type of government to be exercised by Aboriginal peoples. In essence,

the ptace

of

Indinnpeople øs awholc in Canadiøn society wøs øt s;tølæ. In other words, by being

granted the rightto gover-n themselves Aboriginal peoples would take charge of

77

Ascb Michael & Macklem, Patrick (1991) Aboriginal Rights and canadian sovereignty: An Essay on

R v. Sparrow,29 l.lta. LawReview 495 @516.

'o Wheretl Jill [999, June 17] Ab-original Self-Govemment: Library of Parliament Retieved July 15,
2003 from http://www.parl. gc.calinformation/libra¡vÆRBpubs/962-e.htm
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their people and no longer would they be classified

as

canadians nor

accountable to the two levels of government.
What would the Charlottetown Accord have changed? Lefs look at a few
changes. The Charlottetown Accord would have recognized the inherent right of
self-government for Aboriginals and would have acknowledged that First Nation

govefflments constifuted a fourth order of government in Canada. Federal and

provincial laws would remain in place until they would be superseded by
Aboriginal laws. In additiorç native peoples would have had

a

new role of one

kind or another in the House of commons, senate, supreme Court, first
ministers conferences, and the constifutional amending formula.Te Although the
negotiation of self-government agreements had been on the national agenda
since the early 1980{s, the Accord would have established for the first time a

"finaalegal and policy framework to govern negotiations, to clariÍy the scope of
Aboriginat jurisdictiory to ensure adequate funding for the process, and to

provide for the constitutionali zattonof the self-government agreements

and.

for

their imptementation."so
Asch (7992) notes thaf
Federal and provincial governments have generally
agreed that any political powers they might be
willing to recognize in Aboriginal self government
must ultimately be "contingent,' In other words,
they must derive from the presentconstitutional
division of powers befween the federal and

It Oy"h Rand (2000) Canadian Politics: Critical Approaches (3'd Ed.) Ontario: Nelson Thomson
Learnine at 75.
Hogglfeter W. & Turpel, Mary Ellen (1995) Aboriginal Self-Government Legal and Consritutional
lo
Issues Royal Commission on Aboriginat Peoples at 381.
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provincial levels. Aboriginal governrnent, they have
ilgued, must depend on authority delegated from
presently existing levels of governmmt or on
authority provided by Acts of parliament e

Clearly, the governmentwishes for Aboriginal goveffrments and.

institutions to exercise their right of self-government within the existing
framework of the Canadian constitution. This is "a modern expression of
paternalistic colonialism that attempts to keep Aboriginal peoples under the

ultimate care and care of non-Aboriginals."s2 Governments appear to hold the
present division of section 9L and section gzss powers to be an essential part of
the Canadian political fabric. By implicatiorç departing from this context of

Confederatiorç by establishing separate powers for Aboriginal governments

might threaten the integrity of the nation

itself.Ba

An Era of Error: Where To Go Next?
Though Aboriginal peoples have made major breakthroughs since the
defeat of the L969 Wlúte Paper, they have also continued to face barriers in

locating room for self-sufficiency. While the repudiation of the White paper

*"0' t^vtlchagl (lgg2)Political Self Sufficiency in Nation to Nation: Aboriginal Sovereignty and the
ÏFuture
of canada" Engelstad, Diane & Bird, Joþ

eds. ontario: Anasi at 46.
tt Ibid
at 46.
" rnà Co titotion Act 1867 divides jurisdiction between Parliament and the ten provincial legislatures.
Section 9IQ4) of the Constitution Act 1867 gives Parliament exclusive jurisdictión in relation-to ,.Indian,
and lands reserved for the Indians." Section 92 (14) gives several powers to the provinces. Section gZ(14)

gives exclusive powers to provincial legislatures as iistates:
The administation of Justice in the Province, including the Constitution, Maintenance,
and Organization of kovincial Courts, both of civil anã criminaljurisdiótion, and
including Procedure in civil matters in those courts.
In summary, section gl}õ gives Parliament power to make laws with respect to ..lhdiâns, and lands
reserved for Indians," and section 9lQ7) includes within federal legislative authority, the criminal law,
;tï9tpt the Constitution of courts of criminal jurisdiction, but including the procedurã in criminal matters.
"" Long, Anthony J. & Boldt, Menno (19S8) Govenrments in ConflicÍ Provinces and Indian
Nations in
Canada Toronto: University of Toronto press at 77.
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marked the formal end of the colonialist policy era,many of its underlying
assumptions such as assimilatiory for example, have continued

to aÍÍect

Aboriginal-governm€ntal relations to this day. Although certain selfgovernment cases have been successful

as,

the fact remains that the government

chooses not to fully share political power. Even though Aboriginal peoples have
become actively engaged in confronting the government over matters that have

left deadly consequences in areas like justice, the truth remains that Aboriginal
communities are still lagging behind severely. "The upshot is that assimilation

policy is by no means

dead.."86

In the view of many Aboriginal leaders and. other

critics of contempotary governmental policies, the policy goal may have been
dropped officiatty by the governmenÇ but continues to linger around

unofficially.
Assimilation has been a central theme in aII govefflmental policy towards

Aboriginal peoples

as ttre three phases discussed.

illustrate. This assimilationist

goal has been clothed in many different terminologies. For example, integration
and civilization have been utilized extensively. As an Indian Affairs member
once stated: "The government wants total assimilatioru but they call

it

In 1984, the Grand Council of the Crees (of Quebec) and the Naskapi First Nations were the first to
obtain a federally legislated base for their individual communities as an alternative to the Indian Act
(through the Cree-Naskapi Act). In 1986, we had the passage of the Sechelt Indian Band Self-Govemment
{clpassed by Parliament. The Sechelt First Nation of British Columbi4 was the first Aboriginal nation in
Canada to negotiate a double bilateral selÊgovernment regime. Another case ü the Council of yukon First
Nations whom demanded more than a land su¡render. They pressed for an economic base to guarantee
their ñrture prosperity, and insisted on retaining significant portions of their taditional territory
(Morse:1999:37). They reached an agreement called the yukon First Nations Land claims settlement
Agreement Act and the Yukon First Nations SelÊGovernment Act in 1993. These two federal statues were
proclaimed in 1996.
86
Schouls, Tim & Olthius, John & Engelstad, Diane (1992) in Nation to Nation: Aboriginal Sovereignty
and the Future of canada" Engelstad, Diane & Bir4 John, eds. ontario: Anasi at 23.
85
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integration." Aboriginal peoples have been expected to give up their cultures,
languages, customs, and religious beliefs and to confribute to Canadian
society.
The civilization goal has been to ensure that Aborigrnal peoples
acquire and

reflect the Euro-Canadian ways of life.

Dyck (1991) explains the relationship between Aboriginal peoples and
the
government as one of tutelage as follows:
Reduced to its essentials, tutelage compromises
a form of restraint or
.*"r"lred by-one
parfy over another as "*u
well as the condition of
beingsubjected to protection or guardianship ...
there is an implicitunderstanding of the unJqual
status and power of the two parties. What is
unusual about the particular form of tutelage
experienced by Aboriginal peoples in Canaãa is not
that it has involved the exercise of power by one
parfy to guide and shape the conduct of anôther. ..it
is that their experience has been based neither upon
a contractual agreement nor a negotiated
understanding butupon the power of one side to
regulate the behaviour of the other in accordance
with a set of unilate¡ally selected pu4roses.Bz

The key word used in the above passage

is'unilateral.' Governments have made

decisions and Aborigtttal people have had no choice but to obey those
decisions.

Aboriginal People are still here, but their aspirations have seldom been those
entertained by other Canadians. For too long in Canada the image in the public,s

mind has been one of the vanishing Aboriginal or of the assimilated Aboriginal.
If public awareness of Aboriginal issues is to be enhanced, we need to move
beyond stereotypes to the complexity of Aboriginal life.

tt Dyrh
Noel (1991)

at 24.
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Time has changed matters in a more positive direction to some degree. In
7969, Aboriginal peoples were about to become an'endangered species.' The so-

called Aboriginal'problem'was about to be solved by the abolishment of

Aboriginal peoples

as

recognizableentities in Canada. All these ye¿Ìrs later,

however, Aboriginal peoples are solidly entrenched as Canada's first citizens. In

additiorç they are recognized

as

distinct peoples with corresponding rights.

Th"y have had the right to sit with Canada's ministers and debate constitutional
:

reform. The Aborig--d agenda has moved into political and public
consciousness. The question remains regarding where changes in Aboriginal-

governmental relations will lead. Nevertheless, issues facing Aboriginal
communities today, with emphasis on criminal justice, are in serious need of

attention. We must keep inmind, however, that even positive moves by the
government are suspected of concealing'hidden âgendas.,ss
So

what Purpose does this discussion of history serve in reference to

Aboriginal oveïïepresentation within the criminal justice system? In a recent
public opinion poll, "over 50 percent of Canadians believed that the problems
facrng Aboriginal peoples are due to the damaging system established by the

government."se The events that occured in the tfuee phases discussed above are
major historical changes that altered the Aboriginal way of living to-date.
j

Aboriginal communities face what can be called a'cultural breakdown' due to

tt Fleras, Augie
& Elliott, Leonard Jean (1992) at 125.
"'Wotherspoon, Terry & Satzewich, Vic (2000) at 15.
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goverrunental policies, and as a result, this breakdown can be clearly linked to
the problems faced in the sphere of criminal justics.eo Romola Trebilcock (2000)

reports:

M*y of the problems that Aboriginal peoples face
with respect to the criminal justice systerr are
influenced by the context of their historical place
in colonial and post-confederation Canida. r,
Aboriginal over-rePresentation within the system is not news to anyone. Neither
is the fact that the problematic nature of the historical relationship is targely

responsible for today's conditions. "Reco gro"ngcolonialism as a central

explanatiory if not the central explanatiorç for Aboriginal ovenepresentation in
the justice system is essential

.'e2 wemust be careful in not minimizing the

historic relations between Aboriginal people and the government as a source of
the problems that Aboriginal peoples face in the justice system. For years before
the arrival of the Europeans, Aboriginal peoples had their own laws and systems
of resolving disputes. These systems have stood in contrast to the non-

Aboriginal method of dealing with crime and criminal behaviour (looked at in
more detail in next chapter). As a result, the concepts of justice imposed upon
Aboriginals by a foreign systern tend to continue on a legacy of historical
injustices, which in turn leads to a life of crime where Aboriginals have no

s.n

aoaition to the sphere of criminal justice, Aboriginal people are facing this lcultural
breakdoum, in
areas such as poverty, unemplolmenq socio-ecõnomic rìrtur, domeJtic abuse,
alcohol abuse, lack of
education, high morølity rates, low life expectancy, etc.
'j trgUitgoch Romola [2000, May 15] Aboriginal Peoples and the Criminal Justice Sysrem Canadian
Criminal Justice Association (CCJA) Part t: Historicai Factors Retrieved from April4, 2003 from

otler

p

t.
htÞlA¡¡rvr¿sqi a-êqþ.calenlabàri.nd
" Monture-Angus, Paticia A. (2000) Lessons in Decolonization: Aboriginal Overrepresentation in
Canadian Criminal Justice in Long, David & Dickason, Olive A. Visions ofthe Heart Canadian
Aboriginal Issues Toronto: Harcourt Canada at363.
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control. How one can not charge the government with at least some level of
responsibility for this is incomprehensible.
For years the Canadian government has attempted to destroy Aboriginal

cultures and families. Unfortunately, assimilation remains deeply entrenched in
govemmerrtal practice even though it has been rejected as official policy. Fleras
& Elliott (1992) report that:

I

Nearly two decades of tinkering have not fundamentally
altered the national Aboriginafãgenda - at least not in
any substantial sense. The basic principles of
assimilation remain in place, suggesting that changes
over the past L50 years have been largely illusory and
rhetorical, with major developments restricted to
strategies and symbols rather than objectives and
content.e3

We must keep in mind that governmental policy towards Aboriginal people was

historically programmed to protect, assimilate, and civilize. Such a commitrnent
is difficult to break. Control and domination has been seen as necessary and

normal. l4lhite suPremacist views have always been upheld while Aboriginal
have been considered an inferior stock of people. We have surely moved from
an ideology of control to consultatioru howeveg intewretøt¡on arLd,

ímplenetttøtíon of this revised philosophy remains controversial because many
leaders of Aboriginal organizatiorn, Aboriginal citizens, and critics of the federal
and provincial governments believe that change is more rhetorical than

substantive. While this new ideology has surfaced from thel97l'sonwards,
what remains is the need for the old ideolo

e3

Fleras, Augie

& Elliott,

Jean Leonæd (1992)

at 52.
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W

ofcontrol to completely be

replaced. Until then, competing agendas and expectations will continue to
frustrate the old-age Aboriginat'problem' and the need to,decolonize,
Aboriginal-govemmental relations remains.

on a more positive note, however, over time Aboriginal peoples have
moved from fullcontrol over their bands and associated issues, to a status of

assimilatiorç to again fighting to regain control over their communities. In the
Process, they have been imprisoned ... their minds imprisoned

within walls that

could not be seen. Thougtu just like the small flickering ember of a dying fire,
Aboriginals are awakening and seeing the walls within which they have been

confined. This awakening has included turning the overwhelming evidence of
the justice system's disproportionate and d.iscriminative impact on Aboriginat

peoples, into taking positive initiatives to improve the administration of justice.

When one looks at the oveffepresentation of Aboriginal peoples at all stages of
the criminal justice system, one is hor¡ified. History has been shown to

contribute to the overrepresentation in this chapter, however, what other causes

accountfor this'problerrf? This is the subject of discussion in the next chapter.
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Chapter Three:
Aboriginal People
Harsh?

within The Justice system: How Harsh Is

"T'he frst cha[Ienge í"-yñ!"5-lreport on justice is thnt tllr oaerøll perspectiae
of øn aboriginat
person towards Canadiøn legal institutions is one of being surrounded Uy in¡uttiæ
withoul
knowing where justice lies, without knowing whether jultice is possible.r,

-Elijah Harper

The 'problerrf of aboriginat ovenepresentation within the criminal justice
system and the higher rates of incarceration have been the focus of numerous

commissions, task forces, and inquiries. In ]:gïB,Michael
]ackson in the
Canadian Bar Association's Report on Aboriginal Peoples and the Criminal
Justice System stated thafi
Statistics about crime are often not well understood
by the public and are subject to variable interpretat_
ions by the experts. In the case of the statistics
regarding the impact of the criminal justice system
on Native people, the figures are so stark and
appalling that the magnitude of the problem can
be neither misunderstood or interpreted away.%

Notwithstanding the hundreds of recommendations made by these
reports, the reality for aboriginal peoples is that the system is still not adequately

ea

Jackson, Michael (198s) Locking Up Natives In Canad4 Report of the Bar Association Committee on
Imprisonment and Release; reprinted in UBC Law Review
O98g)pg.220. This report was adopted by
the Canadian Bar Association at its annual meeting n lggg
'

n
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meeting their needs.ss simply p:ut, the number of

aborig"t

people tangled up

within the system and within jail needs to be reduced.
This chapter has been designed to discuss the problems and. conflicts that
are associated with aboriginals when they are caught within the criminal justice

system. In doing so, it compiles a sketch of a typical aboriginal offender by
offering a preview into some of the basic facts that surround aboriginal

criminality. Second, it will attempt to understand why these problems exist by
looking at socio-economic conditions, d.emographics, racism/discriminatiory etc
that contribute to the high levels of aboriginal peoples involvement with crime.
Simultaneously, this chapter steps fontrard in tackling the question of justice and

what it means for both aboriginal and non-aboriginal peoples and how this
meaning conflicts wjth one another.

It is perhaps

a necessaïy

starting point to first ask what the Canadian

criminal justice system is and what its purpose(s) are? Criminal justice in
Canad.a similar to other parts of the world, is a complex system of checks and

balances involving many different decision-makers. To put

it simply, the justice

system has been understood to protect private property and uphold the

individual rights of citizens; Certain acts in society need to be prevented for the
protection of the public, and thus, the criminal justice system is an institution

e5

In stating 'not adequateþ meeting their needs' I am not suggestrng that it is the purpose of the criminal
justice system to serve "the needs" of offenders. I am, howevér, tying to place importance on the fact
that

criminal justice system should recognize aboriginal pe oples'dtitinanánistory *d .olt*.. In doing so,
the system can avoid the high levels of inrprisonment and rècidivism that are higL amongst the aboriginä
thre

peoples.
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that achieves this objective. Others like to describe the system to include three
components: the police, courts, and corrections. Each component has a unique
and complementary role in ensuring that the system works.

Most generally, the federal goverrunent has authority to make criminal
lawe6,

while the provinces are responsible for its administration. All courts are

established and administered by the provinces. While space does not permit a
detailed discussion of the history or basic principles of Canadian criminal law, ät
is suffice to say that there are two competingvalues systems which underlie the

administration of criminal justice. one, the 'Crime C-ontrol Model,,,views the

primary PurPose of the criminal justice system

as the

protection of the public

through the deterence and incapacitation of ofÍenders."e7 This model stresses
the importance of controlling crime and it favours providing criminal justice

officials with as much power as possible with which to respond to crime. In
contrasÇ the 'Due Proæss Model"'emphasizes procedural fairness and a

presumption of innocence: 'ns 'fhi, model prefers to place limits on the powers
of criminal justice officials and there is an onus on the system to prove guilt.
The legitimacyee ofthe criminal justice system is based upon both its
effectiveness and fairness. Canada uses deterrence, incapacitatiory and

e6

Criminat law can be seen to be a body of specific rules regarding human conduct that have been put in
p,lage bypolitical authority applying to all members of a socìety.
" Griffiths, Curt T. & Verdun-Jones, Simon N. (1994) Canadian Criminal Justice, 2od Ed. Toronto:
Ha¡court Brace and Company @ 10.
et

lbid ra to.

'The

ñanner in which the criminal justice system functions as a whole, from the complex sequence

of

judicial authorities,procedures and decisionifrom the reporting of a crime right t¡¡ough to the
execution of
a sentence are all ofprime importance for the legitimacy of the administratioi of crimúal justice.
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rehabilitation

as

justice model goals for reasons to sentence offenders. Sentences

serving as deterrents are intended to control crime and dissuade potential

offenders. Secondly, incapacitation sentences are handed down to keep society
safe. Thirdly, sentences for rehabilitative purposes are an approach thatfocuses
on correcting the offender's behaviour in order for the offend.er's societal

reintegration. The fundamental purpose and principles of sentencing in Canada
can be found in section 718 ofthe Criminal Code.100 Furthermore, sectio n7:ll.7

outlines the central principle of sentencing.ror However, section TTg.2codifies
other sentencing principles that must be considered in the sentencing process by
the judge at his/her discretion. Section 718.2lists considerationslo2 to be mad.e

100

718. The fundamental purpose of sentencing is to contribute, along with crime prevention
initiatives, to respect for the law and the maintenance of a jus! peacefirl an¿ sare socieþ by imposing just
sanctions that have one or more of the following objectivei:

(a,) to denounce unlawful conduct;

(b)
(c)
(d/
(e)

(Ð

--

to

deter the offender and other persons from committing offences;
to separate offenders from society, where necessary;
to assist in rehabilitating offenders;
to provrde reparations for harm done to victims or to the community; and
to promote a sense of responsibilþ in offenders, and acknowledgment of the harm done to victims
anóto the conrmunity

lot

718.1 A
ofthe offender.
r02

sentence must be proportiolate to the gravity

ofthe offence and the degree ofresponsibility

718.24 court that imposes a sentence shall also take into consideration the following princþles:

(a) a sentence should be increased or reduced to account for any relevant aggravattngor mitigating
circumstances relating to the offence or the of,[ender, and without tirnitiog the g"o"ãtity of

tlt

foregoing,

(Ð

evidence that the offence was motivated by bias, prejudice or hate based on race, national
or etbnic origin, language, colour, religion, sex, age, mental or physical
orientation, or any other similar factor,
evidence that the offender, in committing the offence, abused the offender's spouse or
common-law parher or child

disabilig,sexuaL-

(ü)
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by the judgø of particular significance is section 718.2(e) which was enacted in
7996 as part of a comprehensive review of sentencing policy in Canada stating:
(e) aII aaailøble sanctions other thnn imprisonment thnt øre reasonøble

in the

circumstances shouldbe consideredfor øII
ffinders, withpørticular øttention to the
circumstances of øboriginøI offenders. Section 718.2(e) is not about excusing
the

criminal acts of Aboriginat people because they are Aboriginal. It is not about
not jailing them simply because they are Aboriginal. Rather, it suggests that
sentences other than imprisonment might meet the needs of the community
and

the offender better than incarceration. The reason for this fact is that they
are

not only disproportionately oveffepresented. in provincial and federal jails across
Canada but also that jails have not proven to be a very effective deterrentfor

Aboriginal offenders.

(üi)
(iv)
(v)

evidence that the offender, in committing the offence, abused a position oftrust
or
authority in relation to the victim,
evidence that the offence was committed for the benefit of, at the direction of
or in

association with a criminal organizatisq s¡
evidence that the offence was a terrorism offence shall be deemed to be aggravating
circumstances;

(å) a sentence should be similar.to sentences imposed on similar offendefs for
similar offences
committed in similar circumstances;
(c) where consecutive sentences are imFosed, the combined sentence should not be
unduly long or
harsh;
(d) an offender should not be deprived of liberty, if less restrictive sanctions may be appropriate
in the
circrnstances; and
(e) all available sanctions other than imFrisonment that are reasonable in the
circumstances should be
considered for all offenders, with particular attention to the circumstances of aboriginal offenders.
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The Supreme Court of Canada's decision in R. o. Gladuetos clarified the

duty of sentencing judges to consider background and systemic factors in
sentencing Aboriginal offenders. Some of the issues/factors that sentencing
judges must consider are:

I.
I[.
III.
ry.
V.
VI.
VII.

has this offender been affected by substance abuse in the

community?
has this offender been affected by poverty?
has this offender been affected by óvert racism?
has this offender been affected uy ramily or community
breakdown?
has this offender been affected by unemployment,low income and
a lack of employment opportunity?
has this offender been affìcted by aistocation from an Aboriginal
community, loneliness and community fragmentation?
has the offender been affected by residentil school education?

The Glødue decisiodoa is an important watershed in Canadian criminal law.
In

this case, the sentencing judge erred in limiting application of section 7ug.2(e) to
the circumstances of Aboriginal offenders tiving on or off reserve. Furthermore,
the judge did not consider the background factors that influenced the accused
to
engag€ in criminal conduct nor did. he pay attention to distinct conception
of

sentencing held by the Aboriginat community. While the judge did take other

mitigating factors into consideration, he was of the belief that since the accused
and,the victim both were living off reserve and

tot

not'within the Aboriginal

See Regina v. Gladue [tggg]Z3 C.C.R. (5ú) 197.
The accused anAborigin:l woman, pledguiþto manslaughter forthe killing ofher
common law
husband and was sentenced
years imprisonment. Upon appeal, the couriof Àpp.ufo*¿ aat tn"
1o
trial judge had erred in concluding that sectioì 7,18.2(e)did not up¡ty t..u*e the
accusèd was not living
o-n r9l9rv9, the systemic or background factors that may have causãd
tle accused to commit the crime, oi
the differing conception of sentencing held by the victim's famil¡ and by their community.

'*

F."
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community as such" there were no special circumstances arising from their

Aboriginal status.
The potential impact of the Glødue decision on the judiciary is arguably

profound. The Supreme Court of Canada has clarified that Parliament's d.ecision
to add section 718.2(e) to the Criminat Code meaning that the courts must, as a
matter of criminal law, rccogmze that Aboriginal people experience incarceration

differently than others. While some might suggest that an Aboriginal person who
receives the same sentence as a non-Aboriginal person is being treated equally,

this has been rejected as fallacious reasoning by th" Supreme Court of Canada.
Sometimes treating different people the same results in inequality.
|ustices Cory

and Iacobucci considered the argument that this treatrnent of Aboriginal peoples
is "reverse discrimination" against non-Aborigrrrul people. Th"y concluded that
section 778.2(e) is not unfair to non- Aboriginal people, it simpty requires judges

to treat Aboriginal people fairly by taking into account their difference.
The

wording oÍs.778.2(,r) or its face, theru requires consideration of

alternatives to the use of imprisonment which amounts to a restraint in the resort

to imprisonment as a sentence, and recognition by the sentencing judge of the
unique circumstances of aborig-"l offenders. In short, the purpose of s. 718.2(e)
is to respond to the problem of over-incarceration in Canada, and to encourage
sentencing judges to apply principles of restorative justice alongside or in the

place of other, more traditional sentencing principles when making sentencing

determinations.
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The situation of Aboriginal peoples and the justice system has been

studied as a problem since

196710s

when it was first documented by the Canadian

Corrections Association ReporÇ Indians nnd the LaTþJ06 Similar findings were
contained in the 1974Report, The Nøtiue offender and the Løw Fromthe Law
Reform Commission of Canada.107 Numerous reports, conferences, and inquires
have been devoted to understanding the problem, and offering
recor-nmendations to ensure justice for Aboriginal offenders. In197S,a national
conferencelos of goveffunent representatives, academics, a4d justice professionals

and members of Aboriginal organizattons met to d.iscuss the concern over the

high numbers of Aboriginal peoples in Canadian jails.roe Since this landmark
meeting, many of the reports to follow have been similar in trend an{ have

followed the broad pattern set by thelg4sconference.

r05

Monture-Angus, Pahicia A. (2000) Lessons in Decolonization: Aboriginal overrepresentation in
Canadian Criminal Justice in Visions of the Hearfl Canadian Aboriginal issu"r, zod Eä. Long, David &
Dickason, Olive Patricia Toronto: Harcourt Canada
@363
16
See Canadian Corrections Association (1967) Indlans and the Law Otüawa: The Canadian Corrections

Assoqiation.
I07
see Canad4 The Native Offender and the Law (1974)ottawa: The Law Reform Commission
Canada.
r08

of

In 1975, the Conference on Native Peoples and the Criminal Justice System adopted .gridelines for
action' which included closer involvement of Aboriginal peoples in the pianning *a O.tñ"ry ofjustice
services, greater control by Aboriginal comnunities over service detivery, cultural sensitivþ training ør
non;Aboriginal staff, recruitment of Aboriginal persons for service fimctions at all stages, in-creased use of
nStive para-prgfessionals, and a greater policy emphasis on prevention, community based diversions and
altematives to imprisonmen! and the protection of young persons.
'"'Native Peoples and Justice: Reports on the National Conference and the Federal-Provincial Conference
on-Native Peoples and the Criminal Justice System, Edmonton February 3-5,Ig7S Ottawa: Ministry of the
Solicitor Gencral @ 3.
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Some of these reports have been federal and nation-wide in which the

broader issues of criminal justicsrro have been addressed., while others have had
a

narrower focus on the corrections

s)zstern.111

Others have been provincial in

scoPe in which particular issues are addressed or where there is a focus on the

experience of specific Aboriginal peoples.1l2 An example of this latter would be
the Report of the Aboriginal |ustice Inquiry of Manitoba,ltt which is analyzed in

Chapter Four. Despite alt inquiries and their recommendations, the problem of
the overrepresentation of Aboriginal peoples in conflict with the law, appearing
before the courts and incarceration in Canadian penitentiaries is getting worse.

In Chapter Two it was made clear that history has had a profound impact
on the position of Aboriginal peoples in society today. This impact is arguably
most visible in prison facilities where a significantly disproportionate number of

Aboriginal people are incarcerated.. Prior to the Second World War, Aboriginal
peoples in prisons were proportionate to their numbers in the Canadian

See Canadian_Corections Association, Indians and the Law (1967)Ottawa; Native people and Justice,
Reports on the National Conference and the FederalÆrovincial Conference on Native people and the
Criminal Justice System (1975) Ottawa: Solicitor General of Canada; Law Reform Comdission of Canada"
Aborþinal Peoples and Criminal Justice: Equalþ, Respect and the Search for Justice, Report No. 34.
(1991)Otüawa
ttt S"9 Task
Force on Aboriginaf People in Federal Corrections, Final Report (1983) Otüawa: Solicitor
General of Canada; Creatinfchoices, Report of the Task Forceon Federally Sentenced Women (1990)

fo

Ottawa.

Ït Sg" R9V{ Corymission on the Donald Marshall Jr. Prosecution (19S9) Nova Scotia; Reporr of the
Osnaburgh/Windigo Tribal Council Justice Review Committee (1990) Ontario; Justiceon trial, R",pott of
the Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and its lnpact on the Indian and Metis people of Alberta
(1991); Report of the Aboriginal Jusfice Inquþ (1991) tvtaoitoba; Report ofrhe Saskarchewan Indian
Justice Review Comnittee (1992); Report of the Saskatchewan MetiJJustice Review Committee (lgg2);
Report on the Cariboo-Chilcotin Aboriginal Justice Inqury (1993) British Coltmbia.
rr3
Co--issioners A.C. Hamilton & C.M. Sinclair irgqli roUU"îquiry into the Arlminisfration of Justice
andAboriginalPeople, ReportoftheAboriginalJusticelnquiry@erè-inafter "AJIReport'),vol.1: The
Justice system and Aboriginal People winnipeg: province ofvtanitoba.
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population.ll4 By 1965,227o of. the inmates at Stoney Mountain penitentiary in
Manitoba were Aboriginal.lls This, however, didn't last long. While Aboriginal
peoples constituted less than 3% of the total Canadian population :rr-lgg1,at the

time, l'l,Yo oÍ the inmate population in federal correctional institutions

and.1,11o

of

provincial prison population were Aboriginal.llø In Manitoba while Aboriginal
people made upt2% of the population, they occupied over s0% oÍthe 1600
people incarcerated on any given day of the year in correctional institutions

according to the AJI in

1gg1.117

discouraging. According to

The rates for Aboriginal youth are even more

a799'1,

study, the forecast was that Aboriginal

offenders betweefr the ages of 72-lgwould account Íor

40o/o

population to correctionat facilities by the year

Michael ]ackson raises an

2011.11s

ofthe admission of

interesting point that if "placed in a historical context, the prison has become for
many young Natiwe people the contemporary equivalent of what the Indian
residential school represented for their paren¡s./'lle In short, these realities for
both adults and youth are alarming, and require a serious response.
The disturbing questiorç as also posed by the AII Report, becomes why so

large a percentage of Aboriginal people seem trapped in the justice system? Are

rla

Trebilcocþ Romola[2000, May 15] Aboriginal Peoples and the Criminal Justice System Canadian
Criminal Justice Association (CCJA) Paxt II: Demographics Retrieved from June 14,iOO4 from

Púm@2.

ttu

Deparùentãf

Justice Cana91(1991) Aboriginal People and Justice Artminisûation:

Otüawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada
@
lr7
AJJ Renort Ø 85.

ltt Justice'on

A Discussion paper

7.

f!a:

neport of the Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and its Impact on the Indian
Metis People of Alberta (1991) Volume 1, Chapter g,
@ 17.
"'Jackson, Michael (1988) @215.

g¡j

s9

Aboriginals committing more crimes or is the system discriminatory? There are

multiple and complex explanations for the disturbing situation. Social causes
were discussed briefly in the last chapter, reflecting the history of oppression by
the Canadian government. More contemporary causes arise from certain
features and conditions of the criminal justice system which fails Aboriginal

offenders. The

A[

Report noted that the combination oJ actua1 criminal

behaviour on the part of Aboriginal people and discriminationwithin the justice
system can account for the overrepresentation. These social and systemicl2o
causes/ which are interdependen!

will be discussed individually next.

Extensive research points to a correlation between socio-economic
disadvantage and involvement in the criminal justice system for Aboriginal

people. The Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoplesl2r noted that
Aboriginal peoples are amongst the poorest in

Cana d,a.7n

Similar findings for

Manitoba were contained in the AJI Report. Poverfy among Aboriginal people is

mainly attributable to unemployment, but is arso linked to low paying or part-

120

Systemic causes are the-re¡ult of standard practices that create an adverse impact
upon an identifiable
group that is not consciously intended.

Ït *" Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) issued its final report in November 1996. The
five-volume, 4,000-page report covered a vast ruog" oi issues; its 440 iecommendati"
;;ú;à f",
s-weeping chahges to the relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people
and govemments in
Canada. Tn response, Aboriginal communities and organizations- pteJsed for iction
on the
recommendations. The report centred on a vision of a new -relationship, -lounded on the recognition
of
{boriginal peoples as self-governing nations with a unique place in caniaa.It set out a2}-year agenda for
c.hane¡,
¡e¡ommending new legislation and institutioor, udditiooul resources, u røirt iUutí* of land and
ttre rebuilding of Aboriginal nations, governments and communities.
v-2

Canada,Royal Commiss-ign
Aboriginal Peoples, Towards a Just and peacefi¡l Society: 7le
9n
corrections and conditional Release Act Five years Later, solicitor General
@47s.
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time work.læ These conditions have caused Aboriginal peoples to depend
heavily upon relying on social assistance

Aboriginal people over the L5 years

leastpartof the YÊü,compared

of.

. "Inlgg},approximately

28.6o/o

of all

agedepended on social assistance Í.or at

to8.'1"% of

thegeneralCanadianpopulation.lza

McCaskill, in a study on Aboriginal criminality in Manitoba found that the
socieconomic and offence profiles of a large sample of Aboriginal inmates and
parolees were characterizedby "serious social and personal disorgani zation,

including family instability, alcohol abuse, and low levels of education and skill
development."l2s
There are clear bariers that prevent Aboriginal peoples from escaping

poverty. Lack of education in comparison to their non-aboriginal counterparts is
a serious

problem. lustS% of Aboriginal people aged ls and over had a

universify degree ir-Tggl,compared withl3% of the non-aboriginat populatiorç
while 54To ofAboriginal people had not completed high school compared with
34% of the non-aboriginal population.l26 J6day, although residential schools no

longer exist, the truth of the matter is that Aboriginal parents do not place
pressures upon their children to attend school due to their negative experiences

frorn the past. As well, most of the course information is delivered by nonAboriginal individuals who have limited understanding of Aboriginal history,
tt'Ibid @.479.

r2a

P5

Treblcocþ Romola [2000, May 15]

paÍm

@

l.

Mccaskifl, Don (1985) Patterns of Criminalþ and Corrections Among Native Offenders in Manitoba:
Analysis Saskatoon: Prairie Region, Conectional ServiceJ of C anada
@ 24.
Canad4 Statistics Canad4 Aboriginal Peoples in Canada Ottawa: Minister of Indusãy, 2OOl

âLjogr}¿Tul

""

6t

@ 5.

culture, and realities. In short, Aboriginal people's educational attainment levels
are much lower than non-aboriginals. Particularly in Manitob4 The AJI Report

noted that "according to the 1986 Censas,34.2% of Manitoba's Indian population
over the age of 15 had less than grade nine educatiory compared to11.2o/o of the
total provincial populatio

¡¡." 127

Limited education leads to higher unemployment. In 19g6,sr% of on
reserve and46%o of off reserve Aboriginals were notemployed, compared to only
12% fot Canada in general.l2s As time has passed these rates have not gotten any

better. Statistics Canada reported that in
Census, "almost one

1rgg6,ten years later from the previous

in fourQ4%)Aboriginar rabour force participants was

unemployed, more than double the rate for non-Aboriginal people who had an
unemployment rate of 10% thatyeaÍ.":2s In addition to lower levels of
educatiorç lower levels of literacy, and racism/discrimination there are other

contributing factors to above average levels of unemployment.
Another reason for unemployment stems from the fact that many
Aboriginals who live on reserve have few,

rÍ.

any, jobopportunities. This forces

many of them to search and relocate for work to the urban areas. The reatity,
however, is that moving to the urban areas involves more hardships. The
reasons for this are twofold. First, Aboriginal peolples that move to the urban

t27

AllReport rô 94.

parr m
l]irreUifcocrq ñomola [2000, May t5]
@3.
"'Canad4 Statistics Cnada @5
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setting lack the education and/ or training to be able to compete with others for

employment.
Second, the levels of discrimination/racism are beyond what one can

imagine. As sad as it may sound, most employers are not keen on hiring
Aboriginal peoples. Aboriginal peoples are ready and wiiling to work
irregardless of the demanding work that is available, but they need employers to
offer them an opportunity.l3o llsnisally enougkr, many Canadians blame

Aboriginals claiming that they arelazyand that they need to work. Aboriginal
peoples get caught in a web of insults and differential treatment at places of

employment which contributes to them losing desire to search for more work.
once hired, it doesn't get any better. Some of the main reasons offered for
leaving their jobs are that they feel lonely and isolated working amongst

a1l

white people whom do not talk to them nor include them in their conversations.
Thuy are ignored, feel out of place, and the worst is'when other employees make

stereotypical and impolite remarks intended for them f6 þsar.131 Those
discouraged and fed up with dead-end job prospects, Aboriginals get'dislocated'

within the urban setting.
Lack of education leads to fewer employment prospects which leads to

poverty. It is a vicious cycle of oppression in which countless numbers of
Aboriginal peoples to this day are caught trapped. poor or no jobs and low
ß0

Hanilton,

A,C.. Hon (2001) A Feathe¡ Not

Great Plains Publications @
r3r

ll0.

Hamilton, A.C. Hon (20¡t) @

A Gavel: Working Towards Aboriginal Justice Winnipeg:

llz
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incomes leads to inferior housing conditions for Aboriginal peoples. Often

Aboriginal families arelarge, so their housing conditions are crowded indeed.
Poorer housing means improper sanitation, heating, plumbing and lack of clean

water and these conditions lead to sicknesses, even deatlì.132 For example, the
Royal Commission Report has linked poor housing to infectious diseases, and

non-infectious respiratory diseases such as astluna

133

Alcohol and other types of solvent abuse are higher amongst Aboriginal
peoples and this contributes to criminal behaviour. In fact, alcohol abuse is
considered one of the main contributing factors to the overwhelming numbers of

Aboriginal offenders within the criminal justice slrstem.ßa Reliance on alcohol,
drugs, and solvents has been described as"partof a circle of oppression, despair,
violence, and self-destructive behaviour that must be addressed as a whole.zl3s

Aboriginat peoples identified

a

number of these conditions as contributing to

solvent abuse: loss or absence of cultural identify; absence of family

and./

or

community supporg lack of awareness of the effects of solvent abuse; lack of
spiritual guidance, and presence of other forms of abuse such

as sexual,

physical,

verbal or mental.
Solvents are used frequently by Aboriginats for a number of reasons.
Thuy are legal inexpensive, often more accessible than drugs or alcohol, and
r32

I

Trebilcocþ Romola [2000, May 15] part fI@ 5.
Canada Report ofthe Royal Cómmission otrãborigioal Peoples, Vol.3: Gathering Stengtb, note 20

@,54.
Fa

Trebilcoch Romola [2000, May 15] parr m @ 5.
"" Hyde, Mary & LaPrairie, Carol (1987) Amerindian Police Crime Prevention, working paperprepared
for the Solicitor General of Canada Ottawa, as cited in the Report of the Aboriginal ¡usti'cè ùqui.y-ot
Manitoba@ 88.
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have almost immediate effects. Solvent abuse is common among youth where
the first use can b"gir, at the age of only 4. Alcohol abuse is not a new
phenomena in Aboriginal communities. A report prepared by Hugh Brod.y as

far back as197'l' examined the role of alcohol in the adaptive process of skid row

Aboriginal urban migrants. Brody found that on skid row "the Indian can get
drunk without feeling that he is under fierce racial criticism for drinkin

9.',136

Displaced in the urban setti¡g with a poor socio-economic positiorç Aboriginals
on skid row can drink and deal with the difficulties that welcome them.
As one would expect, all these unfortunate realities lead to constant

bickering and arguments within Aboriginal homes. An immediate result of this
is ongoing domestic violence and family breakdown. Domestic violence can
come in many forms including physical, sexual, psychological, and economic.

Numerous Aboriginal wornen are abused and end. up taking care of their

children on their own. The percentage of single paÍentfamilies is twice the
overall Canadian ligure.rzz These families are not only single parent, but much
more likely to be headed by an Aboriginal woman than a nran.
The last factor we

will look

at for social causes which is the direct consequence of

all issues thus far discussed is suicide. A special Report on s-uicide Among

Aboriginal People conducted by the Royal Commission found that the rate of
suicide among Aboriginal people in Canada for all age groups is 2 to 3 times
i6-npa¡-!u8n QgTl) Indians on Skid Row Ottawa:

Affairs & Northern Deveþment @ 71.
r37
Trebitcocþ Romola,[20ô0, Maits] pafim@6.

Northern Sciences Research Group, Dept of Indian
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higher and it is 5 to 6 times higher among aboriginal youth.lss The Special
Report lists four major risk factors for high Aboriginal suicid.e rates: psych-

biological factors,life history, socio-economic factors, and cultural stress.
Hopelessness, identify loss, and the general domination of public discourse
and

pubric policy by European norms/values has put many Aboriginal people
in
search of a final way out.

It has been argued that some level of the problem remains exclusively in
the hands of decision-makers and of the criminal justice system whom
are able to

uläzediscretionary authorify. The

A[

Report shows how unconscious attitud.es

and perceptions are applied by the decision makers where there is ample
room

for subjective decision making. As a result, "pætof the problem is that while
Aboriginal people are the objects of such discretion within the justice system,
they do not "benefi{' fuomdiscretionary decision-mâking.,,13e conflict arises
when discretion can have different meanings for different culfures and value
systems. So it can be seen why many Aboriginat people believe that the justice
system has contributed to Aboriginal poverty by failing to provide them with
the
means to fight the oppressive conditions imposed upon them.

A proper assessment of Aboriginal overïepresentation involves not only a
discussion of their deep-rooted inequalities and. oppressiorç but a comprehensive

review of the system ttrat is also responsible in contributing to the spiralling
BE

Canada,-(1995) Roy4 commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Special Report on Suicide
Among

l.
@1ú.-

Aboriginal People @
*ee¡i'Report

dilemma. Both social and systemic causes translate into three decades of
oveffePresentation. To gain an und.erstanding of what the latter causes are and.
what influence they have in explaining this phenomena, we will turn our
attention to look at systemic causes. The overrepresentation of Aboriginal
peoples in the Canadian criminal justice system is all too often seen as an

'Aboriginal problem,' meariing that the problem is with Aboriginal people
themselves. In 1983, Don McCaskitt observed that:
The conventional explanation for this phenomenon
views native offenders as members of a
pathological community characterized by extensive
social and personal problems. The focus is
inevitably on the individual offenders. They are
seen as simply being unable to adjust successfuIly
to the rigors of contemporary society.l+o

This failure by the system and its officials to take some level of responsibility for
the perpetuation of Aboriginal criminality has served to confirm among many

Aboriginat peoples the view that the system is neither equitable nor just. Patricia
A. Monture-Angus notes that "the belief that Aboriginal people should change to

fit the system is still implicit."r¿r A Prairie |ustice Research publicatiorç Law and
Order for Canada's Indigenous Peoples, critically reviewed Canadian research
on Aboriginal peoples and the criminal justice system up to the mid 1980's. The

authors in a summary comment stated that:
...much of the available research literature is
unsatisfactory in a general sense because it
roo

Mccaskiil, Don (1983) Native People and the Justice System in Getty, Ian A.L. & Lussier, Antoine S.
As Long As The Sun Shines and Water Flows: A Reader In Canadian Nãtive Studies Vancouver:
U.niversity of British Columbia Press @89
lar
Monture-Angus, Patricia A. (ZOOOI@ 362.

Iooks at the interface between the [rdigenous
offender and criminal justice systern iritur*,
of the individual and/or group characteristics
of these offenders and not in terms of the
criminal justice processes themselves.l€

In other words, reform has concentrated too heavily onindiaidualizing f}re
problem and not recognizing that the various components of the justice system,

for example - policing, courts, and prisons make their own contribution to the
outcome that Aboriginat peoples become repeat offenders.
The disparity of treahnent befween Aboriginal offenders and non-

Aboriginal offenders needs examination. The AII Report stated in its

introductory Paragraph that justice has not only failed Aboriginat people, justice
has also been denied to them.lao Every aspect of the criminal justice
system has
been problematic for Aboriginal people. In a courr-try that places a high
value on

equality before the law, the drastically high figures discussed above are evidence
enough of the need to find ways to reduce Aboriginal overïepresentation
in,alt
phases of the justice process.

The system is not only culturally inappropriate but is also discriminatory.
The

A[

Report has found that "Aboriginal peoples have experienced the most

entrenched racial discrimination of any group in Canada."lM Heteare some

startling observations regarding Aboriginat criminality:

ra2

Havemann, Paul; Couse, Keith; Foster, Lori and Matonovicb, Rae (1985) Law and Order
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Indigenous Peoples: A Review of Recent Literature Relating to ihe ojeration ofthe
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I.

II.

IV.

Aboriginal people are more likely to be charged
for multiple offences;
22% oÊAboriginal people appearing in courtface
four or more charges, while for non-aboriginal
people this happens in 73% ofthe cases;
Once arrested, Aboriginal are'l,.j4times more
likely to be held in jail prior to their court
aPPearances;
Once in pre-trial custody, Aboriginat people spend j..S times
longer in custody before tlhefu tria1s.l4s

In additiorç Aboriginal peoples are more likely to be denied bail, spend less time

with their lawyers, have no legal representation at court proceedings, and more
than twice as likely to be incarcerated than non-Aboriginal offenders, plead

guilty more often because they are intimidated by the court proceedings and
want to get them over with, and Aboriginal Elders, who are spirituat leaders, are
not given the same status as prison priests and chaplains.146 Once in court,
langaage/ communication barriers for Aboriginal offenders can result in an

unfair trial. Aboriginal peoples have little understanding of their rights, court
procedures, or of tegal aid. Without this basic knowledge, they tend to enter

guilty pleas when either a) they are confused and think that is what they are
supposed to do or b) they just want to get the whole procedure over with.

Circuit courts are another example of the system's unequal treahnent.
Northern Aborigihal communities in Manitoba can only be reached by airplane
which creates the problem of accessibility. Weather conditions can always create
ra5

'*

Monture-Angus, Patricia A. (2000) @373.
Trebilcocþ Romola [2000, May 15] part IV

@l-2.
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delays and cancellations. Unfortunately, cancellations are dreaded by Aborig1r,ul
peoples because they mean that the courts can not visit for anothenn6n¿þ.1a2
Once a case is heard, the setting is nowhere similar to an actual courtroom.
Cases are heard in either a school gymnasium or a community

hall. Many judges

have refused to hear cases in some communities because the conditions of the

facilities are so poor.r¿s
When circuit courts travel to remote communities, it does not reach them

all. People from certain communities have to travel to great distances at
significant costs to get to these circuit courts.

M*y Aboriginal peoples have no

vehicles due to low incomes and thus, have no transportation methods of getting
to a court outside their communify. Travelling at high expenses and then getting
a case

remanded is highly stressful for Aboriginat peoples. If they do not attend,

they get charged with failing to appear. It would be foolish for anyone to believe
that the administrátion of justice in Manitoba provides equality in its services.

Aboriginal peoples relations with the police have not been positive either.
As evident in the I.I. Harper case (to be discussed in the next chaptÐ urd other

high profile episod.es, police often act on the basis of stereotypical views of
Aboriginal peoples such as the image of the drunkeru violent Aboriginal
offender. The AII Reportfound that "racism played

a

part in the shooting of I.I.

Harper and the events that followe d.nws The idea that many police officers
t47
r48
r4e

AIrø-.227.
AJr

õ.zzq.

AJI Èeport @ 93.
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exPerience Problems in policing Aboriginal peoples because they know little of

Aboriginal culture, the community, nor its residents is another probler¡.rso Such
stereotypes leads to behaviour by police officers towards Aboriginal peoples that
are both disrespecfful and insensitive

There are differences in policingrsl whereby Aboriginal peoples are more

vulnerable than the general population to surveillance, frequent arrest, and strict
interpretation of legal and criminal authority, at the sarne time as police and law
enforcement services are inadequate for responding to requests for assistance by

Aboriginat peoples.ls2 The degree of hostility is well evidenced in a national
survey of Aboriginal offenders in which three-quarters(81% of males; and 55% of
females) of respondentsls3 indicated that they felt that the police employed

differential treatrnent towards natives and non-natives.lsa Without a doubt,
Aboriginal-police relations have a long and controversial history which has only
served to increase the likelihood of conflict and high arrests.
Trend.s indicate that
'sociaT' ,

t5o
r51

Aborig*al offenders are most often incarcerated for

rather than criminal problems.lss \{6sf crimes a¡e of the violent or of

Griffiths, Curt T. & Verdun-Jones Simon

N . (lgg4) @ 641.
Griffths, Curt T. & Verdun-Jones SimonN. (t9só)õanadian Criminal Justice Toronto: Butterworths

@sst-sz.
r52AJr
153
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sho-uld be noted that these are perceptions

Such perceptions, irregardless

justice system.

of offenders whose views may or mat not have a basis.
because they express a lack oftrust in the

oftheir factual basis, are important

154

Morse, Brad & Loclq Linda (19SS) Native Offenders Perceptions of the Criminal Justice System
o.ttawa: Departuent of Justice canada" Research and Development Directorate @ 33.
"'Any occurences that Aboriginal offenders are inca¡cerated for are ofthe crfuirinal nature because each
crime is a violation ofthe Criminal Code. What is meant by 'social: problems is that most of these crimes
are committed due to the poor socio.economic situation that circles Aborþinal communities. In addition to

7t

social disorder nature. A bulk of the violent crime is directed against famity

members (a minimum of

47.4o/o).1s6

Alcohol tends to be a prominent factor

associated with Aborigro"l criminality, and many are incarcerated in default
of

fine payments. In spite of this, we must be cautious in overgeneralizing on the
basis of these trends. Regional variationslsz suggest that individual Aboriginal

crime characteristics alone are not enough without us examining differences
in
Iaws, policing, and sentencing. For example, the prairie provinces have
been

Proven to have higher rates of overrepresentation and discrimination.

In 1989, Conectional

Services of Canada reported that7l.6%of federal

Aboriginal inmates were under the age of 35; and over

98o/o

wercmale;

S2o/o of.

that population was single.lss simply p.ot,the common characteristics of

Aboriginals convicted and sentenced. are that they are typically young, male,
single, poorly educated, and of low socio-economic status. According to
Associate Chief ]udge Murray Sinclair, it is unfortunate that the disproportionate

representation of Aboriginal peoples is on the wrong side of the justice slrstem.lse

Equally important to reducing the number of Aboriginals processed through the

Ht, $:fo

legacy of historical relations is contributory resulting in crimes that are more
co¡¡motr amsag5l

,fþorþinal peoples.
l']-canada,
167.

Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Vol.3: Gathering Stength, note1¡
@

Tt l." ån l"pgtt of Manitoba; Saskatchewan Indian Justice Review Comm¡tsç.gakatchewan Metis
Justice Revierv Committee; The Royal Commission on the Donald Marshall Jr. prosecution,
Nova Scotia;
3d tlen¡n9rt of the Task Force on the Criminal Justice System and its Únpact on the Indian and Metis
People of Alberta to identiff the high concentation of ovei-representation an¿ discriminatiào
io a" prairie

provinces.
r58
Correctional Services of Canada (1989) Native Population Profile Report, Population Register
03/31/g9
Ottawa: CSC Managernent Services @ 45.
Ée
sincla4 vtunay Associate cnier itggo) Dealing with the Aboriginal offender, presentation to New
Provincial Court Judges, Far Hills Inn, Val Morin euebec April S^-@ +.

system/ is the under-representation of Aboriginals in positions of authority

within the system.

M*y

criminal justice officials, who tend to be non-

aboriginal, are not sensitive to the cultural needs of Aboriginal people.
Furthermore, these officials tend to minimize the importance of the problems

within the existing justice system and the link they have with the historic
relations between Aboriginals and. the government. Patricia A. Monture-Angus
emphasizes that "this is a significant difference that continues to separate

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal understandings of the probley¡¡.u760
Explanations for over-representation clearly vary. Carol LaPrairie, cites
social learning theory as a way to understand the "integratton of theory, crime
and social disorder in inner city environments."l6l In other words, individuats
learn anti.social behaviours anywhere from their families to schools, being on the

bottom of the social ladd.er, they become vulnerable to anti-social

attitudes/behaviours due to the lack of proper of family support structures, and
community resources. This theory helps explain Aboriginal experiences with the
justice system as a lack of integration into societyand proper role models can
lead to a lack of social control leading to criminal behaviour.162 Other theories
have been forwarded by the AII Report âs well,163 however, the fact remains:

r@

Monture-Angus, Patricia A. (2000) @367
Carol Q002) Aboriginal Over-representation in the Criminal Justice System: A Tale of Nine
Cìties, Canadian Joumal of Criminology (April 2002) 44,2:IBl-208
@ 184-g6.
r62Proub<,
Craig (2003) ReclaimingÀboiginat Justice, Ídentity, andõommunity Saskatoon: purich
Publishine Ltd- (A.27.
163
Theoriãs suchä genetic/biological theory, ftnctionalist theory, superiority theory, stain theory,
conflict theory, social disorganization theory ecological theory and differential association theory.

'"' LaPrairie,
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Aboriginal peoples are frustrated with the processes which they must go through
in the justice system irregardless of the reasons that bring them there.
It is of great benefit in having

a vast

collection of research and findings to

help us identify key issues that cause the overrepresentation of Aboriginal
peoples in the justice system. Simultaneously, however, it is of greater
benefit

if

this research includes Aboriginal peoples, otherwise, it wilt tikely reflect the
paradigm of dominance and colonization that historically is fundamental to the
criminal justice slrstem.l6a
rustiçe

lt oddgi,AboriFnal vergue Non-AboriFnal conceptg of Iuetice
Among all causes for overrepresentatior

ãir.rr@,

thu

last one to be discussed is in the writer's opinion by far,the most influential
one.
The Euro-Canadian values of the Canadian criminal justice system have
always
been at odds with traditional Aboriginal dispute resolution method(s).
Simply,

most values of the Aboriginal peoples conflict with,those of non-Aboriginal

peoples. To go one step further, the fundamentally different worldviews of the
two groups clash. The worldviews of Euro-Canadians are based on authority,
hierarchy, and ruling, which are opposed to concepts of spirituality, tribal will,
and custom/aaditron of Aboriginals. The AJI Report stated that "the differences
between these two worldviews account, in large part, for the differences in

phitosophy purPoses and practices of legal and justice systems.'zlos High levels

1ø

S-ralegies to Reduce the ove¡-Inca¡ceration of Aboriginal Peoples in Canada: A Resea¡ch
Consultation
Justice Research, School of Hum--an Justice, university orüsi""
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of incarceration and law enforcement are problematic for Aboriginals who see
Peace and harmony as the essential goals of dealing

with criminal offenders.

Historically, non-literate aboriginal societies were ruled essentially by
moralify laws derived from ftibal custom and maintained by oral traditi

on.766

Common forms of dispute resolution were ridicule, avoidance, shaming, and
teasing among sfl1s¡s.167 Mreasures such as banishment and the death penalty
were only utilized when the survival of the entire community was placed
at
risk.168 Before the arrival of the Europeans in North America,
Aboriginal

societies had no

jails. Rather, acts of crime were resolved by a form of

conciliation between the victim and offender, with the end goal of restoring
peace and harmony in the

community. From the beginning of European arrival,

the system has been imposed upon Aboriginal peoples.
Geoffrey York illustrates the difference between the two views of justice

by stating that:
Canada's jrrstice system is founded on the European
tradition of adversarial justice, which concentrates
on placing blame and assessing guilt Each case is
resolved by a form of retributión or revenge against
the offender - which is completeþforeignto the

native tradition of j 'sfi¡s.16r

For aboriginal peoples, there is significant emphasis on holistic approaches to
justice that integrate the social, religious, and economic functioning
of the

ttr
t6t

Morse, Brad & Locþ Linda (1988) @ 6.

lbid.

Romola [2000, May 15] pæltr\r @3.
lillreUitcocts
*'Yorlç Geoftey (1989)
The Dispossessed Toronto:
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& orpen Dennys Ltd. @ lss.

offender vis-à-vis the community.l7o The Law Reform Commission of Canada
recognized this and commented that "the Aboriginal vision of justice gives preeminence to the interests of the collectivity , it is overall orientation being holistic

and integr4f1vs."l7L Similarly, the Task Force on the Criminal
|ustice System and.
its Impact on the Indian and Metis People of Alberta commented that "justice
and dispute resolution in traditional aboriginal societies can be illustrated by a
restorative model of justice

.. ..

The holistic context of an offence is taken into

consideration including moral, social, economic, political and religious
consideraf¡sn1s."l72 Therefore, the retributive way in which the criminal justice
system responds to Aboriginal crime is not only foreign, but another area

within

Canadian society that Aborigmal people find alienating.
The above discussion has looked at the disparity of views on justice and as
a result, the unequal

treatrnent of Aboriginal offenders. Even where equal

treatment is afforded to Aboriginals and non-Aborigrnals, Aboriginals are at a
disadvantage because the legal system and adversarial process, as well as
specific terms such as guilt, innocence, and lawyer are absentfrom Aboriginal
people's traditional vocabularies and systems of justice.rrc The end result is a
great deal of dissatisfaction on the part of Aboriginals who view the system to be
repressive and just another form of continuing dominance by the Euro-Canadian
rc

Nielson, M. (1932) Native People and the Criminal Justice System: The Role of the Native
Courtworker Program, 5:1 Canadian Legal Aid & @ 56.
"'Law Reform Comnission of Canada" (1991) Report on Aboriginal Peoples and Criminal Justice:

",,lil1|r;iäïåH.dtersRererence,Report34,otta'wa@6.
ttl tEu..ry, 5.-(199ì-)
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Aboriginal People and the Canadian Justice System in Samuelson, L & Schissel, B.
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society. one of the Round Tables hosted by the Royal commission on

Aboriginal Peoples had a widespread view that the current systemwas too
legalistic, formal, and too removed from the Aboriginal communities its
supposed ¡6 ssrvs.174
For Aboriginal peoples appear¿ìnces before the courts is a highly
confusing and misleading process. Courts have certain rules and standards

which aPply to all accused persons. However, when an Aboriginal person is
before the courts, he/she can behave in a manner which does not accord with
these rules/standards. In his article in the Canadian Law Reporter, Rupert
Ross

noted that if there is a general picture of an Aboriginal accused: it is that of a
silent individual who says little or nothing to lawyers, judges, psychiatrists,
custodians or to the court itself and those in attendance.lTs Such behaviour leads
to use of words and phrases like uncommunicative, unresponsive, unable to offer
insighæ into his actions, unwilling to confront his past, unwilling to explore his
feelings toward himsetf or his victim or his surroundings.lTo

\

flhsn it comes to

testifying, Aboriginals tend to be very reluctant. Giving testimony can be viewed
as

wrong and direct confrontation is to be avoided which is the result of an

underlying cultural tradition.ln Anceon the witness stand, Aboriginal peoples
come across as highty emotionless and remorseless which obviously leaves

James C. (1993) Report from the Round Table Rapporteur in Aboriginal people and the
f?a ryøcfhgrson
J.Ìstige System: Report of the National Round Table on Aboriginal Justice Issues, Royal Com;ission
on
$pgrigiryt Peoples Ottawa: Minisrer of Supply and Services @ 6
ljl \9t-t,_nupert (1989) Leaving Our White Eyes Behind Canàclian Native Law Reporter @ 3.
--

"'rbid(ò.3-

"'laid@2.
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justice officials to assume that they are neither repentant nor seeking

rehabilitation.
Rupert Ross, in his book, "Dancing with a Ghosf,, describes several rules
or ethics wfüch are central to Aboriginal lives in the past and present the ethic
of non-interference, the ethic that anger not be shown, the ethic respecting praise
and gratifude, and. the conservation-withdrawal tactic.lTs These ethics a¡ speak
of the differences in culture which if not understood leads to more

misinterpretations within the justice process at all stages.
Just as non-aborig."l,
are not conscious of the way they behave and think it is,correcf, so do

Aboriginal people. Thus, coming before the courts for Aboriginal peoples is not
half as bewildering as the response they get for the wa¡z they behave when there.

In the end, it is nothing but a horrifying experience that leaves Aboriginat
peoples feeling worthless. If the underlying principles of the criminal justice
system are confusing and inappropriate in Aboriginal individuals, then it is
not

surprising that the system is regarded with great mistrust by them and usually
ending up failing to deal with them appropriately.
This chapter has aimed at demonstrating the way in which the Canadian

criminal justice system does not meet the needs of Aboriginal peoples. In doing

sq it has shown the overrepresentation in virtually ever aspect of the system,
and the social/systemic causes that play key roles in that reality. Chapter two

r78

Ross, Rupert

(lggà)Dancing With A GhosÍ Exploring Indian Reatity Marlùam: Webcom
@ 1240.

and three have both showed theunioersa.IbrokennesslTe ¡11¿¡Aboriginal peoples
feel in their day-to-day lives. From historical injustices, to social/systemic
inequities, Aboriginal peoples are confronted with many obstacles in
their lives

that they have no control over. If we look across canad+ we see that the

"canadian city with the highest concentration of Aboriginals in poor
neighbourhoods is winnipeg./ls' Iìick Linden in a consultation paper he
prepared for the AIIC Report, found that in addition to the social
and. systemic
causes of crime,

"ultimately the battle against crime .. .. will not be won until

Aboriginal people have overcome the legacy of the Indian Act, residential
schools, and other policies that led to cultural destructio tr.nt[l

since the focus of this work was designed to narrow in on winnipeg,

Manitoba we shall devote the next chapter to the problems associated with

Aboriginal peoples and the justice system in this province. I^/hile the historical
data and social and systemic information provided is applicable to Manitoban
residents, chapter four

will introduce

and. examine the AJI Report,

in specific,

and outline the origins and immediate causes of the report. Both the Harper and
Osborne case will be analyzed as well.

l7e

This ter-m is one that I, as the writer, have created and chosen to use. It refers to the
encompassing
effects of history combine,d with sociaVsystemicfactors that play sigFificant roles in placing
many
Aboriginal peoples behind bars, and result in recidivism.
'o'Richards, John (2001) Neigbours Matter: Poor Neighbourhoods and Urban Aboriginal policy C.D.
Howe Institute Commentary, no.156, November
@ x.
til Linden, Rick (2000)
Crime Prevention in Aboñginal Conmunities Consultation paper, AJIC Report
@
32.
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Chapter Four:
The Report of the Aboriginal ]ustice rnquiry of Manitoba: what
Went Wrong Ín Manitoba?

'F2r

people, the ess-ential problemis thnt the canaitian system justice
of
is an imposeil
-Abgrigtnal
system.
In order for ø society to accept ø justice system as pørt of its life ønd
foreign
its
communifyl, it must see the system and experienåe it as being"a
positioe influence utorking
for
that society. Aboriginøt people do not.',
and

- (AII: 1991,:252)
The calls for change within the realms of Aboriginal justice
became an

outcry in Manitoba rn late 1987 and early 1988. Two incidents
d.uring this time,
the death of Helen B"tty Osborne and
I.I. Harper,lsz were enough to illustrate the
manner in which Manitoba's justice system was failing aboriginat
people. In
resPonse to these incidents, 'The Aboriginal
lustice Inquiry WI)'tB3was created

in

1988by the Government of Manitob4 which was lead af the
time by premier

Howard Pawley and other cabinet members from the New Democratic party.
The Commissioners working on this

irq,ri"y,

Associate Chief lustice A.C. Hamilton

8 Associøte chief ludge c.M. sinclair,wereexpected to inquire into, and make
findrngs about the condition of Aboriginal peoples within the justice
system. In
doing so, they were to produce a final report for the Minister of
Justice with
conclusions, options, and recommendations.

ttt The
circrrmstances behind these 2 cases that lead to the creation of the
Inqu¡ry

--'

are s¡,mmarized

one of the inquIry @2 ndin volume two which is solely dedicated
io t[. ,^.r.
Ifti".
'-- uommissioners A.C. Hamilton &

-

in

c.M. Sinclair (1991) Public Inqury into the Administration of Justice
People, R3nort,9f the Aboriginal Jusìice Inqurryçhereinafter "ell
Reporr), uol.r, rn
3na.augrieinal
Justice system and Aboriginal people winnipeg: provincê ofni*itouu
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The inquiry which lasted three and a half years, was established by

^

Order in Council of the Pawley goveffrnent on April 13,1988 (a littte more than
a

month aÍtetl.l. Harper's death). When the NDP goveïïunent was defeated in

the legislature on a vote on its budget, an election was calied and the progressive

Conservatives assumed office two months later. The new government led by
Premier Gary Filmon expressed its support for the it quiry.
Judge C.M. Sinclam,rt+ one of the Commissioners of the AJI of Aboriginal
descent, stated in an interview, "the potitical climate at the time of the AJI Report
was heavily oriented towards discussions between governments and.

Aboriginals."l8s The work of the AJI was also influenced by a growing
awareness n the part of the public about issues surrounding Aboriginal peoples.
As a result, Judge Sinclair pointed out that "we did not consider ourselves to act
as negotiators or mediators

looking for some middle ground, rather, we felt an

important undertaking for us to be visionaries meaning we were going to look at
the situation realisticatly and pLan out a future for Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal peoples of the province."rao Judge Sinclair,s co-chair to the AII
Report, Honourable A.C. Hamiltonraz fultthat it was "Judge sinclair,s presence

le luage Sinclair was appointed Associate Chief Judge of the Provincial Court of Manitoba in March l9gg.
He w¿s Manitoba's first Abo¡iginat judge and Canada's second at that tim¡. In the course of his legal
p"ractice, one of his primary fields was Aboriginal Law.
'"'Interview with Judge C.M. Sinclair pune 3, 20041
ttu

rbid.
In addition to Hamilton's work as one of the AJI Commissioners, Hamilton has also worked extensively
on Aboriginal justice issues in the province of Manitoba. He was u ior.rr.o ìrø"t to tL r.ãr*r
of Indian Affairs,
-d 1 founding boa¡d member of the Indian and Metis Friendship Cente in
Sinisjer
Brandon, Manitoba. His experie-nces as a lawyer and judge include over 30 years of knowlãdge of
Aboriginal peoples, particularly in the area of criminal justice.
lst
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that was key to the success of the AJI Report in getting so many Aboriginal
peoples to open up and ¡¿[ft.u1.88 paul Chartrartd¡æ Commissioner of the
A]IC

Report, described in an interview that the AJI Report raised the questi onof ',tf
things were úght, what would they look like.,7so
This chapter first describes briefly how the commission conducted its

work. It then summarizes the key findings and recommendations of the report,
and also presents a critical analysis of what those findings mean for justice

reform in Manitoba, The report is a significant and gïound-breaking
contribution in the area of justice reform for Aboriginats within Manitoba. In
an

interview withJustice Minister Gordon Mackintoslu he noted that at the time
of
the

A[

Report "the government recognized a principle, a need. to move towards

greaterjustice for Aboriginal peoples and the recofiunendations were ways
to
pursue the implementation of the principle."lel For this reasorç it is imperative

that we take an in-depth look at the issue(s) analyzedin the report and the
proposed policy responses to the problems identified.
The inquiry stated in the beginning of the report that:

The justice system has failed Manitoba,s Aboriginal
people on a massive scale. It has been insensitive
and inaccessible, and has ar¡ested and imprisoned

Aboriginal people in grossly disproportionate
numbers. Aboriginal people who are arested are
more

t88
rEe

likeþ than non-Aboriginal people to be denied

Interview with Honourable A.C. Hamilton [August

ll2004]

Co'..lsio.*

Paul Chartrand also servedon the Royal
Ãtiriøul peoples (RCAP). Also, he is a
former professor in Aboriginal law and policy issues.
"" Interview with Paul
[hne 23 2004]
t" Interyiew with JusticeCharfrand
Minister bordon Vtackintosh pune 20 20041
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ban, spend more time in pre_trial detention and
spend less time with their lawyers, and, if
convicted ate more likeþ to be incarcerated..te

In order to expand understanding of these shocking facts, the inquiry,s scope of
investigation was broad. For example:

The scope of the comnrission is to include all
components of the justice system, that is,
policing, courts and correctional services. The
commission is to consider whether and the
extentto which Aboriginat and non_Aboriginal
persons are treated differently by the justice
system and whether there are specific adverse
effects, including possible systemic
discrimination against Aboriginal pçople, in the
justice system. The commission is to consider the
m¿ülner in which the justice system now operates
and whether the.e arå alternative methods of
dealing with Aboriginal persons involved with
the law.le3

The inquiry made recoÍunendations on almost every aspect of the relationship

between Aboriginal people and the justice system. The AII held over 123
days of
hearings, received over L200 presentations and exhibits, travelled more than
18,000 kilometres, and generated 2'1,,000 pages of transcripts. Its final

repor!

releásed tnllgg'l',filled two volurnes and contained.296 recommendations.lea
For.
example, judicial hearings were held in relation to the two cases that had

originally sparked the investigatiory open community hearings were held in 36
Aboriginal communities and in 5 provincial correctional institutions. The

let

lbid

g

t.

'et rbid. (ò.3.

re+

1¡"

cãmmissioners heard from approximately 1000 presenters/organizations at the hearings listed
ibid

@769-82,783-85. The commissioners also recêived more than 60 iritten su-bmissions from-individuals
who did not appeff at the hearings lisred ibid
@7g2-g3.
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Commissioners believed it was critical to hear directly from Aboriginal
peoples.les Open expressions made by Aboriginal peoples themselves would
better help understand their personal feelings about the system and if
they were
being well-served by it.

The inquiry also embarked on several major research projects.rec Fourtyone research papers were completed by the Inquiry,s research staff.
For

example, experts prepared background papers dealing with such topics
as the

Metis people and the justice system, effects of police contact among Aboriginals,
alternatives to incarceratiory and costs of the justice system athibutable
to

Aboriginal people. Finally, the Commissioners visited several tribat courts in
the
United States and or+anized

tr,r¡o

conferences: a symposium on tribal courts, and

a meeting of Aboriginal elders. During more than three and a
half years of

operatiorç the inquiry accumulated an impressive collection of materials.

In August of t997, the Commissioners officially presented the AII's final

report to the Minister of ]ustice consisting of two volumes. The first volume,
'The Justice System and Aborigrttul People', was the culmination of the
inquiry,s
exhaustive analysis of the broader issue of Aboriginal contact with the criminal

iustice system. Volume two, dealt specifically with the 'Deatfu of Helen Betty
Osborne and I.I. Harper'. Within the first volume, the position of Aboriginat
re5

Aboriginalgeople wel-co-mgd th9 inqurry with community feasts, taditional prayers, and pipe
ceremonies
rctioosly,änany
1!t9n openea_tne inquiry. Aboriginal peoples iookthehearingr
presenters said it was the first tþe
government hi¿ u*éa them for their opioioo.
the
3-ny9le-representing
re6

*þ

These research projects are listed i6id

qizt-zz.
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peoPle and the criminal justice system was placed in a historical context.

Particular emphasis was placed on

Aborig

ul concepts of justice and on the

development of Aborig*¿ and treaty rights. The roots of Aboriginal overrepresentation in correctional institutions were discussed, and the causes of

criminal behaviour were examined

as

well

as the role,

discrimination. The inquiry focused in proposing

if

any, played by systemic

a separate

Aboriginal justice

system based on the right of Aboriginal self-government. The report stated that

"Aboriginal communities must have the right,

as

part of self-governmenÇ to

establish their own rules of conduct, to deverop means of dealing

with

disputes(such as courts or peacemakers), appropriate sanctions(such as holding

facilities or jails), and the full range of probation, parole, counsellin g, artd,
restorative mechanisnu once applied by First Nations./lez

The remaining part of volume one looked at various parts of the criminal

justice system that need transformation. These parts were dealt with in separate
chapters: court reform, jails, juries, alternatives to incarceration, parole,

Aboriginal women, child welfarer /oung offend.ers, and policing. The section
concluded with a chapter on how these recommend.ations would be

implemented. Volume two reviewed the

cases of

Helen Betty osbome & I.I.

Flarper, and recommendatioru were made on each case. The report clearly

tet
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rePresents a major contribution to the Canadian body of Aboriginal justice

literafure.

Both volumes

will be examined in turn. This chapter will begin with

volume one - The ]ustice System and Aboriginal People. The first thing that
is
alarming in this volume is the breadth of issues covered. The 200-page report
opens with a discussion on Aboriginal concepts of justice setting the
tone for the

detailed investigations which follow. It begins by noting that the conceptions
of
justice supported by the dominant society and by Aboriginal
society are

fundamentally different. The dominant societ¡r's focus is on punishmenÇ

Aboriginal society's on peace and equilibrium. Furthermore,

th

world.views of

both groups is different. The differences between the two worldviews accounts

for the differences in the philosophy, purposes and practices of justice systems.
Aboriginal peoples are shown to have distinctive ways in which they
resolved disputes within their communities. They have had their own
goverrlments and laws. "The darly, systemic cultural discrimination upon

Aboriginal people by the justice system, however unintentional, demeans and
diminishes the importance and relevance of their cultures, languages, and
beliefs."1e8 Emphasized in this chapter is the incompatibility between the

principles and procedures of the canadian criminal justice system, and

Aboriginal culture. For example, the role of elders is highlighted to illustrate the

te8
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prominent position they aarry. In the case of inmates, elders believe that healing
is required and that incarceration results in damage upon an individual,s
mind

and spirit.
As we have already wifrressed in chapter two, the AJI reports the intensity
of the conflicts noted above in an historical overview in chapter three, to reveal
the impact of the Canadian legal and political system after which the report
concludes that:
Manitobat Aboriginal people have known three justice
regimes: During two of those regirnes, they exercised
conhol over their lives. In the third, Uris control was
taken from them . ..we deplore the injustice which was
done to Atoriginal people during this regime. By
treating Aboriginal peopte in a condescending
manner, by smothering their political and cultur¿
expressions, as well as failing to deal in a forthright
and respecfful
with legitimate Aboriginal
claims, Canadian govemmentÞ"ti.y has dorie all
Canadians a disseryice.le

The inquiry notes the poor manner in which Aboriginal history has been

documented. To the detriment of Aboriginat communities, there has been little
on the contribution Aboriginals have made to Manitoba. The Commissioners
argue that this must change. Aboriginal history must be better understood. by

fellow citizens so that Aboriginal peoples can be recognized in society and be on
equal grounds as others.
Chapter four begins with a startling f.act: " Aboriginal people constitute

approximately

ts

lbid
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12% of the ManiJoba

populatiorç yet, Aboriginal people account

æ.
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for over one-half of the

1',600

people incarcerated on any given day ofthe year in

Manitoba's correctionat institutions."2o0 There are two obvious explanations
of

this ovenepresentation. Either Aboriginal people commit a disproportionately
high number of crimes, or they are victims of a discriminatory justice system.
The truth of the matter is that both these reasons play arole according
to the

report. There is nothing about Aboriginal peoples or their culture that makes
them more prone to committing crime. With that clear, the report
concludes that
the overrepresentation is due to a long history of inequalify and
discrimination.
The administration of justice is further problematic making decisions
regarding

Aboriginals in a discriminatory fashion at every stage of the system. The
chapter carries onto look at social roots of crime, the socio-economic
situation of

Aboriginals, aêd discrimination. An underlying theme that emerges in
this
chapter is the cultural oppressiorç social inequality, the loss of self-government,
and systemic discrimination are all intertwined factors that carry
significant

weight in explaining why Manitoba's jails are overloaded

wift Aboriginals.

chapter conclud.es by stating that:

jyfce system has discriminated against Aboriginal
people by providing legal sanction for their oppresãion.
This oppression of previous generations forced
Aborigþat people into their current state of social and
economic distress. Now, a seemingly neutral justice
system disçriminated against current generations of
Aboriginal people by applying laws ûhictr have an
adverse impact on people of lower socio-economic
The

status.2or

2æ
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The

A lengthy chapter on Aboriginal and treaty rights comes next. Here the
report attempts to higtrlight the politicat and legal context for the
recolnmendations which follow later. A key point made in

ftis chapter

is how

Aboriginals have been treated unfairty by the federal and provincial
govefftments. Numerous violations of treaties that were signed between the

Aboriginal peoples and the goverrunents are outlined. The report notes that
"today, the treaties are still important to Aboriginal peoples because they
represent a state of affairs that was abrogated arbitrarily and unilaterally
by one

pæty:the government ."202 Atthe time the report was writte& only one land
entitlement case had been settled. As a result, the Aboriginal people of
Manitoba have lost trust and respect for the governments which has only gotten
worse over the years. The report presents a series of recommend.ations that

it

finds could resolve historic injustices that affect present-day relations.2o3 One
example is for the federal and provincial governments to issue a public statement
of how they intend to meet their fiduciary obligation towards the Aboriginal
peoples.
The remaining chapters in this volume address specific components and.

groups within the existing justice system. An examination of the problems faced
by Aboriginal people as they pass through Manitoba's courts creates a vivid
image of a court system which appears to view Aboriginat people and their

'o'Ibid
tot
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coÍununities with

a

mixture of disdain and disregard. Also, one which is

"ineffective, insensitive, and when compared to the service
provided to non_

Aboriginal peopte, decided unequa1."204 The reporfs assessment
of the Manitoba
court system, and its earlier discussion of Aboriginal rights and
concepts of
justice, sets the scene for its support of Aboriginal justice
systems. From a law

reform perspective, the justification for this approach is that "simply
providing
additional court seryices in Aboriginal communities or otherwise
improving
what is inherently
¿11511¡s¡."205

a

flawed approach to justice is not, in our view, the

As the Commissioners observed, a pattern of limited internal

reforms has traditionall¡z been preferred by governments,
but as a solution this
approach "has been unproductive for goverrìment and unacceptable
to

Aboriginal people."2oe The AII represents an important break
from this pattern

by'factoringiin Aboriginar autonomy aspirations

as a

legitimate and

fundamental component of the justice reform equation.
One of the reporfs major reconunendations is its "stra tegy
foraction- in

its proposal that Aborigrnal communities be empowered to
establish their own
justice systems. The report argues that'there is no reason
why Aboriginal courts
and ther justice systems carurot assume full jurisdiction over all
matters at their

own pace."207

l\s

Commissioners reached this position after noting that ,,the

call for separate, Aboriginally controlled justice systems was mad.e
repeatedly in
2ørbid
2o5Ibid
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our Public hearings throughout Manitoba."2o8 After canvassing the arguments in

favour of establishing Aborigtt d justice systems, the report exarnines in some
detail the history and current operation of Indian tribal courts in the United
States.2oe

It also considers the relevant Australian and New Zealand.experience.

In terms of the structure of proposed Aboriginal justice systems, the
Commissioners recommended a high d.egree of flexibility which would. allow

individual Aboriginal communities to develop culturatly appropriate rules and
Processes in a less formalistic court-room enviro4ment. The essence of the

proposal is that every component of the justice system operational within an

Aboriginal community - from police, to prosecutor, to court, to probatiorç to jails

- must be controlled by Aboriginal people.zro Due to the relatively small size of
many Aboriginal communities in Cana da, aregjonal nelwork is recommended

which would allow several communities to share facilities and resources
including judges. The report considers

a range of possible legal bases

for the

establishment of Aboriginal justice slstems.2ll The establishment would be
based on negotiations with the federal and provincial governments leading to a

recog4ition of the right of Aboriginal people to establish and maintain

Aboriginal courts

as an aspect of the

Aboriginal peoples"
'os Ibid

"existing treat¡r and Aboriginal

as recognized and

rigþ

of the

affirmed by section 35 of the Constitution

(a.zsg.

'o'The ùtitt

to these tribal courts ox Aboriginal reserves, many which were the same in size and socioeconomic status to reserves in Manitoba" by the commissioners revealed that separate Aboriginal justice
systems axe not only possible but practical.
"u Ibid @.314.
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Act'1982- The basic point of identification thery is with the immediate politicat
aspirations of Aboriginal peoples of Canada" rather than with the policies of
assimilation and paternalism that have historically informed criminal justice
reform strategies. The report states that "justice systems must not be imposed on

Aboriginal people. To do so would. be to perpetuate the policy of paternalism
and imposition that has been the hallmark of Aboriginal affairs in this country

for too long."ztz
The creation of Aboriginal justice systems, as appealing and valuable as

they may sound, are not without controversy. Paul Chartrand believes that'tf.

Aboriginal justice systems were to exist, Canada still has obligations towards
Aboriginal individuats

as Canad.ian citizens."213

significant omission in the

A[

[n Çþ¿ltrand's opinion, this is a

Report because it does not adequately address the

question of the funcfional relationship between Aboriginal justice systems and
the Canadian justice system. Chartrand listed two obligations of Canada

towards Aboriginal peoples: 1) obligation towards all citizens/persons within
Canadian jurisdiction; and 2) obligation of Canada as a nation-s¡¿¡s.ãa In short,

Chartrand strong-heartedly contended that "it is not feasible for Canada to
accept Aboriginal justice systems where it would wash its hands of protecting

human rights.u2Ts

Stzrte

obligations must be recognized and can not be ignored.

2r2
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The remaining part of this volume rooks at court reform, juries,

alternatives to incarceratiorç jails, parole, Aboriginal women, child welfare,
young offenders, and poticing. Recommendations for reforms in these areas are
made by the report o¡ the basis that, while the establishment of Aboriginat

justice systems are crucial and the key to genuine changø exclusive jurisdiction
is not the only answer.2L6 First, not all Aboriginal people

Aboríginal justice system in their communi

ty.n

will have access to an

Second, there

will be a period of

transition before Aboriginat ju.stice systems achieve the fulIjurisdiction that is
anticipated they will assume.2ls All recommendations made within these
chapters hightight how necessary it is for every stage of the justice system be
revarnped.

With the court system, some of the reportfs reconunendations included:
that ad.equate facilities always be available so that alt trials can be hetd in the

community where the offence was alleged to have been committed.; members of
Aboriginal communities be ernployed to work

as

court st1tt;case backlogs in

remote and. rural Aboriginal communities be reduced by a conce fted."blitz"; arrd,

Aboriginal peacemakers be appointed as officers of the court with responsibility
for seeking to divert Aboriginal accused from the formal adjudication process, by

"u rbid ø.2s9.

'l' f

or-eiampl9, those Aboriginal peoples living in urban areas such as Winnipeg would not fit neatly into
the scheme of thinss.

2rsIbid
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attempting to facilitate a reconciliation between the victim and the offender
through the use of traditional Aboriginal dispute resolution techniques.2le
The report recommended significant changes to the jury selection
process.

"Fot acentury the legat system made it clear that it did not want or need
Aboriginal iutors-"220 Either Aboriginal peoples are under-represented on jury
panels, or lawyers through the use of peremptory and stand-asides,
screen out

Aboriginals. Some of the changes that are needed in the jury selection process
made by the report included the elimination of standasides and peremptory
challenges, and the introduction of procedures designed to ensure
that jurors are

drawn from the community in which the trial is to be held. The Commissioners

found that this would be a great solution since it',seeks to return to the
community involved

a

directsense of involvementin, and control and

understanding of, the justice sfstern."Dr According to the report, the
recommendations would help create atrutyrepresentative jury system.
The report caried onto show the need to develop alternatives to

incarceration in the next chapter. The problems of incarceration are outlined to
be that incarceration is not effective in rehabilitation/deterrence; it exposes

offenders to conditions that further complicates the process of reintegration back

into society; and that the costs far outweigh the benefits.zzz The report
encourages the use of more creativity in sentencirg by trial court judges, with
a
zle
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view towards decreasing the use of incarceration

as

It also recommended that cultural factors be given

the'standard punishment.,

a greater

consideration during

the determination of sentences, and that judges adopt the policy of inviting

Aboriginal communities to express their views on any

case

involviog

a

member

of their communify. Furtheûnore, the report recoûtmended that Canada's

Criminal Code be amended. The amendment would altow judges to deliver
culturally appropriate sentences that would be better than incarceration.

"Cultural factors should not be seen as extraordinary considerations for the
court. Rather, they should be considered in the normal course of sentencing each
and every Aboriginal defendant."2æ

Chapter elewen documents the overwhelmiag evidence of an ineffective
prison system. Atthough the report recorunended a number of improvements
designed to enhance the systernjs effectiveness, the conclusion reached after a

detailed survey of conditions in Manitob¿'s jails and youth centre was that ,,...
fundamental reforms, based on a new set of principles are require d.,Da Ti¡e
report identified the need for a substantial red.uction in the number of Aboriginal
people in jail and a reduction in the overall capacity of the jail system. It called

for a change to increase the capacity within institutions for Aboriginal inmates to
maintain close contact with their communities, greater access to either active
employment within the prison system, or training, ed.ucation and counselling

't
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programs/ and the adoption of a formal policy by the government and prison

authorities that would guarantee Aboriginal people culturally appropriate
services.

Wift

the present parole system, the report reconunended to adopt as a

"governing principle ftat all inmates should be entitled to be released after
having completed the same proportion of their sentence, exceptfor those who
are considered violent or dangeto1Js.u225 It also called for a more culturally

sensitive parole application process inctuding the completion of parole
assessments by Aboriginal people in the prisoner's community.
:

The report deals next individually with the problems faced by Aboriginal

women and young offenders. It addresses the problems of women as both

victims of crime and
extensive

as

offenders. In the former category, it recommends

improveme

the way Aboriginal community leaders and police

forces respond to domestic disputes and incid.ents of women and children abuse,

including the establishment of more shelters and safe homes. In relation to the
sentencing of Aboriginal womerç the report reaffirms the need for alternatiwes to

incarcerati n suchas greater use of open custody facilities for Aboriginal women

living is isolated or rural communities, and the establishment of culturally
appropriate group homes in urban areas where Aboriginal w.omen could serve

their sentence.

'trbid
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In relation to youth, the Commissioners observed that "the level of overrepresentation is ever greater for Aboriginal youth."26 Thereport calls
for
greater use of pre-trial diversiorç an expansion of the number of youth justice
committees throughout the province, the establishment of short-term
youth

detention facilities in Aboriginat communities and longer term'wilderness

camps'and improved coordination between the child welfare and youth justice
services.

M*y

changes to the Young Offenders Act (YOA) are listed because

"youngAboriginal people are not being dealt with according to the principles
expressed in the YoA.'227 In summary, young Aborigi4al offenders
need to be

dealt with in more culturally appropriate methods by Aboriginal people.
Judge

Sinclair noted that on the topic of Aboriginal youtþ one noticeable omission
in
the AII Report was the failure to address street gætgs.nt l4/hile it was
not a
pressing concern at that time, it has developed into a major problem within

Manitoba
The Commissioners turned to the controversial topic of policing in chapter

L6. The report concluded that "the future of Aboriginal poticing in Manitoba lies
in the creation of Aboriginal controlled police forces for Aboriginat communities
and in increasing the numþers of Aboriginal police force officers on existing

fotces."ze In relation to the first objective, the commissioners made the
recommendation that "as soon as possible, Aboriginal police forces take over
rbid,@.549.
"6
227

rbidósst.
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from the RCMP the responsibitity for providing atl services in Aboriginal
communities."Bo The Dakota Ojibway Tribal Council (DOTC) Police Force was

utilized

as the model

for this transfer of policing responsibilities. The

Commissioners envisaged the emergence of a network of Aboriginal forces

throughout Manitoba, coordinated by an Aboriginal police commission.
To achieve the second objective, the Commissioners called for the

adoption of a comrnunity policing approacþ employment equity programs to
increase the proportion of Aboriginal police officers to a level equivalent to the

Aboriginal proportion of the total Manitoba populatiorç an improvement in
cross-culfural education components of all police training courses, and a
mechanism for screening out any police recruits displaying racist attitudes. The
chapter concluded by stressing a need for an effective and accountable way in

which public complaints can be handled.
This concludes the recornmendations of the first report. The second

report, focussing on the deaths of Helen Betty Osborne and I.I. Harper, included
a separate set of specific conclusions and recommendations. Amongst these

findings, the Commissioners were critical of the conduct of the RCMP in relation
to the former incident, and perhaps, more seriously, that of the Winnipeg police
Force in relation to the latter. On a broader level, both were condemned for

racist policing practices and inadequate investigation and review strategies.

"o rbid,g 649.
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In the context of its examination of the investigation of the death
of Helen

Betf osborne, the Commission made a number

of specific recommendations

including that: supervision by senior police officers be mandatory
in the
investigation of serious crimes; interviews with key witresses
be carried out by
lawyers in a marurer consistent with guidelines that both protect
the lawyer and
inspire public confidence that such interviews are conducted
properly;
supervision by senior Crown attorneys be mandatory when
serious crimes are
being investigated and prosecuted; policy guidelines
be followed in relation to
prosecutions by Crown attorneys, including the adoption
of established and

uniform principles in relation to the completion of agreements
of immunity with
Crown witutesses; and the Crown should end its practice of
declining to consider
further charges after an acquittal of murder.
The reporfs infrestigation into the police shooting oÍIJ.Harper
led it to

"conclude that it was Constabre cross, through his unnecessary
approach and

inappropriate attempt to detain Harper, who set in motion the
chain of events
which resulted in Harper's deat}.."%l In relation to the subsequent
internal
investigation into the incident, the Commissioners reached the
conclusion that:
. the City of Winnipeg police Departnrent did not
search activel¡r or aggressively foi the truth about
the death of J.J. Harper. Their investigation was, at
best, inadequate. At worst, ie primaqy objectiwe
seems to have been to exonerate Constabie Robert
Cross and to vindicate the Winnipegpolice

..
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On the basis of these findings, the Commissioners recommended
that the
Winnipeg Police Department immediately undertake a number
of important
changes. Several of these general recommendations will
be mentioned below,

but in relation to the ].]. Harper incident, the main recommendations
were that

"ptoper and more independent methods of investigating officer-involved
shootings must be instituted immediately ... and the
Fatality Inquires Act be
amended so as to create an inquest procedure in Manitoba
that has, as its

primary objective, the goal of ensuring public proceedings at
which the famity
and communify learn the material consequences of the
unexplained death.,,æ3
The report reveals that racism played a part in the
deaths of both Osborne

and Harper and in the events that followed both incidents.
It concluded that ,,it
is clear that Betfy osborne would not have been killed
if she had not been

Aboriginal."a4 TheCommissioners considered that this factor also
contributed
to the failure of members of The pas community to come forward
with

information about the incident. The report also raised the question
whether the
case

would have come more quickly to a conclusion if more Aboriginal persorìs

were in the police or in the Crown Prosecutor's office. In relation
to the shooting
of I.I. Harper, it stated that "Constable Cross was motivated
to confront Harper

primarily because of Harper, s tace.',

%S
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Responses to the reporfs findings and recommendations seemed
to be

positive. Representatives of Aboriginal organizatlons in Manitoba

and. across the

country conveyed their approval of the report and its plan(s) for change. For
example, PhiI Fontaine, Grand chief of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs,
described the report as " asolid piece of work with recommendations that
represent fundamental social change in this province and elsewhete."%6
The
overvrrhelming positive resPonse to the report appears to have been based
on a
belief that the justice concerns of Aboriginal people has finally been addressed
in
a serious and

constructive manner by an independent inquüy. For
|udge Sinclair

the fact is that "the increased attention Aboriginal peoples have received.
over the
years since the AII Report is directly attributable to the repott."ziT The
mood was

optimistic, as reflected in the comments of a spokesperson for the Assembly of
First Nations when he concluded that if the Manitoba Government acted upon
the recommendations, "it could set a precedent for the entire co1rntry.,,2sl
The reportmerits praise for its ability to endorse a d.eparture from the era

of internal reforms and 'tinkering' within the justice system that had failed to

significantly improve the systen{s capacity to deal successfully with Aboriginal
people. The report draws away from making small internal changes to an
existing justice system. The strategy outlined in the AII reflects a d.ecision to

move beyond the conventional pattern of choosing only from a necessarily
æ6-Santin,

ß9D

A Findings, recommendations, exactly what natives expected
[Winnipeg Free press] (August 30,
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Iimited pool of justice reforms, but instead, chose to acknowledge the
fundamental connection between Aboriginal justice concerns and
political
aspirations.æs

onJanuary z&,1992the provincial government released its formal
response to the report. |ustice Minster
Jim McRae announced a number of

reforms which would result in a "better system in Manitoba for
Aboriginal
peoples than anywhere in the coun$."240 Changes included
placing more

Aboriginal people in charge of decision-making within the system,
greater

access

to cultural activities in provincial jails, a reassessment of sentencing
practices to
reduce incarceration levels, med.iation and peacekeeping
approaches to d.isputes,

institution of pre-trial diversions including more conflict resolutiorç
and the
possibility of expand.ing tribal police services.2al However, the Manitoba
goverrunent refused to endorse the autonomous justice direction
charted by the
report because "such key recommendations as an Aboriginat justice
system,
separate criminal codes, civil codes and charter of rights for First
Nations are not

achievable within the current constitutional framework.'2e Aboriginal
groups

criticized the governmenfs response indicating that they would not participate

in the implementation process unless the government would agree to reconsider
'e McNanar4 Luke (1993) aþo¡ieinal Peoples, the Adminisfration ofJustice, and the Autonomy Agenda:
An Assessment of the Status of Criminal Justice Reform in Canada *ith
R"f"r"o.e to the p¡airie
Region
Legal Research Institute of Manitoba Winnipeg: Legal Research hstitute
of the University of Manitoba @
6r.
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several key issues, including the relatiornhip between self-government
and

Aboriginal jurisdiction over justice. What carne across rather unsurprisingly
was
that the sarne government that had accepted Aboriginal peoples' inherent
right
of self-government, simultaneously refused to recognize one
of the most vital
components of inherent jurisdiction - the right of jurisdiction
over justics.zas
The report is extremely thorough in its coverage based on the
broad

mandate it was given. While it looks specifically at the situation
of Aboriginals

in Manitoba, much can be learned across Canada by others. It must
have been a
challenge putting the document together. First, gathering the
information.
second, having the patience and diligence to deal with a huge volume
of

information. As a reader, it

is

just as difficult a process. First, reading the lengthy

document cover to cover. Next, tryi.g to come to some rational understanding
and acceptance of.the struggles of many Aboriginals for justice
on their own

terms. Understanding is perhaps the easier of the fwo. Acceptance in one
way
means the acknowledgment of past

ill treatrnents by the governments. Rather,

this thesis believes, acceptance must be focussed on a second component
- which
the Aboriginal Justice Inquiry deals

with. This

is connecting the demands for

justice to political aspirations as mentioned above.
The AJI clearly envisages a redistribution of power in relation to the

administration of justice. Indeed, this is primarily what sets the report apart

2a3
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from its 'internal reform' orientated predecess ors.24 It looks beyond the existing
criminal justice system for answers as to why Aborig.ul people are so heavily
over-represented in canadian prisons. By stretching the parameters
of

Aboriginal justice to incorporate the pressing political demands of Aboriginal
people, the Aboriginat fustice Inquiry, has entered targely unchartered
reform

territory. The recommendation for the establishment of Aborig*ul justice
systems sets the report apart from all other reports within this area
thus

far. The

recoÍunendations expressed in the report are not radical in nature, they
are
precisely what exactly is needed for justice to,equate to justice, for
the

Aboriginal peoples in Manitoba. ]udge Sinclair contended that "I dorft

see

any

reason why the goveïrunents could not implement the recommendations
that

were

¡¡¡afls."245 This

report is a courageous attempt towards

a

trend in favour of

the alignment of justice reform policy with Aborigrr,"l self-government

aspirations

4 rbid.
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Chapter Five:
The Aboriginal Justice Implementation commission: Eight years
Later

Canada's treøtment of its
first citizens has been an ínternøtionøI ilisgrøce. To føit to take eaery
iniustice usill continue to bring trøgedy and suffering to
Aborigiral people, ønd!l*.Ilnryøng
to bløiken our country,', *Tf.throwghout the worlil.
By acting now,
goaernments
gta: p.osltiae ex?ression to the pubtic supp"ort anil good
_can
wilt rie haae
eneounteredfrom Mønitobøns during the pøst túree yeøri.'
needed step to redress

The concludingwords of the

lggl AIIReport

While the creation of and response to the 'The Aboriginal
Justice Inquiry
(A]I)' released in the fall of lggTwasgenerally supportive,
whenlustice Minister
Gordon Mackintosh entered his office in the fall of lggg,he
recalls ,,acopyof the

A[Report was still in its plastic casing onashelÍ."246 Eight years
had passed
since the report was comPleted and the Progressive
Conservatives Government

did little besides leaving the document to colect dust on a sherf.
fudge c.M.
Sinclair in trust of a similar view, explained that the AfI Reporfs
major obstacle
of implementation was "the change in governments resulting
in a great change

in philosophy regarding the governments feelings about Aboriginal
peoples,
issres'"247 That is to say, the New Democratic Government
has identified. more

strongly with Aboriginal peopres than the progressive Conservatives.
In
November oÍ.7999, the NDp was back in office and it appointed the,The
2tr
247
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Aboriginal lustice lrnplementøtion Commission
WIC),24I to review the

recorunendations of the AfI Report to develop methods by which those
recommendations could be implemsnlsd.2ae Commissioners Wendy Whitecloud
and Paul Chartrand reviewed the AJI Reporf along with the advice of eld.ers Eva

McKay and Doris Young. The Commissioners were expected to address only
those AJI Report recommendations that touched upon the responsibility of the

Manitoba government. The AJI Report on the other hand, as shown in the last
chapter, recommended action not only by the provincial government but also by
the federal governmenf and in some instances, through joint initiatives by the

two governments.
This chapter outlines some of the key recommendations made by the AJIC
Report, the principles that underlied its approacfu and outlines progress that has
been made since its creation. The AIIC Report has achieved much more
Progress than its successor, the AJI ReporÇ which had limited progress in the
decade following its release. Unlike the AJI Report which held extensive public

hearings, the AJIC Report was not required to do so to

fulfill its mandate. The

AIIC was mandated. to "communicate and consult with Manitobans on priority

2a8

Commissioners Paul L.A. CharFand & Wendy J. Whitecloud (2001) Aborþinal Justice
;,l.ltc
Implementation Commission, Final Report and liecommendations
¡heréinafter
4eport) Winnipeg:
Province ofManitoba
ott" Rgnort was also instucted to have regard to the Framework Agreement entered into between
1t
the Can¿da and the First Nations, and to the reports of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal peoples.
(RCAP).
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areas for action and on implementation strate gies."No The AJIC

fulfilled that

responsibility to consult and communicate by:

1) issuing quarterly reports that were posted on the AIIC website.
2) meeting with government officials, representatives of
3)
4)
5)

,dboriginal organizattons, police and c-orrectionat officials, and
community members.
commissioning a series of consultation papers, which were
circulated to various interested organizatións and posted on the

web page.
sending a letter to each member of the legislative assembly,
asking for input.
undertaking a survey of Aboriginal leadership.ær

Unlike the AII Reportwhich had

a

very broad mandate including all components

of the justice system, the AIIC Report had a less exhaustive scope. paul

chartrand, one of the Commissioners of the AIIC Report, confirmed this by
stating "our worþ our mandate required. us to be more focussed on feasible
recommendations. there were recommendations mad.e in the broad mandate
of
the AJI Report which I knewwouldn't be implemented and they were

îLot.,,Æ2

fustice Minister Gordon Mackintosh provided a similar understanding noting

that "we asked for the AIIC to provide reconunendations that were doable in the
short-term and directed more towards the provincial governmen! whereas, the

AI's

recommendations were more directed at the federal goverrunent and more

general in nature and not specifically focussed as the AJICs.,zss
|udge C.M.
Sinclair, one of the Commissioners of the

250
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enough that "our role was to identify the issues, identify the problems, and to

plot out some future whereas the AIIC Report was to advise the government of
how to act on the recommendations that we had made some ten years

earliet."ÆA

Upon appoinûnent of the AIIC Report, the 'Minister of
fustice and the

Minister of Aboriginal and Northern Affairs requested. all government
departments to provide the AJIC with reports on the status of implementation of
the AfI recofiunendations that pertain to their departments.,,2s5 The
Commissioners reviewed those reports and met with each deparhnent. It is
these recoÍrmendations that largely make up the

AIIC. In summary, the AIIC

Report was to make reconunendations that were practical, cost-effective and
attainable.
As stated earlier, the AJIC met and/or received submissions from various

aboriginal organizattons.Æ6 The Commission also had numerous informal
meetings withmembers of the aboriginal and non-aboriginal community to
discuss the work of the Commissi on.z57 Through consultation with Manitobans

the Commission established priority areas of work. These priority areas were

identified

as:

Chitd Welfare
Policing

ãa

Interview with Judqe C.M. Sinctair pune 14 20041
AJIC Report @.g.
ãu
Listed rciaø."zolã7
Lisred rbid õ 2og-214.
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'The Commissiorç through its consultation with Aboriginal people, government
officials, and outside experts, and through its own research, has concluded that
the resolution to the overrepresentation of Aboriginal people in the justice
system

will come, over the long term, from within and outside of the justice

system."æs One of the major themes that emerged from these consultations was
the need to ensure that reform would not be limited to the justice system. In

addition to the systemic conditions, the social conditions

as

outlined in chapter

three were repeated.ly discussed as issues that were contributory to the high
levels of involvement of Aboriginal peoples within the criminal justice system.
Based on these views, the AJIC Report set the above areas as focus of their work.
:

Three main themes emerged from these priorities: aboriginal rights; reform

of the justice systern; and the need for preventive measures which are all themes

258
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that reflect the main themes of the original Afl.zse Based on these themes,
the

AIIC was organized into five sections: an introductiorç

a section on

aboriginal

rights and aboriginal relations, communify and restorative justice, crime
prevention through community development, and. concluding thoughts.

In the first section on aboriginal rights and aboriginal relations, the
Commission called for the fulfillment of obligations under the land
entitlement
policies, the Northern Flood Agteement, and to the Metis people.
It called for an
approach to aboriginal issues that would lead to a recognition and
fulfillment of

aboriginal rights, to the reconciliation between Aboriginal people and other
Canadians, and to improving the justice system. This priority was given
by the

AIC

Report based on the AJI Report's examination of the rights of Aboriginal

people in treaty and. common law, and its review of the historical
experience of

Aboriginal people with the Canadian justice system. This led the AJI Report to
ProPose the establishment of an aboriginal justice system and the recognition

and fulfillment of unmet treaty and aboriginal rights.zoo

The AIIC presented these proposals in three chapters ih its report recognition

and reconciliatiorç Metis issues, and treaty land entitlement and the Northern

Flood Agreement. In the first chapter, the AIIC drew on the AJI,s emphasis on a
need for recognition and reconciliation. The AJI stated that the frustratiorç
arLger,

and conflict resulting from weak and inadequate government responses to
z5e
2@

rbid @ 14.
rcia@ n.

1r0

Aboriginal issues has resulted in a poor relationship between Aboriginal peoples
and the govemmertt.267

The AIIC Report argued that before aboriginal and

non-aborig uL can move

Íorwatd, past relations must be reconciled and healed. This reconciliation
is
possible if there is a recognition of the historical relations between
the two
Sroups'2øz A final concern in this chapter was the concept of an aboriginal justice

system, which had been a central reconunend.ation of the

A[

Report and of the

RCAP. In agreement with the recommendation of the AIL the AIIC Report
recommended that the Govemment of Manitoba take the issue
of an aboriginal
justice system and place it on the agenda of an Aboriginat
fustice Commission or
Roundtable on Aborisr"ul 1rrrrss.263

The next chapter examined Metis issues. The AIIC reported the

recommendation of the AJI Report which proposed a Métis Chitd and Famil¡r
Service agency'with jurisdiction over Métis and non-status Indian children

throughout Manitoba be developed in conjunction with the Manitoba Metis
Federation (MI\/IF¡.za This recommendation was supported by the AIIC
Report
and eventually was accepted by the Manitoba goveffrnent. The AIIC
Commissioners consulted the MMF on the priorities of the Metis within the
261
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'ut A con-sultatiol papel written by John Giokas, entitled -Recognition, Reconciliatio4 and Healing,, can
be found on the commission's website discussing eight ways in"wni"n
tne Manitoba gbvernment cout¿
people rn Mamtob4 atong rvit¡ tn'i' p*t and present conriu:utions"
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Province of Manitoba.26 Based on the reconunendations of the AJI Report along

with the extensive ten listed reconunendations made by the RCAP, the AIC
reconunended that the Government of Manitoba involve the MMF to develop
a
comprehensive Metis policy .Ns

In its discussion on Treaty Land Entitlement (TLE) and the Northern
Flood Agreement the report noted that treaty land entitlement refers to the land
that the govemrnent of Canada still owes the Aboriginal peoples based on

historically signed treaties. According to the AII Report, TLE should not even be
an issue, rather,

ifs

a "subject that is so simple and straighfforward that it should

never have arisen as a source of conflict in the first place !'267 gy¡¡ply, Aboriginat
peoples signed treaties with the federal goverrunent and certain lands were

promised in return. If the issue was the failure to keep that promise by the
federal goÌernment, the AII Report was of the opinion that all that needed to be
done was to return those lands to Aboriginal peoples. The Northern Flood
Agreement was signed between Manitoba canada, Manitoba Hydro,and the

Northern Flood Committee representing five aboriginat

naüons26s to

provide

compensation for reserve lands flooded by major hydro-electric projects. ,,The
agreement provided for an exchange of four acres for each acre flooded, the
expansion and protection of wildtife harvesting rights, five million dollars to be

265
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The nve natlons include: Nelson House, Norway House, Cross Lake, Split Lake, and york Factory.
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paid over five years to support economic development projects on the reserves
and promises of employment opporturúlies.n2îs The agreement was
also to deal

with any adverse effects to the "larrds, pursuits, activities and lifestyles of reserve
residents."

The AIIC reported that Manitoba Hydro walked away satisfied
from the

massive project. Flowever, that was not the case for Aboriginal peoples.
For
example, only reserve residents represented in the negotiatiorìs were
to receive
any of the benefits. 'Many Metis and off-reserve Indians in the region
still

complain bitterly that their homes and traplines were d.estroyed and their

hunting and fishing rights violated without any consultation or compensation.2zo
In order to deal with this issue, the AJIC Report recommended any major
natural
resource developments shall not be able to proceed until treaty agreements
are
reached.2n Furthermore, the government of Manitoba and Manitoba
Hydro

would negotiate for those nations already flood-affected.
The next t"rrgthy section of the report looked at community and

restorative justice d.ivided into chapters each separately discussing youth justice,
the courts, policing, aboriginal employment and participation in the justice
system, and violence towards aboriginal women and children. Within each

individuat chapter, the AJIC Report provided

lig1**
27t
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a strategy

for implementation

based on the reforms that were outlined in these areas by the
AfI Report which

all surfaced around the creation of Aboriginal justice systems.
Ttre strategy proposed by the AJIC was based on the principres
of

community

irtsttc¿.222 The AJIC Report

drew the following contras

t

'thecurrent

system is centralized, isolated, and focussed on crimin aks,
acommunity justice
approach is rooted in neighbourhoods, requires collaboration
among cittzens,
and is attuned to the situation of the victims and the community
at large.,, In
short, the AIIC Commissioners made proposals intended
to reduce incarceratiorç
increase usage of alternative sentencing, promote the
use of aboriginal-controlled.

delivery services within the justice system, and provid.e for cross-curtural
training in the system.

Beginniag with youth justice, the AIIC Report agreed with
the
recommendations of the AJI Report and insisted that these
recoûunendations

could be implemented without significant increases in funding. Echoing
the AfI
Report, supported the idea of "least interference, and a proportionate,

incremental approach to the involvement of young peoples in the justice
slstetl'"273 To implement this general philosophy, the AJIC Report
made a series
of concrete recom¡nendations. In order to successfully reduce youth

imprisonment the

AIC recommended

amongst many recofiunendations, that

the Government of Manitoba avoid placing young peoples in pre-trial
detention
2n AilcReporr
@ 39.
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and create ways to accomplish tlús.224
The Commission recognized that since there are a number of causes that

brings aboriginal youth into jails, simultaneously, there must also be a range of

solutions. The use of the most minimal sanction

ir *y

given case along with

intervention addressing the need.s of the individual personwas a high priority

for the Commissioners. The Commissioners also stressed that when d.etention
was necessary, itbe carried out in the home community of the accused..
The key

point, however, was that all other options should be used before detention
occurred. Great emphasis was placed by the Commission on the development of
stronger ties to families/community; sports and recreational activities; and
encouragement of education for youth which were seen as ways to avoid contact

with the justice system.
In an examination of the courts, the AIIC Report addressed once again the

multitude of problems involved with aborig*ul peoples understanding of the
various components of the justice system. According to the AIIC ReporÇ despite
the AII Report's reconunendations, there still continues to be limited progress in

this area. For example, the Commissioners found continuing problems in the
areas

of delay,circuit

courts, community involvement, alternative sentencing,

and probation, Thg AJI Report set forth reforms to allow community

involvement and thus allow for a community justice approach. For example, the

274
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recommendations of the AJI Report "provide communities with a greater role
in

defining problems, developing approaches, reaching decisions, and then
implementing those decisions."2zs

Hence, the AJIC Report also recommended a number of community

justice measures after

summarir gthe A[ Reporfs community

justice

reconunendations along with the progress on those recommendations. The AJIC
Report called for community involvement and culturally appropriate services,
and the creation of aboriginal controlled probation services amongst its many

reconunendations. The A|IC Report based these recommendations on the belief
that "communit¡z justice approaches enhance the legitimacy, fairness, and
effectiveness of the justice system.x276

The Commissioners also provided an outline of the 16 accountabilify

programszz established with the Manitoba government, that focus on taking

low-risk offenders away from the justice system towards these programs. One
final area of concern examined in this chapter was the issues that surround
community justice. Withthe problem of resources, the Commissioners found
tJrrat'tf the Province of Manitoba experiences resource shortages in operating its
27s
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include: Manitoba Keewatinowi okimakanak (MKo) First Nations Jusrice Statery
Manitoba);
Community Conferencing Project @ortage ù prairie); St. Theresa point aborilinal
_(Northem
Youth Court; Community_Justice Committe"s; Wayiuaysèæupio Aboriginal Justice programs; Meditation
Services; Hollow Water C91ryryty Holistic Circle Healing Þroject; eUoriginat Canootãnaage Justice
!Tn.9t of Wlnnipeg; CP1879 (Winnipeg); Youth Altemative Measures; Restorative Resoluù'on; John
School; Prostitute Diversion; Transition Program for Adults Sexually Exploited through prostitution;
Positive Lifestyle Program; and Interlake peacemakers Froject.
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justice system, Aboriginal communities will face similar, if not
more severe,
resource problems if more justice responsibilities are moved into

communitiss."27g As well, the Commissioners discussed some of the
complexities surrounding who will represent each community, and,what

will

become acceptable and non-acceptable repercussions to criminal behaviour.

A

strong message delivered in this section was that no matter how worthwhile

community justice is for Aboriginal communities, it is also not void of troubles.

A complex chapter on policing raised issues of racism, cultural sensitivity,
and accountability. The Commissioners of the AIIC Report addressed important
¡snds27e in policing in Canada that "often run counter to the spirit of the

Aboriginal ]ustice Inquiry reconunendations."2so For example, costs related to
policing were noted to have been on the increase requiring governments to set

firm budgets. Communify policing was another trend that was identified
troublesome. The AIIC Report found that despite its popul arity

as

asa concept,

community policing is a difficult process to futty understand and thus deliver.
"There is no single definition of what it constitu ¡ss"z[Treported the
Commissioners. The ability of the Commissioners to recognize these obstacles

;i
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issues pursuanr ro: cosrs; tudioe; regionarizarion; sraffing; crime; services;
Fovernance; family violence; and community policing.
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allowed for them to conclude that "it is not appropriate to expect new models of
policing, such as community policing, to be both innovative and inexp ensive.',x2
The remaining part ofthis chapter looked at the progress of the

A[

Report's reconunendations. The use of community policing in Aboriginal aÍeas
was reported to be slow. At the time of the AIIC Report the only Aboriginal
police force in Manitoba was the Dakota Ojibway Tribal Police Service (DOpS).
The development of fully trained regional Aboriginal police forces serving

Aboriginal communities had been one of the main recoÍunendations of the AJI
Report. However, no major improvements had been made to the provincial
Police Act and Regulations ,ztt arrdthere was no creation of an Aboriginal police
Commission nor of a public complaints body. More timited, less expensive
changes were made. It is apparent that the issue of policing in Manitoba is

complex requiring the involvement of both the provinciat and federal
governments .u4a Theslow nature of progress of Aboriginal police forces was

athibutable to costs and issues of service delivery. The AfI Reporfs
recommendation requiring the strengthening of employment equrty programs

282
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pe province of Manitoba compares very poorþ with other provinces in its regulation of police
activities. Other provinces have clear definition of relevant terms, limitation on tñe terms of'appointment

ofpolice commissioners, powers to make regulations, powers to set and enforce wide-rangingituo¿*¿r fot
the selection and training of const¿bles, and the estabiiihment of a police taining facility.-vt-anitoba,s
Act
f9w of the specific-details and no regulations exist to enfoice tåe standards wnill tne Act implies.
Rlojd":lack progress
of
made in Manitoba in the development of Aboriginal police forces needs to be
viewed in the context of national policing trends. Ia lgtz,the Government oiCanada approved a First

'i ft"

lations Policing Policy (FNPP) which nansfened Aboriginal policing from Indian Atrair; to the Solicitor

General. There has been considerable progress towards inplemerrting this polþ outsides Manitoba. The
policy led to the creation of over 50 self-administered First Nations Pãüce Servióes. Most of the forces
were been created in Quebec and Ontario.
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was positive. In additiorç cross-culturat training was adhered to
in that 1,the

province's three major police forces all have undergone multicultural
training
pro$rams."285

The AIIC Report c¿ìrne to identify tfuee priority areas in policing
that were

far from being resolved: accountability and oversighÇ community policing;
and

Aboriginal policing. The Commissioners found all three to be interconnected
meaning that change in one area would be contingent on change in
another. The

AIIC Report concluded that:

The issues involve several layers of government,

and the public, as well * furr¿u
f questions
"o"t
of fuodirg, policing, and governance.
While the

Aboriginal ]ustice Implementation Commission

believes that progress must be made in all tluee
areas, the Commission believes that what is
rq¡dred to break the currentimpasse is a
Provincial task force on policing that is mandated
to make recommendations on a new police Actfor
the province of Manitoba.æo

Thefinal recommendations proposed by the AIIC Report were laid out in three
categories: parallel, short-term, and long-term changes. Since the entire issue of
policing was found to be rather cumbersome and complex, the Commissioners

did nothave sufficient time to consult all parties involved. "The AIIC believes
that a more transparent and independent governance system, coupled with a

community poticihg approach that requires use of peacekeeping or restorative,
community-based, policing philosophies and strategies (and that is properly
285
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funded), will create a police force that is more credible,legitimate

,

and.

sfÍgçtay¿."287

Aboriginal employment and participation in the justice system was next
on the AIIC Reporfs agenda. The Commissioners stressed,
as did the AfI
Report, the need to increase the hiring of aboriginal peoples in
the justice system.
The AJIC Reportrecognlzed the change in this latter area, however,
found that
the "minimal goals set by the Manitoba government in 19g32ss

illd fþs

Aboriginal |ustice Inquiry :r;.lgg1, have not been met.,,2se rhe AIIC
Report
agreed with the AJI Report that the best measures for increasing
Aboriginal

emplo¡lment were "the result of managemenfs commitrnent to improve
recruiting, enhance training opportunities, remove barriers to employment,
and
enhance retention."2e0 The commissioners further conclud.ed
that any

enforcement mechanism, such as an Employment Equity Commission2el
recommended by the AfI Report, was not viable at the time
due to costs.

287
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the Manitoba govemment adopted an empìoyment equity policy.
This policy identified four
target groups that in the opinion of the governmeot oruie day, had
úæ" uióti-r orryræ-i" aiscrimination

in emplo¡ment
9d werer$erefore, underrepresgnted þ the M*it"d g"vernment workforce. The target
groups identiñed were: l).womrn 2) Aboriginal people
3) member
personlwith disabilities. under this policy, the govãmment comnitted to continuing
"ri¡riur. to hire the most capable job
but when applicants ylie of ãqual r"p"uiittt,
would hire the applicant from the
lnnligants,
targel g¡jup. Theprograms goal for the year 2003
yas 50 percent for women, l0 percent for Aboriginal
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employment equity targets f91 gmployers within
legislaiive jurisdiction,of the province of trianitoba, to
ensure that employers set policies anl programs for thã advancõment
and promotion oraUorigi*l people,
to monitor compliance with.established employmgnt equity targets, to reqúire
employers."""ì"uiog
government grants to establish an acceptable employnent equityplan
witbin wniôn ÁUoriginals would be

þ
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A final chapter in section tfuee focussed on violence towards aboriginat
women and children examining the effect of abuse and how society responds to
such abuse. The AIIC Report reviewed policy developments since the AII Report

and made some recoÍunendations of its own. Revealed in this chapter, as in
others, was that because of the funding shortage, certain recorrunendations have

not been implemented and delivered. Some of the recoûunendations made in
this area included for the goveffrnent to continue research and evaluation of
domestic abuse policies and programming, and the expansion of culturally

appropriate aboriginal treatrnent and support programs for families.2e2 Jn the
case of

children, the only reconunendation made by the AIIC Report was that the

appropriate departments, inctuding the Departrnents of fustice and Family
Services, report regularly on the status of the recommendations listed in the

report, A New lustice for Indiøn Children.2eg
The fourth section of the AIIC Report centred on the theme of crime

prevention through communify development. Chapters ten through trvelve
discussed ways in which Íamilies,2e+young people,2es and communities2e6 could

hired

and to hear and determine complaints against a person or employer who fails to conply with an
established employment equity plan.

'nrbidØ.D9:

i' TS ÞT was prepared by the Winnipeg Children's Hospiøl Child protection Cenrre and presented to
the AJI Inouirv.
'* st ogtn"oittg familig¡ inyolve: promoting healthy babies; improving parenting skills; increasing family

child abuse and neglect; reducing aggressivè behaviõurs; and enhancing children's
9oh9-sion; greventing
intellectual and social development.

2e5

Stengthening-yo*g ptoplt invqlyes: providing support and guidance to vulnrerable adolescents;

qoviding educational programs that keep young peoplõãt ¡rt in-the school system; assisting young people
whoa re at risk to successfully m¿ke the tansition frõm school to work; impróving scnoot o;tõomei and-

l2l

be strengthened. As chapter three illustrated, the causes that play a role

in

Aboriginal peoples entry into criminal behaviour are not limited to systemic
discrimination. Social factors were marked to operate in combination in
explaining the overrepresentation of Aboriginal peoples within the criminal
justice system. Having said tha! the Commissioners were supportive of the
changes that could be made to the existing system to improve the problem of

overrepresentation. In spite of this thouglu the reality is that "the roots of
overïepresentation are not found only in the justice system, but in the broader
social setting, and will require concerted action from all three levels of
goverrunent in Cana fls."2e7 Likewise, crime prevention requires an effort

involving one to focus on the roots of social disorganization, rather than on the
symptoms of that disorganization.

were preventiv

e,zee wheteas

2e8

the recommendations regarding reforms to the

justice system were reactive.3oo It was believed that crime prevention measures

in,A'boriginal communities would tackle these issues and positively contribute in
fostering pro"social behaviour; increasing social skills and reducing aggressive behaviour; and preventing
:
youth
2s
Stengthening communities involves: developing income policies that ensure that children grow up in
families can meet their developmental needs; developing employnent policies that provide neaningful
work at wages that ensure that children grow up in families that can meet their developmental needs; and
deleloping policies that reduce social inequalþ.

homelessness.

2e7
zet
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Prelenfive recommendations focus on the roots of social disorganization and the linkage to crime and as

g¡esult ûy to sfiengthen community building with the use of restorative methods.
"* Reactive recomms¡d¿¡ions have been the preferred method of dealing with crime. The criminal justice
system is reactive. The focus here is on the slmptoms of disorganiâtion and the linkage to crime and as
thre efficiency and legitimacy of the system

result; try to reform the justice system to improve
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alleviating the very issues that place Aboriginal peoples before the justice
system. The Commissioners also set out a list of principles3ol¡þ¿¡, if adhered. to,

would result in the effectiveness of the policies in each of the three areas.
In the reporfs closing thoughts, it looked to the future basing its
discussion on Íeven-ue generation and strategies for action. Given that the AJIC

Report's goal was to find ways in which the recommendations of the AII Report
could be implemented, it was confident that it did fulfill its mandate. The
Commissioners were satisfied with the actions proposed. for implementation

including setting priority areas after consultation with the goverrunent and
Aboriginal people, providihg research and analysis on those priority areas, and

providing ideas via discussion papers to ensure that the debate that began on a
wide-range of issues in the AJI Report would ssntinus.3o2

As stated at the outset of this chapter, the Commissioners of the AIIC
Report were required to adopt a course of action that was practicaf attainable,
and cost-effective. In a brief chapter dedicated to revenue strategy, various
suggestions were mad.e on how the recommendations made throughout the

'ot These principles include: 1) Comprehensiveness - programs should address the needs of the child, the
family and the community; 2) Accessibility - programs must actively reach out to ensure that all targeted
families have the ability to particþate; 3) Proactive - programs must taxget children who are at risk of
çsming into conflict with the justice system; 4) Integrated - programs should bring together social service,
education, and health ca¡e services; 5) Conmunity Driven - the design, allocation, and delivery of
progra@s should rest with community authorities; 6) Quality there should be provincial standa¡ds of
practice; and 7) Accountability - evaluation i5 ¿¡ imFortant component of crimr prevention programming
and must be encourased in a provincial strategy. There must be ways
" -r - of
-' ensuring that funds go to services.
ro,
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report could be financed.3o3 Four major sources of funding were identified: the
control of tax on reserves, revenue from gambling activities, programs requiring

partrers, and the creation of a fund for the financing of Aboriginal programs.3oa
In short, the Commissioners recommended the creation of

a

trust fund that

would accumulate revenues from gambting related ¿çfiyifiss.3os
The need for a successor institution post-AIC recommended by the

Commissioners was presented through the creation of an Aboriginat
Justice
Commission and second, the creation of a Roundtable on Aboriginal Issues. In
strategies for action, the AIIC Report recommended for the government to

develop a comprehensive aboriginal policy.aoo It is clear from the nature of these
recommendations ttrat the underlying goal is for them to receive the follow-up
necessary for change. Another obvious conclusion that can be drawn from these

recoûunendations is the serious need it tables in placing aboriginal poticy on the

govemmental agenda.

The over 200 page AJIC Report is less exhaustive when compared to the

AII Report of almost

a d.ecade

earlier. It is a focussed report that clearly

identifies how words can be furned into actions, to then produce positive
changes in the lives of Aboriginal peoples. It sets its goals at the outset of the
303

A consultation paper produced by Fiscal Realities Economists, entitled "Innovative prwincial
Aboriginal Funding Programs" ¿ant be found on the Commission,s website thatexamines means of
figancing Aboriginal programming.
Further discussed ibid@ 173-74.
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rePort and works on each goal in a clear, focused, and organized
fashion. The

report sets itself apartfrom the AII Report through its devotion
to an action-plan.
The authors are well aware of the limited impact previous
reports have had. In
its year and a half of operatiory the Commission made recofiunendations
that did

not simply reiterate solutions that had been offered in the past.
The AJIC Report
can be seen to illustrate the'neces sary' direction that justice
reform should be

taking for Aboriginal peoples. The AJIC Report looks beyond
the criminal justice
system for answers that qre able to address why Aboriginat
peoples are facing

problems relating to the criminal justice system. It deserves
our applaud for its
attemPt to courageously push towards a t¡end in favour justice
of
reform aimed
at aboriginal control.

The

Arc

Report is an impressive turn away from previous reporþ task

forces, and inquiries in one

way.

M*y recorrunendations

have been made

before, however, the process of implementation has been less
progressive. T,he

recoÍunendations contained in the AIIC Report, unlike those that
made up the
AJI Report, have been moving in the positive direction of change
and

implementation. This change is well documented in a report prepared
by
Manitoba Aboriginal and Northern Affairs and ManitobaJustice in the
sununer
o12004;'. The

report entitled, progress Report on

t25

the Irnplementation

of

Recommendfltions,soz lists steps taken

to date in each area of priority identified by

the AJIC Report. The Progress Report is evident of a strong awareness that
change is needed and underway. More importantly, it signals the explicit

recognition of the'relationship between Aboriginat autonomy and the

administration of justice. fustice Minister Gordon Mackintosh reported that" as
listed in the 2004 Repoft;9["/o of the recommendations directed at the provincial
goverrunent are being worked on. Some recommend.ations are complete in their
entirety, while many recommendations will always be worked sn."308
Furthermore, Justice Minister Gordon Mackintosh added that "these AJIC Report
recommendations will take a lot of work over a long period of time because

Aboriginal people are disproportionately represented in the justice sfstem."3oe
In dissent, Judge C.M. Sinclair was of the opinion that'the AIIC Report was too

limited in focus so it failed it to address a lot of issues that could have been
implemented by the province in the long-term."ilo

When looked at in anothet wãf r the AJIC is no different than previous

reports, task forces, and inquiries. Upon close examination of the progress
Report, the first thing that can raise a readers eyebrow is the few pages of the

total report. After having read both the AII and AIIC Report, with one over 200
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The Aboriginal Justice TmFlementation Commission, Progress Report on the Únplementation of
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Pages and the other over700,

it is rather distressing and shocking to see that

Progress is contained in just a few pages. Of particular significance is the fact

that since the creation of the first AJI Report in 1988, almost two decades later the

only change that has rnatefialized is a flimsy L0 page report. How could all of
the recommendations listed in two major reports totalling over 900 pages be

followed up in 10 pages? This raises the next point. fustice Minister Gordon
Mackintoshvery adamantly stated that94%of recommendations are being
worked on

as

evident in the Progress Report. Upon a thorough review of the

Progress Report, it is apparent that there is zo comprehensive listing of

recomtnendations to such an extent. Rather, under each of the three major
themes of the AIIC ReporÇ steps that have been taken are listed whereas most of

them are not implemented steps. Most of the them are indicative of the

provincial goveffrments mere acknowledgment of the AJIC Reports
recommendations. For example, such words as "commi tted to", " wotlcirrg ot{',
"discussions", "consultations", "developh{', "identified",'ltabled" form the

bulk of the provincial governmenfs progr"rr. Otf,"r steps include amendments
made to various acts and where more concrete steps have been taken in terms of
agreements signed or the establishment of various councils/bodies, there
remains concerns over "discussions are still ongoing" or "its mandate is still

under review."
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In shorÇ many of the recommendations of the AIIC Report have not been
adopted. Those few changes that have resulted are both the least expenpive and
controversial issues. Most, if not all, oLthe recommendations are still under
study and require a cooperation of provincial and federal goverrunents as well as

Aboriginal organtzattons. It is of no surprise that the provincial goverrunent will
present themselves as though they are taking the necessary measures required.

After all, is that not what the public wants to hear?

While both the AJI and AJIC Report are significant developments in the
relationship between Aboriginal peoples and the criminal justice system, the

primary question of this thesis regarding where Aboriginat justice reform stands
posÞAJI/AJIC Reports remains. What was the fate of the reports? What still
precludes the rmplementation of the remaining recommendations? These
answers to these controversial and thesis-driven questions will make up nexf
chapter six.
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Chapter Sir
The upshot of the AJI and
Sen¡ed?

Alrc Reports: wag ]ustice ReaIIy

Both Commissions were estøblislrcd in response to a public recognition thnt
this
o|)etrepresentation constitutes a
injustice.
Both
reports
stress
restorøtiae
fundamentøI
approaches that seek to bring communities that are out of bøIønce bøck
into balance.

. AJIC Report

The past three decades have seen the development in Manitoba of an

unprecedented profile for aboriginal concerns about the inadequacies of the

criminal justice system. Aboriginat justice, as stated at the outset of this thesis,
has evolved into a distinct field of academic research. The main reports
under

investigatiorL the AII and AIIC Reports have significantly added to the
emergence and development of the academic study of justice issues.

In the world of practice, however, the impacts of the reports have been

importanf but incomplete. In other words, the policy impact that was
anticipated from the reports has not materialized. Furthermore, we are left to
question where exactly justice reform stands in Manitoba.
This thesis began chapter 2withan examination of the historical
influences on Aboriginal involvement with the criminal justice system showing

that history has been a major contributory factor. Chapter 3 outlined the roots of

Aboriginal ovenepresentation within the system by looking at both social and

t29

systemic causes of criminal behaviour revealing numerous conditions that
are
responsible for both entry into the system and discrimination once

in. A

discussion that also emerged ftom this chapter was the conflicting concepts
of
justice between the dominant Western justice system, and
Aboriginal systems

that pre-existed long before European contact. Aboriginal people and their
commonly expressed feelings of alienation and foreignness from the justice
system were better understood.

In chapters 4 and s, both the
provide

a

A[

and

A[c

Reports were reviewed to

more detailed understanding of the various justice reform directions

taken in each. The AJI Report in chapter 4, signalled a shift in Aboriginal justice

reform policy. The recommendation for the establishment of Aborigg,rt justice
systems set the

itquity apartfrom other reports and is without doubt, was a

courageous component of its overall report. In chapter 5, the AIIC Report was

shown to have more Progress than the AfI Report, but overall was identified not
to be that much far ahead. The Progress Report released ir'2004,a follow-up
on,the recorrunendations implemented since the AIIC Repo{, was a mere

written commitrnent by the provincial government that the matter was being
dealt

with. Flowever, a closer loo*

at the report disclosed that a bulk of the

recommendations were merely being identified and,/ or discussed.

This final chapter seeks to answer what are perhaps the most

controversial set of qrrestions thus far. \Alhat has been the fate of the reports?
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IA/hat are the main causes for the lack of implementation of the

recommendations? Why have some recornmendations provided the basis
for

goveffrnent action and others remain under study or have been rejected?
What
have been the apparent consequences of both government actions
and inactions

for the quality of justice for Aboriginal peoples in Manitoba? Answering
these
questions unequivocally is difficult for several reasons. First,
the development
and responses to the two reports took place in an evolving
social and politicat

context. In that context there was growing recognition of the problems
faced by
Aboriginal peoples in their dealings with the justice systems. Separating
the
impacts of the reports from wider trends and developments is
impossible.
Second, there are a wide range of potential factors which potentialty
could have

influenced the fate of the two reports in terms of immediate adoption
by the
goverrunents. Some of these factors have already been discussed in previous
chapters, other are discussed later in this chapter.

one factor was the change of the governing party. The
established in the last few montfu of the

AI

Report was

NDp partyled by premier Howard

Pawle¡r and other cabinet members. Witfún t]-ree months, the NDp
was defeated

in the legislature on a vote on its budgeÇ an election was callecl and the
Progressive Conservatives assumed office two months later. Although
the new

government led by Premier Gary Filmon expressed its supportfor the irqriry,

nothing was done while they were in office. When the NDP were back in office
almost ten years later, they appointed the AIIC Commission. The NDp has held

t3l

five northern seats in the S7-seatprovincial legislature where there are significant
Aboriginal populations, two current cabinet ministers are of Aboriginal heritage

with one serving

as Speaker

meaning that with approximately one-fifth of the

NDP caucus comprised of Aboriginal representatives, the NDP have stronger
ties and are more favourable towards Aboriginal communities than the PC's.311
The positive degree of support from Aboriginal leaders and organizations,
also discussed at the end of chapter foar,is another factor. Representatives of

Aboriginal orgartizattons in Manitoba and across the country registered their
approval for the reports. They agreed. with the findings about the impact of the
justice system on Aboriginal peoples, and as result, were favourable for the plans

for change. Although in favour, some leaders and organizations were not able to
mobilize themselves in a focussed way to get Aboriginat communities to activate
either level of goverrunent. As a result, there was no significant pressure on the

goverunents which lead to the sidelining of the issues soon after the release of
each

report. Stronger, pressing efforts by Aboriginal groups would have helped

to keep the issue before the two levels of governments. However, Aboriginat
people were of the opinion that if there was no

will on either level of government

to take the autonomous justice direction they hopedfor, then the reports had
produced no significant change and were of no benefit to them. Judge C.M.
Sinclair suggested that had "Aboriginal leaders artd organizations remained
ttr Thomas, Paul (2000) Making
Aboriginal

Issues Matter in the Government of Manitoba: Some
Organizational and Procedural Options, Consultation Paper prepared for the NICReport @22.
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committed and continued working with the government rather than just
stepping back and accepting farlwe, perhaps that line of communication would
have achieved a gradual stream of chartge."3l2

Third, we have the financial implications of the recommendations. The
tight financial positions of the governments with the NDIvs commiûnent to
retain the balanced brrdget law adopted earlier by the PC's left little room for
new sPenditg. This was also a time when healthcare was consuming an everincreasing share of the budget. In additioru the absence of budgetary conclusions
about the costs of implementatiort particularly in the AJI Report, was seen as

problematic. In regards to the AII Report, fudge C.M. Sinclair pointed out that
"one obstacle to the adoption of the reconunendations of our report was the shift

in priorities towards fiscal responsibitity. There was little recognition given for
new sPending or even changing/altering any existing spending patterns other
than those that called for a red.uction in spendin g."s7s Of course, the flip to this is

that the costs associated with the number of Aboriginal people locked up were
substantially high and were only increasing every year. Expenditures were
something that could not be avoided either route.
Four, if the policy analysis in the reports was sound and persuasive for

Aboriginat orgarúzattons and academic judges working in the field, for exarnple,
then this would indeed be beneficial. If so then sound policy ideas, capable

3t2Interview
with Judge C.M. Sinclair pune 14 20041
3r3lbid.
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political and administrative leadership, and eÍfucientf eÍÍective administrative
systems would result.314 The problem, however, can be found in the small yet

intense minority of individuals who reject the concept of self-government. The
AJI Report tied its recofiunendations to the concept of self-government

throughout the report. Five, the state of public opinion on these issues. Whfe
there was public support for dealing with the issues facing Aboriginat peoples in

which they recognized. that something needed to be done, there still were
concerns about the costs and practical implications of a separate justice system.

For a politically cautious government like the Gary Doer led NDP, these political
considerations reinforced their aversion to taking big political risks. While

pubtic awareness levels increased. d.ue to the broadcasting of the public hearings
of the AII Report, this awareness was not completely of apositive nature. The
effect the media has had on this awaïeness has been dèvastating. Centre for
Research and Information on Canada (CRIC) in a piece entitled, "Facing the

Future: Reløtions Befween AboriginøIs andNon-Ab¡original Cønødians," Kelly
Lendsay notes that while people are more sensitized to Aboriginal issues today,
most of this sensitization is through negative media coverage which creates a
backlash mentality.3ls CIUC also found that "a majonty of Prairie residents

would do away with Aborigul rights if given

3la

tl're chance."316

Thomas tâ 30.
Centre foiResearch and Information on Canada: CRIC Paper (June 2004) Facing the Future: Relations
Between Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal Canadians @ 6.
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Six, jurisdictional conflicts discussed later in this chapter. Severç the

displacement of issue by the rise of other concerns. Other issues came to
dorninate the public policy agenda like health care, federal-provincial tensions
over money, and the RCAP shifted the debate and consumed a great deal of the

political energies of Aboriginal leadership are some examples. Eight, the racist
attitudes and. actions inherent in a century of governmental policy cannot be
underestimated. A continuation of discriminatory and prejudicial attitudes held
by government officials resulted in the matter not being taken as seriously as it

merited. Stereotypical views of Aboriginal peoples along with no political
benefit of dealing with Aborigtttul issues have placed them at a low rank in a
system of priorities of government. It is these key fâctors that ptayed a role in
encouraging or discouragng serious consideration by the government to endorse
the recommendations.

Some of the answers can be found in the work of one of the AJI

Commissioners, Hon. A.C. Hamitton in his book entitled, "A Feøther Not

ø GøaeI:

WorkingTowards Aboriginal lustice"stz to better understand the AJI Report.

Hamilton proposes

a

parallel Aboriginal justice system in which he suggests

returning to Aboriginal peoples the authorify to manage their own lives, and to
look after their own problems in their own ways . 'Irtspite of the unilateral
assumption of jurisdiction and ownership by federat and provincial governments
3r7

Hamilton, A.C. (2001) A FeatherNot a Gavel: Working Towards Aboriginal Justice \finnipeg: Great

Plains Publications
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of Canada, Aboriginal peoples are still the outright owners of portions of
Canada, and that ownership arguably caries with it the right to run their own

affairs as they please."3ra Hamilton criticizes the devolution of authorify that the

govemrnents have proposed as inadequate because it does no permit Aboriginal
peoples to make major decisions, rather it just grves them some administrative

authority. The latter portion of his book is dedicated in illustrating how exactly a
parallel system can be created and function. Issues such as jurisdictiorçare
appropriate trai¡ing for Aboriginat peoples who would staff the system, and

administration/coordination concerns are discussed. With respect to
jurisdictiorç it becomes even more complicated when the adoption of the
recommendations requires the agreement of more than one order of
govemrnent.32o As has been stated before, man)¡ of the AII Reporfs

recommendations called for joint federal, provinciaf and Aboriginat action. In
its chapte r "strate$es For Action " there is a clear division of what needs to be
done by each level of goveûrment. While Hamilton admits that it will be no

simple task in creating an Aboriginal justice system, he is highly supportive of
the idea a s ttte only solution. Successful change

will only occur when both

Aboriginal communities and the governments work together he argues.

3rt
3le

Hanilton @ 85.

Jurisdictional concems refer to a mnge of issues including: the sphere in which autonomous institutions
would operate, the matters that would be dealt with and the laws or principles that would appl¡ and the
way in which institutions would interact with each other and with the non-Aboriginal criminal justice
system.
tto

Oo. n"ry huge complication is which order of governmen! federal or provincial, should cover the costs
of a parallel justice system
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One significant factor that must be considered inassessing the feasibility
of a separate justice system in Hamiltort's book, which is also the major

recoûunendation of the AJI Report, is costs. Hamilton indicated that costs in his

work for the AII Report were not worked out because it was too lengthy a study
to sort through. Hamilton did, however, stress

that'until you know what the

goveflrments are willing to do, there is no need to work out the sssþ."32L

Hamilton was of the opinion that some changes could have been implemented

without

a

lot of expenditure which still haverftbeen acted on. Hamilton's co-

chair to the AJI Report, ]udge C.M. Sinclair made an exceptional point noting

tllat "we estimated that the costs of doing nothing was highet."3z That point is
well supported w-fren we look at the duration and seriousness of the problem. In
the AJI Report the Commissioners noted that"itshould also be clear that we

view some of our reconunendations ultimately

as cost-saving measures.

Many of

them address ways to avoid the continued incarceration of Aboriginat people, a
practice which constitutes the single greatest drain on the already limited
resources of the justice s)rstem."323

In Sam Stevens article, "Natiue Self-Determinøtion ønd lustice," Stevens who
is an Aboriginat from Maniwaki reserve in Quebec sunÉ up the idea well by

stating "we car:ìnot do a worse job than the present justice system is doing."324 OÍ

Ttrterview with Honourable A.C. Hamilton [August
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Stevens, Sam (tggZ) Native Self-Determination an Justice in Morrison, Andrea P. & Cotler, Irwin
Justice or Natives: Searching fs¡ ÇsmTon Ground Monfieal McGill Universþ Press @ 33.
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course, the issue is not alleviating crime completely, instead it is to allow the

delivery of justice by Aboúgþals in Aboriginal methods of crime control. |ustice
delivery in aboriginal settings, will differ radically from the dominant system.
There will be problems in Aboriginal run justice systems, however, it

will

be

through the process of trial and error that appropriate changes will be made
similar to the way it is done in the existing system. Hamilton makes

a

worthy

point wheref it seenÉ irrational for government to spend billions of dollars
erecting and operating jails, while turning a blind eye to methods that would
make those expenditures unnecessary."s2s The key part of Hamilton's sentence is
'blir:rd eye.' Hamilton draws upon the experiences iñ the United States,

Australia, and New Zealand,where Aboriginal run justice systems not only exist,

but are successful.
In an interview with the Hon. A.C. Hamilton, the disturbing question that
troubles him after the AII Reporfs recommendations is what it will take for the
governments to take the necessary initiative in this matter. For HamiltorU the
problem is that "the governments are not wi[ing to make the change which is

partly athibutable to their lnckof interest andpartty to their løckof belief that
changes could be implemented.ils2ï Instead of implementing recommendations,

governments are'watering down'the recommendations to mere recognition of

325

T{á-ilton Ø.313-
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the destructive issues that are destroying Aboriginal communities as shown at
then end of the last chapter.

Hamilton believes all of the recommendations in the AJI Report are doable. Some reasorìs for the AJI Reporfs unfortunate fate identified byludge
Sinclair, include: the shift in priorities towards fiscal responsibility where there
was little recognition given for new spending or even changtng/ altering any

existing spending patterns. Also, Sinclair noted that the RCAP which was
released n1996 had the impact of taking away the federal govemments attention

from what was going on in Manitoba

.327

Ttøtwas in 7996. Almost a decade has

passed and it seeûrs as though the attention is still not where it needs to be.

Meaningful policy change requires leadership in government. After the
NDP goveffrment took office in7999, there was more leadership, commitrnent,
and support because they identified more strongly than the PC government

regarding Aboriginal issues. Both Paul Chartrand and |ustice Minister Gordon
Mackintosh have held a similar view. Chartrand supports the idea that
'{effective policy initiative occurs when someone in a key decision making role is
dedicated to bring about change .. .. a champion for changø thafs who we
rreed."s28 In Manitob+ Chartrand argues that there is not one for the justice field.

The most valuable point mad.e by Chartrand is when he attempts to draw
awareness to the fact that "there is no political benefit of dealing with Aboriginal

3tt
32s

Interview with Judge C.M. Sinclair pune 14 20041
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issues in governments because it simply won't keep you in power. Aboriginal
issues are very low in a system of

priority of governmey¡1.'32e He carries on to

indicate that the "levers of political power which include money, votes, public
opiniorç and resource of the power to implement budgets do not rest in the
hands of Aboriginal peoples."33o

Certainly, the lack of political will is a key factor in the fate of the two

reports. The truth of the matter is that reconunendations in the area of justice
administration do not gain government support

as

quickly

as we hope

for. With

reference to Aboriginal peoples, the issue gets even more complicated. perhaps
the governmenfs response to the AJI and AIIC Reports has been too cautious.
The lack of belief that change could be implemented and the lack of interest

could be seen as cautionary measures. Nevertheless, it is of the writer's opinion
that this caution is more than the aboriginal justice situation warrants.

Moving along, in

a

consultation paper prepared by Paul Thomas entitled

"Mnking Aboriginøllssues Matter in the Government of Mønitobø: some
Organizøtíonøl ønd ProcedurøI Options,"33l Thomas discusses ways in which

Aboriginal peoples can receive serious attention in the decision-mukirg steps
taken by the government. Thomas outlines threegs2 major sets of concerns and
t2e

tto

lbid.
Ibid.
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Thomas, Paul (2000) Making Aboriginal Issues Matter in the Government of Manitoba: Some
Organizational and Procedural Options , Consultation Paper prepared for the AJIC Report
"" T)e three major sets of concerns in¡lude: 1) ensuring-thai iszues affecting Aboriginal peoples achieve
priority on the governmental agenda 2),eruwing coordiiation and integratd
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structures his former part oÍ the paper on the key concepts of responsivsnsss333
and coordination.33a Thomas notes that "responsiveness is deemed to occur

when there is a match between the declared policy preferences and needs of a

particular population and the outputs (polices, prograrns, services, etc.) and the
outcomes (the impacts of government activities in society) of governmey¡1."335
Thomas raises an interesting point in his paper. If there is merely a potential for

influence, should the government be considered responsive? In our discussion
above, if that is the case then the governments can be seen to have been
responsive indeed. The next questiorç however, is whether responsiveness has

been'enough' in the situation of Aboriginal justice. Based on the findings thus
far, itwould be hard to agree.

More thanjust one level of government must do their share of the work in
regard.s to Aboriginal policy making. Thomas states

that'many priority areas of

goverrunent require the design and implementation of complex intervention
strategies that involve more than one level of government, several deparbnents,
and even organizattons from outside the governmertt."s36 ]ustice Minister

services affecting Aboriginal peoples and 3) ensuring policies and programs reflect an adequate
understanding of the values, special circumstances, needs and priorities of Aboriginal communities. l
t" Refers to the inclination and thrc capacþ of govemments aiboth the political and administrative levels
to recognize and reflect in their actions the wishes and needs of the public at large and of those segments of
the public who are most directþ affected by particular initiatives and actions.
334
Coordination is both a process and a desired outcome. It involves interactions in which two or more
individuals/institutions take one another into account for the purpose of bringing their decisions/activities
into a supportive relationship. Coordination as an outcome refers to a situation in which policies,
prograûrs, activities of govemment are characterized by minimal redundanc¡ incoherence, inconsistency
and gaps.
335
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Mackintosh in consensus adds "fundamental and significant change can come
from joint cooperation from the governments and Aboriginal organizations.

Deparlnents other than justice are also instrumental in furthering the hopes of
Aboriginal peoples."337 This draws upon a major problem identified by Thomas

with one of the key concepts of coordination. According to Thomas,
coordination fails when no departrnent is dealing with an issue, when two
deparfrnents perform the satne tasþ when policies/programs have differing
goals and. perspectives, and when clients are forced to find their way through

this jurisdictional maze.338 These concerns demonstrate that joint work from the

various groups must have a primary agenda that all are working together to
achieve. Overlap and jurisdictional issues can lead to poor lwels of coordination
in which the end result is that Aboriginal concerns are overlooked.
In terms of jurisdictional ièsues between the federal and provincial
goveffIments, the federal govefftment accepts most of the responsibility for

Aboriginal peoples living on reserves, but accepts no responsibilify when they
move to the city. The provincial governments have jurisdiction over the

administration of justice but are reluctant to improvements for Aboriginal people
unless the federal goveffrment

will provide equal or greater financial support.

The federal Parliament controls the Criminal Code, appoints judges at the upper

levels of the court system, and runs the penitentiaries which house the most
ttt Interyiew with
Justice Minister Gordon Mackintosh [une
338
Thomas @ 11.
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serious offenders. In combination with its primary responsibility for Aboriginal
peoples, this means that agreement with Obtawa is crucial. Hamilton describes
the situation in which "Aboriginal peoples are caught in the núddle./33e

Coming back, Thomas discusses how Aboriginal policy concerns do have
a place on

goveïrunental agendas. "Most provincial governments have now

created positions in cabinet and,/ or d.esignate d, organizations to address

Aboriginal concerns."34o

Jn

Manitoba, Aboriginat and Northern Affairs is the

deparhnent that is concerned with bringing about change that will affect the

livelfüood of Aboriginal peoples. The minister is supported by

a

small

Aboriginal Affairs Secretariat and two members of Manitoba's cabinet. Such a
deparhnent "confers symbolic legitimacy of the groupr provides them with the
leverage in pressing their claims and represents a focal point for them to channel

their representations to governme

nt."M7

Thomas caries on to reveal that mindful of the changes that are still

unmet for Aboriginal peoples, the Government of Manitoba "has the led the way

in terms of developing innovative policies and prograrns ... it has worked on a
partnership basis with the federal goverrunen! the three leading provincial
organizatrons, the private sector and local Aboriginal communities ..."sQ
Thomas does acknowledge that the process and substance of govemment policy
33eHamilton
Thomas
'*
34r

@.3I3.
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lbid.
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does still need improvements. He highlights the very valuable role played by the

Aboriginal Affairs secretariat in charge of promoting innovative
policies/progranu, advocating for the priority issues of Aboriginat peoples, and
providing financial resources to support Aborigi4al initiatives. Advocating on
behatf of Aboriginal peoples, the Secretariat helps them

ft"*:

and present issues

to government and identifies the right locations and people with whom to place

their demands.343 In short, the Secretariat can be seen
broker"

as Thomas labels

as a

"helpful policy

it.

While Manitoba has been the most responsive to Aboriginal issues in
comparison to other Canadian provinces, the real issue of policy and program
responses of the provincial govenunent are still "up in the

atr.' Thetruth of the

matter as disclosed by Thomas is that "even though there are more numerous
better organized and better financed Aboriginal organizattons than in the past,
there are still limits on the capacities of these organizati,ons to participate on all
levels of policy-making and program administration that have a bearing on the

well,being of the peoples they repress¡¡f."3[ Commitrnent, awareness,
sensitivity, and new thinking must characterize the relationship between the
governments and Aboriginal peoples. Changes to the structures and processes
of governmental deparhnents are concefirs also raised by Thomas. As a result,

tn'rbid(ò.20.
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Thomas spends the rest of his paper assessing options that could be beneficial
and the shortcomings of the existing structures and processes.

Thomas concludes his paper by pointing out that the choice of options he
lists, depends on "a judgment about the strength of political will to deal with the
issues, commitment to preserve in the face of controversy and the skills needed

to mobilize public support for the actions involved."3as Thomas indicates that
successful governrnent requires sound policy ideas, capable potitical and

administrative leadership, and efficient/effective administrative systems.
Similar to what Chartrand stated earlier, Thomas.agrees that in order for

Aboriginal issues to work within the Manitoba goveffrmen! potiticat support is
required at the highest level. To sum up, Thomas has presented an insight into
the workings of the governments where efficient planning and commiûnent over
a reasonable

period of time regarding Aboriginal issues is needed. In additioru

understanding and sensitivity to Aboriginal peoples, along with effective
cooperation from provincial governments, and increased participation from

Aboriginal organizattons during all stages of the policy cycle att the way through
to implementation are need.ed.

One final area of concern that this chapter set out to answer was the stafus
of justice reform in Manitoba. As can be seen throughout this thesis, the

problem of overrepresentation within Manitoba's justice system has been
3o5
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ineffectively treated. Many of the key recommendations that have been made
repeated.ly in various commissions, inquiries, and reports including the AJI and

AJIC Reports symbolize the failure of implementation. While there is strong
evidence to support the fact that the establishment of Aboriginal justíce systems
is rapidly becoming the key solution of criminal justice reform policy, it is clear

that there is still considerable opposition to this direction. Following the release
of the AJI Report, a Winnipeg Free Press editorial described the proposal for

Aboriginal courts

as

"ambiti olrs," suggesting that "there is little Manitoba

government can do about this part of the report until a native community comes

forward with
and. seeks

a

plausible specific proposal for a local, native-run justice system

recognition of its jurisdictio¡¡."346 The Globe and Mail supported. the

Manitoba goyerrunenfs refusal to establish Aboriginat justice systems citing
several 'unanswered questions' including the applicability of the Charter and the

jurisdiction of any such systeç¡s.347 As one commentator has observed "the
notion of scores of Indian bands across the country enacting their own criminal
Iaws stirs visions of anarchy in a lot of legal brains.'3as

M*y

feel that fundamental issues that were also discussed in Hamilton's

book have been inadequately addressed. In light of this oppositioru the failure
of both levels of governments to act quickly on the recommendations is not

t*
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surPrising. I /hat is even more problematic is the Manitoba governments
seemingly negative attitude towards both the

A[

and AJIC Reports wfüch

it

demonstrates in terms of the govefftmenfs comrnitrnent to criminal justice

reform. By failing to even register its support for the principles behind
autonomy-based initiatives such as the creation of an Aboriginal Justice
Commissiory Roundtable, or an actual .Aboriginal justice system, as possible
solutions to the overrepresentation of Aboriginal peoples in the system, the
goverrunent has rejected a valuable opportunity to confirm a new direction in
justice administration. Indeed, one commentator described the governmenfs
response as exhibiting "the unfortunate air of foot-dragging which has dogged

Manitoba history:"e+s

According

to

LaRocque in her article entitled¡ "Re+xømining

Culfinally þpropriøte Modzls in Críminøt Justice Apnlications," Larocque argues in
opposition to the use of Aboriginal'traditions' in justice issues. In the favoured
approach of establishing Aborigtt"l justice systerns, Larocque argues that while
such a system is a solution "but it is possible to construct new models that
accommodate, real multidimensional human lives. Traditions can be and must
be used in a contemporary context in such away as to bring meaning to our

young people, justice and equalify to women, and safety and human rights

3oe
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protection to everyons."3so In short, Larocque is of the view that an Aboriginal
controlled and run justice system must protect the human rights of all

individuals and to use'tradition'with some integrity.
It would be unrealistic to expect immediate adoption

of. all,

or many of the

recommendations in the two reports for justice reform. The experiences of
countless inquiries and reports during the last thirty years has taught this lesson

well. What would be a favoured approacþ however, would include moving
beyond the recognition level to at least a level of consid.eration. While it is true
that the failure to adopt recommendations does not mean outright rejectiory it is
of the writey's opinion that serious consideration would give meaning and
substance to the reports. Put

simpll, the goverrunents need to create wise policy

in which Aboriginat justice matters are dealt in harmony with the AJI and AIIC
recommendations. Both reports do provide legitimate, well-grounded
recommendations which are warranted, however, the extent to which they both
expect different levels of governments to take certain courses of actiort is slightly

problematic. Governments need to employ "responsiveness, accountability,
economy, efficiency, effectiveness, due process and fairness, integrity and

ptobity,representativeness, coherence, coordination and consistency, artd,

350
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flexibilþ

and stabiliqr."zsr Whether these values take prominence amongst

government officials at both levels is questionable.

On a lighter note, both reports have made a valuable difference in the

development of Aborigrlat policy. Th"y both depart from conventional
strategies of justice reform that focussed on reforms such as increasing the

number of Aboriginat people working within the system, cultural sensitivity
training for non-Aborigtout staff in the system, and the use of more community
based alternatives to incarceration are examples that have been routinely

advanced. These types of reform suggestions were also initiatives suggested in
the AII and AIIC Reporþ but these two reports have looked for answers beyond
the justice system. The AJI Report offers a trend. in favour of atigning justice

reform policy with Aborigtnul self-government aspirations. The AIIC Report

follows in agreement with mosÇ if not a[l, ofits predecessor's recommendations.
Aboriginal justice reform in Manitoba requires necessary and major
advances that have been long overdue. An endorsement of the

recoÍunendations contairted in both the AfI and A|IC Reports as crucial retorm
strategies would be the first place to begin. The extent to which Aboriginal

justice reform

will enter this new

phase

will definitely depend on the respect that

is allotted to the broad.er autonomy aspirations of Aboriginal peoples. The AJI
Report was the only report tabled that listed reconunendations based on the
35r
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explicit recognition that there is a fundamental relafionship between the
undeniable needs for reforms to the way justice is administered in Manitoba, and
the desirabitity of achieving meaningfut Aboriginal self-government. It is
a

merging of these two key developments which signals the possibility of a new
era for Aboriginal justice reform policy. The AJI Commissioners recommended

that "Aboriginal communities be entitled to enact their own criminaf civil, and

famity laws and to have those laws enforced by their own justice systems. If they
wish they should have the right to adopt any federal or provincial law and to

apply or enforce that

as u¡sll.'3s2 The use of

Aboriginal dispute resolution

methods, of which a comprehensive listing is beyond the scope of this thesis,

would be perhaps the most important interface between the two systems.
This chapter has hoped to consider some of the difficutties associated witfr

following through on the reconunendations of the two reports. It discussed the
critical role played by the govemment in terms of the slow progress that has
been made. In allowing the justice pendulum to swing towards the Aboriginat
side, the entrenchment and facilitation of an Aboriginal justice system is

presented. l^/hat is pivotal in the move towards a positive diiection for
Aboriginal justice reform is the need for a revital.i zattonof the governmental
agend.a. This thesis is in no way suggesting that the eventual resolution of

Aboriginal justice is only through the doorway of Aboriginat self-government.

3s2AJTReport
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It

is, however, presenting this thesis as a'warning' about the challenges that

Aboriginal peoples are facing in the area of criminal justice, and that something
seriously needs to be done.353 The recognition of Aboriginal autonomy through
the recognition of Aboriginal self-government is one possible avenue of,change

that this thesis accepts. From this recognitiorç many areas in the lives of

Aboriginal peoples will get returned the social order that their communities are

without. Crime and criminal behaviour should not be examined in isolatiorç but
something that should be examined as symptomatic of other problems.

It is the hope of this thesis that before the fourth decade of debate and
reports, change will materialize. There is one final question that stems from that

latter point. Where witl Aboriginal justice be a d.ecade from now? |udge Sinclair
interestingly enough stated that "while the governments don't give it high

priority, academics sure do. Ten years ago no one was doing

a

MA thesis on this

topic."3'+ All individuals agreed that in another decade Aboriginal justice

will

hoped to have reached its finat destinatiorç whatever that might be.
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T'his warning is further exemplified by the police shooting and death of Mathew Dumas, 18 on February
01, 2005. A month earlier, on Janu4ry 04,2005, an RCMP officer shot and killed Dennis St. Paul in
Norway House Cree Nation Reserve. Both cases in Manitoba are symbolic of the overall apartheid of the
Canadian policing system and Aboriginal peoples. Aboriginal comnunities and leaders háve not leamed
much from the police, specifically after J.J. Harper's death in 1988 also at the hands of the police.
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Conclusion

Aboriginal peoples are tired of being studied and so too should
govefftments and academics. Both governments and academics have formed a

group with a conunon purpose and negotiated. what I believe is a balance. A
balance that is supposed to take knowledge from Aboriginal communities and

return benefits to those communilies. While academics have gone beyond that
job descrþtiorç governments have hardly even come close. Enough research has
been conducted and an abundance of recommendations and. proposals have been

suggested. We have been getting few answers and are ending up asking more
questions. The clock cannot be turned back all the way to chapter 2 where
history began to inflict atrocities of a high magnitude on Aborigrr,ul peoples that
are shockingly yet shamefully unraveled in chapter

3. Nor is it possible to travel

back to the time in which the AII or AIIC Reports were complete and had

sufficient opportunity to bring about change. Since this deadlock has been
significantly caused and perpetuated by the deficiencies in the actions of
governments, this thesis has aimed at identifyingthe root causes of those
deficiencies in chapter 6.
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Harvey Bostrom from Department of Aboriginal and Northern Affairs
who acted in an advisory capacity

as the Executive

Director for the AJIC ReporÇ

placed emphasis on the fact that "we cannot rely on judges and lawyers for they
act after a wrong happens. We need collaborative efforts from federal and

provincial goverrrnents and we need them ![rick."ess Bostrom went on to

ad.d.

that "Collaboratiorç rnutual educatiorç and acting on results are the key elements
that are necessary for change in Aboriginat justice reform policy."3so In shorÇ
Bostrom felt that if the findings of the AJI and AIIC Reports are ro be fuIly
recognized, then their incorporation in the vessels of change need a'jump start.'

One observation made as writer is the following. If we look at the work of
the AJI Report for example, there were numerous hearings held in Aboriginat

comrnunities where the Commissioners wanted to hear directly from Aboriginat
peoples. This process of the Commission's work belonged to phase one. In
phase two, the Commissiorls focus shifted from engaging Aboriginal voices to

engaging the language of pubtic policy. One would have expected that as the

Commission consolidated the information gathered Aboriginal voices would.
have disappeared. To the fortune of Aboriginal peoples, ttrat was not the case.
The AJI Report is full of examples utilized by the Commissioners to detail what
exactly Aborigiñal communities identified as troublesome in each area of the

355
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justice system. In outlining the concerns of Aboriginal peoples, the AII Report
used those concerns/voices as the basis of their recommendations. Since the

AJIC Report relied heavily on the reconunendations of the AJI Report and were

in agreement with most of them, this report can also be seen to actively make use
of Aboriginal voices in policy making.

Another observation has to do with a major downfall of the AfIC Report.
As much as the AIIC Report found the fact-finding and recommendations of the
,-A.JI

Report accuraþ Hamilton sadly informed me

that'the A|IC Report

completely ignored our major recoilunendation of a separate Aboriginal court
s/stem."357 In one light, the A|IC Report seerns to work in favour of Aboriginal

communities. Its list of cost-effective and do-able recommendations atongwith
its mandate to develop methods that could result in the implementation of the

AfI'Report s recommendations were signs of hope for Aboriginal peoples. When
Iooked at in another light, the AJIC Reporfs disregard for the main

recommendation of the AJI Report seemingly results in it slowing the Aboriginal
justice reform process down. 'The potitical leaders, therefore, must be entreated
to slow down the political process, ensuïe that the needed research is caried out
and then ... use the results with wisdsl¡."3s8 Needless to say, the AIIC Report

did steer in the direction of much overdue change that we must recognize it for.

35t
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Two things are yet needed in order for Aboriginal justice reform to reach
levels of achievement. As amatter of justíce,the fed.eral and provincial
goverrunents need to realize that Aboriginal peoples disproportiornte
overrepresentation within the justice system is not going to solve itself. Second,
øs ø

matter justice, both levels of government need to facilitate a process of

empowering Aboriginal communities with control so they can be self-sufficient

in delivering justice to their own conununities. Since the advent of these two
reports, and before them for that matter, Aboriginat peoples have been left going

through bureaucratic channels in which they face uncompromising resistance.
]ustice demands certain courses of action to be taken by thu government in so far
as

improved Aboriginal justice is a key element of concern.

Aboriginal justice reform is essential in achieving a new relationship
between Aboriginal peoples and the govemrnent that Manitoba has been trying
to work on for a while now. In Alan cairns' words, "neither our togetherness

nor our separateness can be escaped from. /3se Cainìs insists that words and
symbols do matter, the right language can draw us together, while a poor choice
of word.s can push us apart.360 The words utilized throughout the two reports
equate with his definition of 'right language.' The words of the governments

used in reaction to the AJI Report were poor as shown in chapter four. Poor was
3t9
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also their choice of words in the Progress Report of 2004 as outlined in chapter

five. Poor words have created reactions of hostility and insult amongst the
Aboriginat peoples of Manitoba. Much discipline and sacrifices must be mad.e
by Aboriginal peoples. Flowever, if they continue to persevere in this quesÇ they

know with their hearts that the goal is attainable. The reward is well worth the
sacrifices made along the

way. Th"y have been seeking the reward for three

decades and still anticipate and d.esire a process of justice.

The two reports, the AJI and AJIC Reports have had ground-breaking

contributions in the area of Aboriginat justice specifically in Manitob a, and,
generally across Canada. Both have increased the body of knowledge in this

field. The Government of Manitoba, Government of Canada and Aboriginal
organizattons must all come together for the recommendations to foster

implementation. ,'Champions of change' must be at both the political and
community levels. It is important that although the work of the reports is
complete, the lines of communication that were established not be lost. With

that, the benefits that should be derived from the immense levels of research of
both reports can be integrated into policy and practice. When this will be the
case is questionable. What is not questionable is the continuance of countless

numbers of Aboriginal peoples entangled within the criminal justice system. As
stated at the outset of this research venture, this work has hoped to not only

identify the situation of Aboriginal justice in Manitoba, it has also attempted to
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make a critical warning. This warning has filled close to 200 pages of this work
and hundreds of thousands of pages of inquires, reports, and task forces. What

will we do when we are out of space? The limits of tolerance have already been
exceeded. The final words of the AII Report were
needed to redress this lingering injustice

'to

fatl to take every step

will continue to bring tragedy and

suffering to Aboriginal people, and to blacken our country's name throughout
the world ."s61, Afew final sentiments that I believe well describe the continuing

crisis:

Jttstice ileløyeil, is jttstice ileníeiLo

-
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I would like to begin by thanking you for t^king your time out of such a busy schedule, to sit
down and aid my thesis work. Just to reftesh your memory,my thesis work as a graduate
student in the Political Studies Deparunent is on the polþ impact of the Reportãf the
Aboriginauustice Inquiry and the Report of the Aboriginauustice Tmplementation
Committee.

In offedng an analysis of the coûtext, content, and the impact of these two reports, tle
thesis seeks to aflswef the follouring main ¡sss¿¡ch question: 'TØhat factors have contdbuted
to the fate of the fepofts in te.ms of their acceptance or lack of acceptance by the
Government of Maflitob¿?"

If I have yout per:nission, I would like to tape tecord this interview so I c¿n go over tb.e
infotmation etaTater. time. So you are
u¡ill be naking transcdpts ftom the tape
recordin$ which I will provide for you ^w^re,I
once complete.
Id
asLitg you a sed.es of open-ended questions, and if necessarT, may ask you to repeat
E
youlelf at 'mes. Upon s6r''[ìletion of my Iist of questions, I may find it crucial to ask yoo t
feur follow-up questions based upon some of the

tåe intervieur.

"or*"r.

you provide dudng the coutse

of

Dudng the wtiting stâges it -y thesis wodr, any infonnation that I will retrieve ftom you
today will not be quoted withifl the pages of my thesis until I first notify you and have your
consert to do so. So, any rlirect quotations utilized within the thesis u¡ill first be approved
by youself.

I would also like to make you aware of the fætthqtonce my thesis is complete and
successfully defended, it will be available in the University of Manitob a IÅbrny as a public
document. I will ptovide you with â copy of the abstract ftom my tlesis once my thesis is
complete.
Lastl¡ I would like to advise you of the fact that you are ftee to withdrav¡ ftom the study at
anytime and/or. tefrain ftom answeriog *y questions you prefer to omit without
coûsequence.

Do you have any questions before we begin?

Close of interview- Do you care to raise any areas that you believe I should have that
would benefit my thesis work
*

i(

*,l.
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** ** * * {c {. * * ** * *
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Intenriew Request

Dear

I am wdting to intoduce Ms. Rosie Panat, a gradvrte student in Political Studies
who is prepating a Masters thesis on ttre policy impact of the Report of the Aboriginal
Justice Inquiry and the Report of the AbodginalJustice trmplementation Comnrittee.
Ms. Parmat has read extensiveþ on the issues of abodginal justice. Her thesis
proposal was reviewed and apptoved by the Gtaduate Studies Committee of the Depâffinent

of Political Studies. Also, tleJoint-Facutty Research Ethics Board has approved of the
teseatch study.

To complement het teacli.g of the official reports on the topic, Ms. Parm¿r needs to
conduct a sedes of intervieu¡s with individuals who have first hand knowledge of the issues
and the Processes th4twere involved with the two inqufuies. Your
to consent to
"gr""-"Jt
an intenriew would broaden and deepen her knowledge of the topic.
Ms. Patnæ will be calling you within tle next feu¡ weeks to determine yorü
fot an intervie¡r lasting approximateþ 45 to 60 minutes. !Øith yourþermission
the interview will be tape recotded.
avedløbitty

Nothing quoted directly ftom the interview will be ¿ttdbuted to you without your
permission. Once the thesis ptoduced ftom this study has been successfully defended in an
exarn, it will be deposited in the University of Manitob aIÀbnry which
-"ro. that it will
become a public documen¿ I can assure th¿t all the m¿tedal gathered fot the thesis will be
analyzedin a professional and objective fiuruter.

I encoutaç you to accePt this invit¿tion to participate in this study which protnises
to have both academic and practical value. I hope that you are able to agree to
int"roi"*
"o
with Ms. Pamtan If you have any questions, please feel ftee to contact me at 474-8776.
If
you have any compleints that stem ftom the interyiew process, please feel ftee to contact the
Human Ethics Secret¡riat at 474-7722. Thank you fot considedng this request.
Sincereþ

Paul G. Thomas

DuffRoblin Professor of Govemment
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Ab originat Juetice Inquiry
Commiesion (A[) Final Repoft
Recommendations

Aborigfutal and Treaty Rights
The Eo oloíng Løut on Aborígínøl and Trcøty Ríghts

.

The federal and provincial governments each issue a public statement wittún 180
days of the release of our findings describing how each government intends to
meet its fiduciary obligation to the Aboriginat people of this province.

LanilRíghts

.
.
o

.
.
.
.
.
.

Current population figures be used for entitlement in conjunction with the
forsrula set out in each treaty to detenrrine the precise amount of land that is
owed to each Fi¡stNation.
The government of Manitoba reinstitute a moratorium on the disposal of Crown
land in the Province and that no Crown land be made available to third parties
by grant or lease until all First Nation land. selection has been mad.e or without
the consent of the treaty land entitlementbands in the region.
I Treaty Land Entitlement Commission be created for Manitoba consisting of
five members, namely, one provincial nominee, one federalnominee, two
nominees from the Assernbly of Manitoba Chiefs, and a neutral chairperson
selected by the other members of the Commission. This Commission should be
emPowered to render binding decisions on any disputes that may arise over:
The exact population of a{r entitlement band.
The amountãf tand originally set aside for the reserve that is to be deducted
from the current treaty entitlement
The selection of Crown lands to fuIfil the entitlement obligation.
The location of boundaries.
The amount of financial compensation for the d"luy.
The Treaty Land Entitleûtent Commission be created by complementary federal
and provincial legislation with the endorsement of the Assembly of Manitoba
Chiefs. We further recommend that this legislation be drafted jointly by both
gov€fftments in conjunction with the treaty land entitlement First Nations
The governments of Manitoba and Canada recognize the Northern Flood
Agreement as a treaty. The two govemments should honour and properþ
implement the NFAfs ter:ns.
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Appropriate measures be taken to ensure that equivalent rights are granted by
agreement to the other Aborigrt al people affected by the Rotding. -

o {
.

o

moratorium be placed on major natural resource development projects unless,
and until, agreements or treaties are reached with the aOoriginal
þeopt" in the
region who mightbe negatively affected by such projects inãrder to iespect their
Aboriginal or treaty rights in the territory ãoncerned.
The Federal specific claims Branch and the fed.eral claims policy be
fundamentalty changed so that the Govemment of Cana¿a estaúüsh a claims
negotiation office that is independent of existingministries and has a clear
mandate to negotiate and settle claims, and hasienior officials who have been
appointed from outside the government.
An independent claims tribunat be created. The tribunal should have fulI
authority to,hear and adjudicate on the validity of claims and on compensation
questions, where the parties cannot reactr agreément. The tribunal stroul¿
be
established by legislation with power to create its own rules of procedue, be free
from the strict laws of evidence and be able to impose deadlines on the Crown
for responding to claims submitted.

The claims tribunal be a national board but with a sufficient number of members, half
of
whom should be nominees of First Nations, so that it can sit in panels of three to hear a
variety of claims simultaneously, if necessary.
people be participants in the designing of the tribunal's precise mandate,
drafting the necessary legislation and in seleãting the members of the tribunal. The '
legislation should require that the tribunal, the federal claims policy and the process, b"
suþect to an independent review every five years with the
reportio be made
"rruloutior,
to Parliament andAboriginal groups.

+b9r:grnl

this tri¡unal be adequateþ funded and have its own research staff so as to be able to
maintain sufficient distance from ttre federal government

'

The provincial government develop a policy that respects the desire of

Aboriginal people to retain
traditional territory.

a

role in the management and conservation of their

The federal government participate fully in the settlement of land claims through the
tribunal we have recommended.
The governments of Manitoba and. Canada refrain from requiring Aboriginal groups to
consent to extinguish Aborigi4al rights when entering into land áaimr ig."uÀ""g
The independent claims tribunal have authority to resolve specific claims and
comprehensive claims. The tribunal would have three basic functions

o

To decide disputes concerning the validity of a claim or its precise boundaries.
To exercise supervisory authority over thó negotiation process.

l6t

.

If negotiations break down, to hold hearings to resolve the matter and to make a
binding decision.

NafinalResources

.

The fed.eral govefftment amend the Fisheries Act and the Migratory Birds

.

Convention Act to clarify that Aboriginal and treaty rights prevail in cases of
conflict.
The Province of Manitoba recognize the harvesting of wild rice as an Aboriginal
right.

The Province, if it wishes to exercise any influence over the regulation of this resource
off-reserves, negotiate co-managementâgreements with the Aioriginal peoples
concerned.

.

The Province of Manitoba recognize Aboriginal qnd treaty rights to harvest
timber resources.

The Province ensure that the exercise of wildlife harvesting rights is not infringed by
timber management practices.
The provincial government pursue the development of co-management agreements with
the First Nations and Metis peoples regarding timber resources off-reserve in the
Aboriginal people's traditional territory.

.
,

Existing Aboriginal rights to water and beds of waters be recognized by the
federal and provincial governments.
In keepingwith provincial fiduciary obligations and to assist in the economic
advancement of First Nations, the Province of Manitoba formally renounce its
half interest in minerals within hrdian reserves.

First Nations have the right to use and control totally all mines and minerals on reserve
lands and to receive 100% of the benefits and income therefrom.
Federal govemment begtt a process of negotiations with the First Nations of Manitoba
to transfer title to the reserve lands into the names of the various First Nations.
TIU SpeciølPosítion of tlæMetís

.
:

.

The federal and provincial governments, by resolution of their respective
legislative assemblies, specifically acknowledge and recognize the Metis people
as coming within the meaning of section 91,(24) of the Constitution AcÇ1867 and
that the Govemment of Canada accept that it has primary constitutional
responsibility to seek to fulfit this mandate through devising appropriate
initiatives in conjunction with the Metis people in Canada.
The Manitoba AboriginalJustice Commission, which is proposed and discussed
in detail elsewhere in tltis report, be mandated by the Manitoba Metis
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.

Federation, and the provincial and federal govemments to define and designate
the boundaries for "Metis communities" for program delivery, local government
and administration of justice pu{poses.
The issue of responsibllity foi off-reserve status trdian people be resolved by
providing thaÇ as a primary federal responsibility, financial serru"ices for them
should come ultimateþ from the federal govemmen! and fhat short tenn
interim measutes recoverable from the federal government should be provided
by the Province.

ThehúíanAct
The Indian Act be amended to eliminate all continuing forms of discrimination,
regarding the children of Indian women who regain tñeir status under BiIl C-31.
The Lrdian Actbe amended to remove the two generationrule.

Any person designated. as a full member of a recognized First Nation in Canada be
accepted by the federal government as qualifying as a registered hdian for the purposes
of federal legislatiorç funding fonnula and programs.
As a temporary measure, the úrdian Act be amended to remove the authority of the
Minister to veto by-laws enacted by First Nations pulsuant to the Indian Aci.
That section 8L be amend.ed to increase the lawmaking powers of band councils by
expressly empowering them to replace provincial legisiation that may apply on reserves
currently as a result of sectionSS of the Act. The revised law-making jurisdiction should.
expressly include the ability to enact a comp:ehensive civil and criminal code.

Any amendments to the l-ndian Act be developed in accordance with certain key
principles. They include recognition that

.
.
.

.

The Act is to be changed only in ways that enhance
nhance Indian self-

determihation
The amendments should have the support of First Nations.
The legislation should be prepared in consultation with representatives
selected by Indian people.
The pace of change should be in accordance with the wishes of the people
concerned.

The federal government accept its fiduciary obligations in relation to the increase
in First Nations membership generated by Bill C-31 and assume the expenses for
First Nations resulting from this increase.

Støtates ìn Conflíct aithTreaty øttd Aborigínøl Ríghts

.

The government of Manitoba invite the Assembly of Manitoba Ctriefs and the
Manitoba Metis Federation to designate representatives to work with senior
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'
o

Provincial officials to review all relevant legislation that may conflict with
Aboriginal and treaty rights. This review should identify spLcific areas of conflict
and propose concrete solutions and statutory amendments. The Manitoba
Aboriginal Justice Comrrrission that we propose shotild be utilized to assist in
this process if any of the parties wish.
The federal and provincial governments establish a process to review all
proposed legislation for its potential effect on the rights of Aboriginal peoples.
The Interpretation Acts of Manitoba and Canada be-amended to
þrovide that a1
legislationbe interpreted subject to Aboriginal and treaty rights.

Aboriginat lustice Systenrs

Arguncntfor Aboñgínøl lttstice Systens

TIæ

'

The federal and provincial governments recognize the right of Aboriginat people
to establish their own justice systems as part of their inherent right to1effgovemment.

federal and provincial governments assist Aboriginal people in the establishment
lre
Aboriginal justice

systems in their communities in a
that best confonns to the
traditions, cultures and wishes of those com¡rrunities, and. the rights of their people.

of

-*oãt

'

Federal, provincial and Aboriginal First Nations governments commit
themselves to the establishment of tribal courts it tt e near future as a first step
toward the establishment of afuIIy functioning, Aboriginally controlled justicä
system which includes þut need not necessarily be limited io):

o { policing seryice.
o I prosecution branch.
. Alegalaidsystem
. A court system that includes:
i) ayouthcourtsystem;
ü) a family court system;
üi)a criminal court system;
iv)a civil coutt system;
an appellate court system.

o
o
r
o

d probation service including

a system of

monitoring community service

orders.

A mediation/counselling service.
fine collection and maintenance enforcement system
.A. community-based correctional systeur.
.A,
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.

A parole system.

The federal and provincial governments begin the process of establishing Aboriginal
justice systems by enacting appropriate tegistaüon.

At the same time as

legrslation to begin the process of establishing Aboriginal justice
systems is enacted, the'federal and provincial govemments acknowledge, by resolution
of theii respective legislative bodies, that Aborìginal justice systems *""t té protected
constitutionally from federal and provincial legislative incursions and that such systems
will ultimately be recognized as ¿m aspect of the right of Aboriginal people to selfgovernment and will not be dependent solely upon federat or provincial legislation for
their existence.

Aboriginal governments enact their own constitutions setting out, among other things,
the principle of the separation of the judicial from the
and.legislative arms of
each Aboriginal government so as to protect Aboriginal"*ecodlre
justice system.Jfrom
interference and to provide security for their independence.
Creating Ab original f ustice Systems

'

'
o
'
'
'

Wherever possible, Aboriginal justice systems look toward the development of
culturally appropriate rules and processes which have as their aim the
establishment of a less formalistic approach to courtroom procedures so that
Aboriginal titigants are able to gain idegïee of comfort from the proceedings
while not compromising the rights of an accused charged with a
"ri-i"¿
offence.
Where l¡rdian and Metis communities are located side by side, the lead.ers of the
tt ¡o communities give serious consideration to establishing a jointly managed
Aboriginal justice systeut which serves both communities.
þ sstaþlishing Aboriginal justice systems, the Aboriginal people of Manitoba
consider using a regional model patterned on.the Northwãst Intertribal Court
Systeminthe state of Washington
Regional Aboriginal justice systems establish an independent and separate
appeal process which makes use of either separate appeal judges or åther judges
of the Aboriginal system as judges of appeal.
AII people, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, within the geographical boundaries
of a reserve or Aboriginal community, be subject to the jurisdiction of the
Aboriginal justice ryrt* in place *ifltin thaicommunity.
Aboriginal communities be entitled to enact their own criminal civil and family
laws and to have those laws enforced b¡l their own justice systems. If they wish
they should also have the right to adopi any fèderi or provincial law and to
appty or enforce that as well.

Aboriginal traditions and customs be the basis upon which Aboriginal laws and.
Aboriginal justice systeurs are built.
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'

The jurisdiction of Aboriginal courts ü¡ithin Aboriginal lands be clear and
paramounÇ and that in appropriate cases Aboriginal courts be recognized as
having jurisdiction over some matters arising in places other than the Aboriginal
community, such as:

a) Child welfare cases in which the domicile of the chitd is the Aboriginal community

over whictr the court has jurisdiction.

b) Cases in which a member of an Aboriginat comnunity breaches the laws of his or her
community, such as where a First Nation member hunts in a manner that is contrary to a
First Nation law or regulation enacted by the government of that First Nation.
c) Cases in which an individual has breached a law of the Aboriginal community and
has left the community to avoid detection or responsibility.

d) Civil matters in which the parties have agreed to submit the matter to an Aboriginal
court for detennination.

.

Tlte Manitoba Metis Federation and the government of Manitoba establish a
forum of elected and technical representatives with a mandate to identify those
Metis communities in the provinãe where Metis justice systems canbe
established.

Metis communities that are identified as such by agreement of the Manitoba Metis
Federation and the government of Manitoba be-deãned geographically through
negotiations between the govemment of Manitoba and the Metis people of each
community for the purpose of establishing a Metis justice system.
The presence of non-Aboriginal people within a Metis community should not prevent
the community from being declared a Metis community, and the legitimate concems of
that minority should be respected.

If, and to the extent, that juries are a paït of Aboriginal justice systems, jury selection
processes be implemented which per:rrit non-Aboriginal persons to sit on juries,
provided they comply with appropriate residential criteria established by the
community.

.

Aboriginal judges be exempt from a1l civil tiability in reference to actions or
omissions while in the exercise of their judicial capacity.

Through appropriate Aboriginal legislation an Aboriginat ]udicial Council be
established to which any person can complain of judicial misconduct on the part of an
Aboriginal judicial officer.
The same principles of judicial conductbe applied to Aboriginal judges as apply to other
members of the judiciary
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Chartq of Rights andEreeilons

The

o

First Nation govemments draft a charter of rights and freedoms, which reflects
Aboriginal customs and values.

Court Refonn
Chønges to Court Structure md

'
'

Aitmínistrøtìon

The Manitoba Court of Queen's Bench and the Provinciat Court of Manitoba be
abolished and be replaced by a new court to be known as the Manitoba Trial
Court. This court should have the combined jurisdiction of the courts it replaces.
IurY trials be held in the communities where the offence was committed.

The Manitoba Trial

court have a General Division and a Family Division.

The Farrily Division be responsible for young offender, child welfare and family matters
as well as for cases involving intrafamily physical and sexual abrrse; and that the
General Division be responsible for all civil matters and those criminal matters not dealt
with by the Family Division.

All judges appointed to the Manitoba Court of Appeal come from the Manitoba Triat

Court.

'
'
'
'

ProPer court facilities be established in Aboriginal communities that will be
available for court purposes as required.
Heatings in
$e Family Division of the ManitobaTrial Courtbe held separateþ
from criminal proceedings
Unless they are travelling in commercial airplanes, circuit court judges not travel
with lawyers or police to circuit court sittings.
|udges insist that whenever an Aboriginal person is entering a guilty plea, the
following procedure be followed:
o The charge is read in fufl to the accused.
o The judge confiflns that the accused understands the charge by asking the
accused to explain it.
o The accused, and not counsel, enters a plea.
o The judge conffurns that the accused agrees with the guilty plea and that it
is being given ft"uly and voluntarily with a fuII appreciation of the nature
and consequences of the plea.

ElímínatìngDeløy

r

Special court sittings be organtzed to ad.dress all cases outside the city of
Winnipeg whidr have been outstanding for more than six months. If necessary,
additional staff should be hired until atl these cases have been disposed of.
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o
'

Circuit court sittings be scheduled in suctr a m.anner as to allow all the matters on
a docket to be dealiwith in one court visit. This may entail scheduling
two-day
visits to many communities.
Lalvyers attend in circuit court communities at least one day before court
to
ensute that cases can be properly prepared.

Leg4 Aid duty counsel be authorized to grant interim approval of all Legal
Aid
applications. If, upon review, the applicañt does not qualiþ for Legat
Aiã, tr," approval
could be cancelled.
Legat Aid application procedures be amended to allow accused
individuals who live in
communities wheretfielg is no Legal Aid office to apply by telephone.
I4lhere no Legal
Aid staff are available, Aboriginaliourt workers ¡eãitt oiired io accept and
fo¡,r¡ard
Legal Aid applications.
Where no Legal Aid staff are available, Aboriginal court workers
be authorized to accept
and forward Legal Aid applications.

'
'

Preliminary inquiries be abolished and replaced with a discovery
and pre.trial

process.
The judiciary establish timelines and procedures that
to trial within a reasonable time.

will ensure that a case gets

' Manitoba courts implement a comprehensive case flow management progïam.
' 3: |,it*ït Code be amended to allow accused to appear by counsel or agent
ror alr prelrmmary Pufposes.
' The Criminal Code be amended to provide that once an inforrnation has been
taid the court does not lose jurisdicã.on mereþ because the accused is
not
present.

Prc-TríølDetention

o

Bail hearings be cond.ucted in the community where the offence was
committed.

The Manitoba government establish a bail supervision progïam to
provide pre-trial
supervision to accused persons as an alternative to detention.

Inappropriate bail conditions, such as requiring cash deposits or financial guarantees
from lo-w-income people, that militate against ÃUo"igittul people obtainingiail
no
longer be applied.
Personnel

'

The provincial Justice deparbnent establish minimum and optimum targets
for
the emplopnent of Aboriginat people at all levels. fhe,miniåum ¡¿rget must
be
no less than the pelcentage of Aboriginal people in Manitoba; the opã-rrtarget is to be equat to the percentagã of Aboriginal people served uy tne
department and its agencies.
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Legal Aid Manitoba establish minimum and optimurn targets for the employment of
Aboriginal people at all levels. The minimum target must be no less thanthá percentage
of Aboriginal people in Manitoba; the optimum target is to be equal to the p"i"ur,trg"ãf
Aboriginal people served by Legal Aid Manitoba.

'
?
'

Legal Aid Manitoba provide representation in all criminal matters in which the
accused meets the Lega1 Aid income criteria.
The Justice departmmt provide regular workshops to Crown attorneys on the
range and effectiveness of the various community seryices which are available in
Manitoba.
The position of court administrator with magistrate's powers be created in each
Aboriginal community served by a circuit court.

The Province of Manitoba establish a formal Court Interpretey's Program with staff
trained in the interpretation of court proceedings, including legal ternrinolo gf , from
English into the Aboriginal languages of Manitoba. As pariof this program, tocal court
interpreters should be engaged in each Aboriginal community served by circuit courts.
The Province of Manitoba, in consultation with the Manitoba Association for Native
Languages, establish a Legal Interpretation Project to develop appropriate Aboriginat
translations of English legal tenns

'
.

The Aboriginal CourtWorket program have an Aboriginal board of directors
and take over the functions and staff of the existing court communicator and
paralegal progïams¡ Court workers should be available in every Aboriginal
community serviced by the circuit courts.
Peacemakers be appoihted in each Aboriginal communit¡z in Manitoba. They
should be appointed through procedures which are agreed to by the community.

Peacemakers, recommend.ed. by recognized local Aboriginat gïorlps, be appointed

in

Winnipeg and in other urban centes throughout the province.

Iurieg
How Ab origínal P eoplc Are Excluileit lrom f uries

.

When a sheriff grants an exemption from jury duty, the person who is exempted
be replaced with someone from the same community.

Every person called for jury duty, who is not granted an exemption, be required to
atten4 and that suütmonses be enforced even when sufficient jurors have responded.

.
.

The Criminal Code of Canada be amended so that the only challenges to
prospective jurors be challenges for cause, and that both stand-asides and
peremptory challenges be eliminated.
The Criminal Code be amended so that rulings on challenges for cause be made
by the presiding judge
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LocølfaryTrials

o

Jurors be drawn from within 40 kilometres of the community in which a trial is
to be held.

In the event that there is a need to look elsewhere for jurors, the jury be selected
from a
community as similar as possible demographically and. culturatly tó *re community
where the offence took place.
In urfan areas, juries be drawn from specific neighbourhoods of the town
or city in
which victims and accused reside.
The Manitoba llry Act be amended to permit an Aboriginal person who
does not speak
and understand either French or English but who rp"uÈ" aná understands
an eboriein¿
language, and is otherwise qualified, to serve as a juror ir *y action or proceeding
ihut
may be tried by ajury, and that, in such cases, translation services be pråvided.

Alternatives to Inca¡ceration
The Neeitfor a Neut Appoach to Setúencing

.

Incarceration be used only in instances where:

a) The offender poses a danger to another individuat or to the community.
b)

Any other sanction would not sufficiently reflect the gravity of the offence.

An offender wilfully refuses to comply with the tenns of any other sentence that has
been imposed.
c)

qrovincial ]ustice departnent regularly and consisteritly collect, analyse and
distribute infonnation on the success rates of all sentences, and, distribute that
infor:nation to judges, crown attorneys and the defence bar .
T_he

Protation officers be available when courts sit in Aboriginal communities. to explain the
results of pre-sentence studies.
The Criminal Codebe amended to allow jud.ges to designate the specific place of
custody for offenders.

'
'

The Manitoba Court of Appeal encourage more creativity in sentencing by trial
court judges so that the use of incarceration is diminished and the use of
sentencing alternatives is increased particularly for Aboriginal peoples.
The Criminat Code be amended to provide that cultural factors Le taken into
account in sertencing, and that in the meantime judges be encouraged to take
this approach.
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'

Judges invite Aboriginal communities to express their views to the court on any
case involving an offence or an offender from their cornmunity.

Aboriginal communities be encouraged to develop the best method of communicating
their concerns to the court in a manner that is respecúu1 of the rights of the accused and
of the dignity and importance of the proceedings.

Comnunity Sanctions

'

Regional Aboriginally controlled probation services be created to serve
Aboriginal communities; and thatAboriginal people be employed.by the
Province as probation officers in numbers at least proportionaie to their presence
in the provincial population.

All Aboriginal offenders

be superyised by Aboriginal probation officers.

Probation officers assigned to handle cases of Aboriginat persons be able to speak the
language of the probationer.
Conditions of probation orders be related directly to the circumstances of the offence
and the offender, and be conditions that can be realistically adhered to by the
probationer
There be arcorganiâation of the way community service orders are administered and.
supervised so that organizations are provided with the necessary resoutces to ensure
that orders are fuIfilled and that judges are provided with the ttã."rrury infonnation to
allow them to match offenders with programs.

Cross-cultural training programs be mand.atory for all non-Aboriginal probation staff,
and that ttrere be an ongoing series of refresher courses.
When Aboriginal probation officers are not available to supervise Aboriginal offenders,
judges make greater use of section 737(a) of the Criminat Code, which põ"*it" the court
to place a person under the supervision of some "other person designaied by the court."

Courts seek out individuals in Aboriginal communities who are willing to accept the
responsibility of supervising individuals placed on probation.

o
.

Judges make greater use of orders of restitution.

The existing Fine Option Program be abolished and replaced with a Fine and
Restitution Recovery Program which wourd follow these principles:

a) AII fines and orders of restitution should. be automatically registered with and
enforced by the Fine and Restitution Recovery program.

b) If the.pa¡ment of a fine is not made, the program be empowered to collect the money
by garnishment or attachment in the same manner as the way in which maintenance

17t

orders are now enforced, or to take other actions such as preventing licensing of vehicles
by the Motor Vehicle Branch.
c) If these measuÍes fail, the offender be brought to a show
by a hearing officer.

cauÉ¡e

hearing presided over

d)-If the hearing officer concludes that the offender does not have the abfltty to pay, the
officer may order a period of community service or extend the time for payment of the
fine.
e) If the hearing officer concludes that the offender has the ability to pay but is simply
refusing to do so, the officer corrld refer the case to a master or a¡udge.'

f) A judge or master would have the authority, after all other efforts at collection have
failed, to incarcerate those who have the ability to pay but refuse to do so.
The existing Maintenance Enforcement Program be expanded and adapted to
administer the Fine and Restitution Recovery Program.
The automatic assessment of a tenn of imprisonment in default of payment of fines
levied by Common Offence Notices be abolished., and that the Fine and Restitution
Recovery Program apply.
The Criminat Code and other legislation allowing for the levying of fines be amended to
require that, before tevying any fine, judges be required to deterrtine whether a person
is able to pay a fine; and that fines not be imposed if the offender is unable to pay ttre
fine at the time of sentence or within a reasonable time thereafter.
The Criminal Code of Canada The Manitoba Summary Convictions Act and any other
relevant legislation be amended to eliminate incarceration in default of fines.

Where a judge orders the perfonnance of community service work of a specified number
oj hours, the judge have the option to specify the type and place of work, thus allowing
the judge to fashion an appropriate sentence and. eliminate the need for the offender to
apply elsewhere to enter a program.
Where there is a default in the payment of a fine, the default be noted on the accused's
record so that the default can be taken into account if the person comes before the court
on a subsequent occasion.

Iails
Seærity

.

Head.ingley Correctional lnstitution and Stony Mountain Institution be the only
secure facilities for male offenders in Manitoba.
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Brandon and The Pas Correctional institutions be converted into minimum security,
open-door institutions similar to Dauphin.

f øíl Locatíon and Cøpøcíty

.

OPen custody programs for Aboriginat adult and young offenders requiring
counselling behaviour improvemen! job training and other fonns of assistance
be established in Aboriginal communities.

Work c¿rmps, such as the one at Egg Lake, be established near Aboriginal communities
for non-dangerous Aboriginal offenders who require incarceration.
As Aboriginal community-based facilities are opened an equal nnmber of units of
capacity in existing correctional institutions be closed down and the space converted to
vocational or academic progïam¡úng.

Financial assistance be provided for families of Aboriginat inmates to enable them to
communicate with and travel to visit relatives.

.

Secure short-tenn holding facilities be established. in Aboriginal communities.

Aboriginat accused be released on bail in their home communities whenever possible.
If Aboriginal accused are transported away from their home communities to be hetd in
cuqtody and are subsequently released on bail, the arresting authority be responsible to
convey them back to their home communities.
Responitíng to Ab orígínal Neeiks

.

'

.

Correctional institutions develop a policy whereby elders recognized by
provincial Aboriginal organizations as capable of providing kaditional assistance
or spiritual advice and counselling to Aboriginal inmates in a cutturally
approPriate manner, be granted status equivalent to chaplains under the
Chaptaincy program of the Corrections Branch.
The-Correãti""¿ Services of Canada and the Corrections Branch of the Manitoba
Department of Justice irutitute a policy on Aboriginat spirituality which:

a) Guarantees the right of Aboriginal people to spiritual services appropriate to their

culture.
b) Recognizes appropriate Aboriginal organizations to provide Aboriginal spiritual
services.
c) Provides training for correctional staff on Aboriginal spirituality, on the relative
importance of such services to Aboriginal people, on the different practices and beliefs
likely to be encountered on how those practices and beliefs can and should be
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accommodated by conectional staff and on how to handle traditional items
of spiritual
significance to Aboriginal people.
d) Provides for the hitiog of knowledgeable personnel within each institution
who can
advise corrections staff on how to deal with õuft*¿ issues arising within the
institution s Aboriginal population.
e) Provides

'

S ep

for the attendance of Aboriginal inmates at spiritual ceremonies outside jail.

Culturally appropriate education, trades training and counselling programs,
particularly those having to do with the treatment of alcohol aU,t"re, faäify
violence, anger management and culturally appropriate ways for inmates
to cope
with their problems, be provided in every Manito¡u correctional institution.

ør øtion of P re-hiøl øttd

'
I

S entenceil

p ets otæ

Adults on remand be kept in physically separate institutions from those who
have been convicted.
The Manitoba Youth Centre and the Agassiz Youth Centre no longer be
used as
open custody facilities or as remand. faãilities, except for those yo,itf, who present
a danger to themselves or others.

onl¡¡ home-type facilities or camps be used for open custody senterrces.
In the city of Winnipeg, the Corrections Branch seek out and d.evelop altematives
to the
use of the Manitoba Youth Centre as a remand facility. This should i*lrrd"
the greater
use of non-institutional settings such as group and foster homes.
Støffíng Issucs and Díscíptíttc proceilures

'

The number of Aboriginal people employed in correctionat facilities and
correctional Programs be at least proportionate to the population of Aboriginal
people in ttre prõvince of Manitoba.

At least one-half of the Aboriginal staff of eactr institution be able to speak an Aboriginal
language.
Cross-cultural training programs and ongoing refresher courses be mandatory for all
corrections staff.

o

Rules for disciplinary hearings in correctional institutions be clarified and
enforced to pernit an inmate to have a friend or lawyer present to assist at the
hearings and to guarantee the opportunity to make full åo*"t and defence to a
charge.
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Disciplinary hearings in correctional institutions provid.e for fair adjudication by
having
an independent third Püty preside over the hearing and ensure the rules
of natural
justice are followed,
An independent tribunal be established to adjudicate inmate complaints about the
treahent they receive within a correctional system; and that ttre tribunal have
appropriate resources and authority to investigate complaints, mandate
change and
enforce compliance with its orders.
WorkProgrøms
Correctional officials develop work programs both inside and outsid.e institutions
whictr
allow inmates to engage in meaningful ãctivities and earn income.
Corrections Branch d.evelop written guidelines on the appropriate use
of inmate work
details.
ParoIe
Thc Eoolutíon of Canadø,s parol¿ Systent

'

The National Parole Board accept as a governing princþle that all inmates
should be entitled to be released after having completed the same proportion
their sentence, exceptfor those who are
violent ot au11g"roos.

**ia*"å

of

Ap..offenc".oy gv¡ng rise to loss of earned remission be dealt with by loss of
privileges or other penalty while inthe institution.
Thc Pørol.e Systen and Aborigínal pørolc

?

An Aboriginal Parole Board be established to deal with inmates incarcerated by
Aboriginal courts.

Every 4,boriginat inmate be provided with a culturally appropriate infonnation session
upon admission to a correctional institution. Such u sérrio., should explain the parole
eligibility ru1es. Further sessions should be given when the inmate beõomes eligible to
apply for parole.
Parole be considered automatically and no inmate be allowed to waive his or her
right to
appty for parole.
The Compositíon of thc P ørole Bo øril

'

The federal parole service establish minimum and optimum targets for the
employment of Aboriginal people. The minimum taiget must bð no less than the
percentage o{ Aboriginal people in Manitoba; ttre opti*o* target is the
percentage of Aboriginal people served by the patole service.
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The National Parole Board, in conjunction

with Aboriginal gïoups, establish release
guidelines which take into account the cultural and social cit".r-røo.es unique to
Aboriginal people.
There be Aboriginal parole officers in each Aboriginal community.
The National Parole Board be given authority to transfer jurisdiction over a case to ttre

Aboriginal Parole Board.

The Solicitor General name an additional number of Aboriginal persons as National
Parore Board members, in consultation with Abotigoal organizations.
The National Parole Board ensure that atl applications involvingAboriginal inmates,
applications for the revocation of parole, be heard by panels *f,i.n have at
lnctuding
least one Aboriginal member.
The membership profile for National Parole Board members be changed to

permit

greater representation of Aboriginal people.

A progran of cross-cultural awareness be developed and implemented for all
correctional and parole staff who are involved in making p*-ote decisions about
Aboriginal offenders; and that any such cross-culturd aúLeness program specifically
take into account Aboriginal living conditions, Aboriginal values and customs, and the
resources available in Aboriginal communities to supBort the reintegration of offenders.
The separate roles of parole officer and probation officel be combined in Aboriginal
communities.
Releøse Plønning ønd c onitítí otts of p arote

'
.
r

for Ab orìginør p eopr¿

Community assessments of parole applicants be done by Aboriginal parole
officers who understand the applicanfs community.
Aboriginat parole officersbe hired in Aboriginal communities.
The National Pa¡ole Boar4 working through its Aboriginal parole officers, make
practical arrangements, including provision for financial *rirtuo.", to ensure the
effective reintegration of Aboriginal inmates into their own communities.

The National Parole Boar4 in consultation with Aboriginal organizations, develop and
adopt more culturally sensitive release criteria and processes fõr reviewing conditional
release applications fiom Aboriginal inmates.

.
,

The National Parole Board not require that guilt be admitted prior to an inmate's

obtainingparole.
The practice of placing special parole conditions on Aboriginal inmates, such as
abstention from the consumption of drugs or alcohol as a matter of course, cease.
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where glro_Ie colditions are imposed, they be ones that, among other things, can
reasonably be adhered to, that are in accord with the inmate's cultural stanãards, and
that will positively benefit both the inmate and the community.
The National Parole Board not prohibit the return of parolees to their home community.

'

The practice of automatically requiring supervision of parolees by a parole
officer be endecl, and supervision only be required whõn ou""ær¡r fãr the
rehabilitation of the inmate and the protection of society.

AboriginalWomen
ThcAbuse of Womøn a.nil Chìktren

'
'
'
'
o
'

The Indian Act be amended to provid.e for the equal division of property upon
marriage breakdown
Aboriginal leaders establish a local government porffolio for women and
childrerç with resporuibility to devãlop educatiohal and support programs in the
area of spousal and chitd abuse.
Police forces establish family abuse teams which include police officers and.
social workers trained in dealing with domestic disputes. Such teams shoutd
make extensive use of electronicrecord-keeping anä community resources.
Shelters and safe homes for abused *o^o, urrd. children be established in
Aboriginal communities and in urban centres. These shelters should be
controlled by Aboriginal women who can provid.e culturally appropriate
services.
The provincial governmentimplementûre recommendations found in the report
of the Chfd Advocac¡r Project entitled A New Justice for Úrd.ian Children.
Community mediation programs such as the one operated by the Hollow Water
Resource Group be expanded to Aboriginal communities throughout the
province. Such proglams must be designed and operated by Aboriginal people.

Thc Sentencing of AhoñgínølWomen

.
.

Altematives to incarceration appropriate to Aboriginal cultures be developed for
Aboriginal women.
The Portage Correctional Institution be closed.

All women who are now sent to a federal penitentiary outside the province

be penrritted

to serve their sentences in Manitoba.

Culturally appropriate group homes be established in urban areas by Aboriginal
women's organizations where urbanAbotigtnat women cÉuî. serve any terur of
incarceration to which they may be sentenced, with access to programs of recovery from
substance abuse, recovery from victimization and dependency, academic upgrading and
training, and parenting skills.
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Aboriginal women liti.g in isolated or rural communities be held in open custod.y
facilities in their home communities. Such women would be free to attend to their
families, to work or to obtain education during the day, to attend counselling sessions in
the evenings, and remain in the facítty each night until their sentence is served.
The Milner Ridge Correctional Centre be converted to a co-correctional institution as a

pilot projêct.
When facilities for men and women are established near northern communities,
Aboriginal women from the North be allowed to serve their sentences in the Íaciltty
nearest to their home

Arrangements be made for children to have frequent visits with their mother.
Chitd and family service agencies provide necessary support to Aboriginal mothers in
jail and their childrento ensule that the family is kept together.
Where children need to be taken into care following the incarceration of an Aboriginal
mother, child and family service agencies make culturally appropriate foster
arlangements for the children of such inmates.
P ørole and P ost-Release Issttcs

Aboriginal women be appointed to the National Parole Board.
Fu+ding be provided to Aboriginal women to establish a halfway house for Aboriginal
female inmates.
The National Parole Board give direction that release plans for female inmates with
children pay close attention to the need for family reiritegration, and in particular to
titi.g and income security'arrangements required for family reintegration. We further
recoulmend that the federal and provincial governments ensure that income and
housing support programs be d.eveloped foireleased. fernale offenders with young
childreru designed to facilitate family reintegration

ChildWelfare
Ab origínøt P e oplcs øttd

tlu Ch¡t¡t Welføre

Sy stem ín

Manítob ø

The provincial government establish the Office of Child Protector, responsible to the
Legislature, as recoÍtmended in the Kimelman ReporL This office's responsibilities
would be, among other things:

.

To ensure that children involved with the child welfare system have their
interests and rights protected.
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'

To receive and investigate complaints about the manner of treatment of
children by child welfare agencies.

Mønítoba's Chilil andEømily Sercíces Act
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal chitd and family serrrice agencies be provided with
sufficient resources to enable them to provide the communities theyierve with the fuIl
range of direct service and preventive programs mandated by the Child and Family
Services Act.
The federal and provincial governments provide resources to Aboriginal child and
famity service agencies for the purpose of developing policies, standards, protocols and
procedures in various areas, but particularly for the purpose of developing computer
systems that will pernrit them to communicate quickly and effectively with other
agencies, to track cases and to share infonnation.

lL of the Child and Family Services Act be amended. to read: ,,Aboriginal
people are entitled to the provision of chfd and family serrices in a manner *hi"t
Pri-r,rcþle

respects their unique status, and their curtural and linguistic heritage

'
'

The Province of Manitoba in conjunction with the Manitoba Metis Federation
develop a mandated Vl"tis child and family service agency with jurisdiction over
Metis and non-status children ttuoughout Manitoba.
The iurisdiction of the reserve-based Indian child and famity service agencies be
extended to include off-reserve band members.

Indian agencies be provided with sufficient resources to ensure that this expanded
mandate be effectively carried out.

.

A mandated Aboriginal child and famity service agency be established in the city
of Winnipeg.

YorurgOffenders
Aborigínal Youth anil ttæ Young Offenilels Act

.

The police consider alternatives to the taying of charges in all cases involving
Aboriginal youth and, when appropriate, exercise their discretion to take nolegal
measures or to take measures other than laying a charge.

Police departments designate youth specialists and provide specialized training to all
officers involved in the administration of the Young offenders Act.
Section 56(a) of the Young Offenders Act be amended to remove the provision

which

allows young offenders to waive their right to have a parent or guardian present during
questioning by the police.
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'

Wherl a youth court judge denies bail, the judge consider releasing the young
offender into the custody of his or her parents; or another t"rpo*fbl" person, as
contemplated by section 7.1(1)(a) of the young offenders Act.

The Ma Mawi Chi Itata Centre be given adequate funds and resources to expand its bail
supervision program.

Aboriginal communities be provided with resources to develop bail supervision and
other programs that will serve as alternatives to detention.
Accused' youth who must be held in pre-trial detention be held in d.etention facilities

their own communities.

in

Young offenders be removed from their community only as a last resort and only when
the youth poses a danger to some individual or to füe community.

'

The Young Offend.ers Act be amended. to rescind those provisions which allow a
youth to be transferred to adult court for trial.

If Parliament considers itnecessary, the Young Offenders Act be amended to give youth
court judges the option of imposing lengtlLier sentences on youth convicted oi serious
offences.

If Parliament considers it necessary, the Young Offenders Act be amended to allow
judges to order that the trial of youth be open to the public and the med.ia in appropriate
CâSêS;

"

The Young Offenders Act be amended to allow judges to designate the specific
place ofcustody for young offenders.

The Young Offende¡s Act be amended to prohibit the mixing of closed custody facilities

with opencustody.

custody facilities and wilderness camps be estabtished for Aboriginal youth
9".
throughout
trre province and, especially, in

'

Aboriginal communities.

The Young Offenders Act be amended to allow a judge dealing
case to commit a youth to the care of a

with a criminal
clrild and family service agency as an

alternative to incarceration or custody.
Child and family service agencies be directed to continue to provide services to
youth clients charged with an offence.

Child welfare and youth justice services be more fully integrated. and. coordinated so
that all their services ¿ue available to young people chalgeã with offences.
Youth probation for Aboriginal youth be made a part of the responsibility of Aboriginal
child and family service agencies.
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Dio ercí on ød Altønøtío e Meøsures

'

Adequate administrative and financial supportbe provided to youth justice
committees.

The Young Offenders Act be amended to remove the provision prohibiting members of
youth justice committees from being remunerated.

Manitoba's alternative measures guidetines be amended to allow any young offend.er to
be referred to an altemative measures progïam. The police,lawyeryCrowriattorneys
and judges should consider such measures in every cãse.
The authority for the creation of altemative measlÍes guidelines be shifted from the
provincial government to the judiciary. The provincial-goveffrment establish
Aboriginalfy focussed diversion and. altematin" rr,"urr.tià progïams which incorporate
the following principles:
a) Aboriginal cutture must be integrated into the progïam. Diversion schemes which
involve the use of Aboriginal elders, peacemakers and other aspects of Aboriginal
culture aPpear to have the greatest potential for success. ûr the context of Manitoba's

urban Abotigrrat communities, the program decision-makers could be drawn from the
Aboriginal community within the wban environment
b) Judges must allow the community to become involved in sentencing but they must

retain ultimate responsibility for sentencing.

c) The program should. attempt to involve aII those who have a direct interest in ttre case,

induding the victim and the community.

d) Programs should be able to accept referrals at any stage of the criminal justice
process. They shourd also be able to accept referrals from the co4munity before any
charges have been laid and, if possible, before the authorities become involved.

communit¡/s respectfor the program is vitat. This means that one primary goal of
the program must be to seek reconciliation and the restoration of pea"" it tt
"
community.
e) The

Ð The establishment of a rÉmge of innovative options that can be used by the decisionmakers will be critical to the success of alternative measures programs based in

Aborigiaal communities. An appropriate plan for an Aboriginal youth mighg for
example, involve participation in an Aboriginally operated wilderness pto am, ¿u:r
education program, an employment training program, or a treatrrent program.

g) Aboriginal supervisors from the community must monitor the d.isposition. The
community must see sanctions that originate from, and are enforced by, the community,
and not some outside force.
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h) These Programs should be formally designated and recognized as Young Offenders
Act programs so that their role has official recognition an¿ ãfnci¿ supportl

Aboriginal Youth ønil tlrc lustíce Systen

'

-

Gefløøl Issucs

Aboriginal communities throughout Manitoba be encouraged and adequateþ
funded to develop crime prevention programs for youtþ based on the
development of ifull range of employmãnt, cultural, social and. recreational
opportunities.

The funding for the Northern Fly-k Sports Camp be ftrnly established and that the
camP be expanded to provide its services to all northern Aboriginat communities.

'

The Aboriginal Court Worker Program provide a court worker wherever Youth
Court sits.

Policing
7læ Rolc of Políce in Society

.
,

Police forces adopt a community policing approacþ particularly in Aboriginal
co:r¡munities.

Employment

o

E qaíty P r ogrøms

Police forces immediateþ institute employment equity programs to achieve
Aboriginal representation equivalent tã ttte eborignal proportion of the
Manitoba population

Cr o s s- Cultur øl Tr øínìng

.

Cross-cultural education components of all police training courses be reviewed
and strengtheneó and this process activeþ involve members of the Aboriginal
community, resource persons and recognized experts.

All police officers

be rotated through cross-cultural education programs, and periodic
refresher Programs be provided as part of the regular professional development
programs of all police departments.

Any police recruits displayi4g racist attitudes be screened out of training, and police
officers who display such conduct after joining the force be required to take further
trainþg or, if necessary, be fonnally disciplined or dismissed.

.

The courts adopt the Anunga Rules of Australi+ as rules of the cou.rt governing
the reception into evidence of statements to police made by Aboriginal persons.
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'

All statements takenby police officers be either audio- or video-recorded. If the
contents of a transcribed statement are chatlenged or some tribunal wishes to
hear how certain words were expressed, the tape or video can be ptayed.

Video equipment be used to record the statements of all suspects in cases involving
deaths and other serious cases. We suggest that the taping record the totatity of eaðh
interview, including all introductory comments and explanations and warnlirgs gr en
by the police, and iñcludingæty formal statement or other comrrrents thatresult.The videotape

will

be of great value. The impact would be reduced

if accused persons
allege thatpromises or inducements were offered or pressure w¿rs applied to them
9""1d
before the taping began.
Where video equipment is not available, aII statements be audio-recorded. The RCMp
has tape-recorded some statemenb for years. We recommend that all police make that
practice mandatory in all cases, with the use of video where statements are taken in an
office with that equipment.

P olíce Eorces ín

.

Mønitoba

As soon as possible, Aboriginal police forces take over from the RCMP the
responsibility for providing all police services in Aboriginal communities.

The RCMP support the establishment of Aboriginal police forces and develop a policy
cooperation with such forces.

.

.

of

While they continue to police Aboriginal communities, the RCMP and atl other
Manitoba police forces develop and make pubhc an integrated strategy to
strengthen their capacity to provide culturally appropriate policing services, and
the strategy include the development of a próceãs of regular .on-.*juoi"ation with
Aboriginal organizations and communities, and the annual publication of reports
which indicate progress in meeting the goals of the strategy.
The Dakota Qibway Tribal Council Police Force be provided with sufficient
resources so that it can increase staff training and development in modern police
methods, and gradually asslune fuIl responsibility for a1l law enforcement duties
within its geographic jurisdiction

Aboriginal communities be encouraged to form regional police forces and regional
police commissions following the model of the Dakota Qibway Tribal Council Police
Force. These should be established under Aboriginal control and management.

o
?

Metis and non-status communities consid.er the development of a regional police
force, with a police commission
The Liquor Control Act be amended to place limits on the amount of alcohol an
individual can purchase at any one time without a permit.
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The transport of large quantities of alcohol without a perrnit be made illegal.
Transporters of illegal shipments should not only be subject to fines, but Jhould
also face
the loss of their licences and vehicles.
Police forcet in conjunction with local Aboriginal governments that have prohibited.
the
importation of alcohol to their reserves, undertakeipecial enforcement pråg"*,
designed to halt any illegal importation.

'

New targets be set by the RCMP to bring appropriate numbers of Aboriginal
men and women into the force as fuIl officers more quickly than is
"*r"i-rtly
contemplated.

The RCMP employ Aboriginal police and civilian staff in their detachments in
proportion to at least the Aboriginat population of the province and preferably in
proportion to the Aboriginal population being served.

'

The Winnip-eg Police Department prepare and table with the city council and
the
Minister of Justice, no later than December 3L, 1g.g'!., anemplo¡Áent equity plan
which has clear targets, target dates and remedies should tutgl15 not bL
achieved.

The City of Winnipeg
fft" Departnrent set an initial target of L33 Aboriginal police
officers. The first step in reaching that goal should be to d-esignate the ,,"it r""*itiog
class as entirely Aboriginal. Thereafter, S0% of each recruit class be dedicated
to
Aboriginal recruits until the target has been met.
The \'t/innipeg Police Departnent be required to report publicly the progress of
its
employment equit¡i program to ttre Minister of ]ustice. -

A portion of the funding plovided by the Province to the City of Winnipeg for police
Winnipeg Police Deparûnenfs using that-fuiding only for
9n $e
the hiring of Aboriginal police officers.
salaries be conditional

The assignment of Abo"ig-al police officers not be restricted to the core area or other
Aboriginal areas of the city of Winnipeg
The Winnipeg Police Deparbnent no longer reþ on ttre grade L2 educational criterion for
police recruitnent and develop upproaches which
-or"þpropriateþ test recruits,
abútty to perforrn the functions required of potice officers.

' T" City of Brandon
Council and

Police Departnrent prepare and. table with Brandon City
the Minister of Justice an emplõyment equity plan no later than
December 3'l',199'l', which will increase the numbers of Aboriginal people on the
City of Brandon Police Deparhent to a level equal to their ptãpottiot àf tf,u
Manitoba population. The plan should include target dates by which to achieve
that proportion and remedies should those targets not be mei.
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The Brandon Police Departnrent set an initial target of nine Aboriginat police officers
and that the City of Brandon Police Deparh.ent dedicate that number óf positions for
Aboriginal recruits in its next recruit class.
Both the city of Winnipeg Police Departnent and the cþ of Brandon police
Departnent consider hiring Aboriginal police officers who already have policing
experience with an Aboriginal force or with the RCMP.

Aboriginal people be represented among the civilian members of both the City of
Winnipeg Police Deparhent and the City of Brandon Police Department in the same
proportion as their presence in the province,s population.
The City of Brandon Police Deparbnen! in cooperation with the Brandon Friendship
çentre, develop a program to reach out to and inform Aboriginal people living in
Brandon about policing issues.
Tlæ

Prooittciøl

'

P olíce

Act ønit tlæ Mønìt ob ø p olíce c,ommís sion

The Provincial Police Act make explicit provision for the recognition of any
police commission or committee which is established to proviãe police services
ir aoy municipality, unorganized territory, or Aboriginj
io
"o--ótity
Manitoba.

The Manitoba Police Commission prepare and enforce a wide range of regulations
covering recruitnent, training, equipment, procedures, supervisiÃ ol *ã roppottfor,
police forces in ManiJoba.

Aboñgínal Systcttts of Poticíng

.
'

The Provincial Police Act be amended to provide for the establishment of a
provincial Atoriginal Police Commission wittr authority to prepare and enforce a
wide range of regulations coveringrecruitnent, trainjn& e{uipment, procedures,
supervision of; and support for, Aboriginal police forces in Manitoba.-

Final decisions concerning the sizg composition and manner of appointment to the
Ao-original Police Commission be made by Aboriginal people.
The Provincial Police Act be amend.ed to provide for the appoinûnent of an Aboriginal
Police Commissioner, to serve the Aboriginat Po1ice Commission, with any such pãrson
being selected by Aboriginal organizations responsible for Aboriginal police forces,
Agreements be developed betwem the provincial Aboriginal Police Commissiorç local
police commissions, the RCMP and the provincial Justice deparhent for Aboriginal
police forces to provide full police services to Aboriginal communities, with a finn
timetable for achievingthis goat including trainin& equippingand supportingthe local
forces with appropriate back-up services as required.
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Public Compløints anil P otícing ín Mønítohø

'

The Minister of |ustice establish a plan of action to deal with any incident where
possible criminal acts are alleged against the police, or where u
þ"rror, dies or
suffers serious injury in an incident involving a police officer.

This plan of action indude either the creation of a standing special investigations
unit, or
qui<kly asserrble a special investigations team for a particular incident able to
take control of the investigation immediateþ following repori of the incident.
The unit
or team should not include officers from the police deparhent uhder investigation. The
plan should include independent counsel to give advice concerning the layini
of
criminal charges. This counsel should not be ã Cro*n attorney. nrã unit
tuà* should.
report directly to the Minister of Justice.
"r
u gtuIr to

The police forces in the province be required to provide all available assistance
and
cooperation to the special investigations team.

'

The Law Enforcement Review Board be reconstituted. and the Law Enforcement

Review Actbe amended to approximate the ontario model.

The board appoint independent counsel to have conduct of each
for presenting the evidence.

the complaint
lF"i"
Aboriginal

case and. be responsible

is from an Aboriginat persorL one member of a panel be

The test to be applied
!¡ the board be proof by clear and convincing evidence, rat¡er
than beyond a reasonable doubt.

If the board d'ecides that the complaintis proverL it have fuII power to impose whatever
penalties it deems appropriate.
Úr addition to

what is now in th9 Law Enforcement Review Agency reports, the agency
rePort annually on the nature of complaints, how many were iound tohave merit, how
many were dismissed and the type of penalty applied.
Police officers, including the officer against whom the complaint is mad.e, be
compellable wibresses.

Aboriginal jugtice systems establish and maintain rm agency to receivg investigate and
resolve complaints against Aboriginal police officers sirnit* to whatwe recommend for
provincial police forces.
Complaints against the RCMP in Manitoba, when acting as a provincial police force, be
investigated and heard by the Law Enforcement Review Board.

A StrategyForAction
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Ab o rígínøl f trstíce C ommíssi on

'

An Aboriginal fustice Commission of Manitoba be established by legislation and
by appropriate processes of the Aboriginal people of Manitoba, with a board of
directors made up of equal numbers of Aboriginal and govemment
representatives, and an independent chairperson. The commission should be
provided with all necessary staff and resources.

The position of Aboriginat ]ustice Commissioner be established as the chief executive
officer of the AboriginalJustice Commission. The comrrrissioner/s tasks will include

monitoring and assisting goverrÌment implementation of the tecoÍtmend.ations of this
Inquiry.
Ab orígínøl I ustice C ollege

' Tu Aboriginal Justice Commission establish an Aboriginal Justice College with
its own Aboriginal
board of directors, and staffed by Aboriginal people, to
provide training and continuing education for Aboriginal peoplJwhb wish to
assnme positions of employment within both the existing justice system and
Aboriginal justice systems.

Training provided by the Aboriginal Justice College include preparation for such
positions as judges, attorneys, police officers, correctional officers, court clerþ
administrators, interpreters, court workers, peacemakers, youth justice committee
directors, social workers, probation and parole officers, and others, as existwithin the
present justice system and as are needed to establish and maintain Aboriginal justice
systems.
The Aboriginal |ustice Colleç otganrzecourses in cross-cultural understanding for nonAboriginal personnel.

C¡oss-CulturølIssues
Federal provincial and municipal govemmenþ, ind.ividually or in concert, with
the assistance and involvement of Aboriginal people, establish fonnal crosscultural educational programs for all those working in an¡r part of the justice
system who have un"o oã.*ional contactwith Aboriginai plopre.

Affirmøtioe Actíon
The Province of Manitoba legislate the establishment of an Employment Equity
Commission with appropriate Aboriginal representation on its governingbody.
The Employmmt Equig Commission have two aïms: an investigative ar:n responsible
for examining any matter covered by the legislatiorç and an adjudicative arm
responsible for hearing any complaint made under the legislation. Those on the
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adjudicative side who sit as hearing panels to detenrrine a complaint should include an
Aboriginal Person if the complaint involves an Aboriginal issuõ or complainant.
The mandate of the commission be:

a.

b.

c.

d.
e.

'To develop employment equity targets for employers within the
legislative jurisdiction of the Province of Manitoba including any
departurent of the govemment of Manitoba and any municþa1ity, town
or city within the province.
To ensure that employers set policies and programs for the advancement
and promotion of Aboriginal people.
To monitor compliance with established employment equity targets.
To require employers in receþt of govemment grants orcontracts to
establish an acceptable employment equity plan with appropriate time
frames, within which Aboriginat people will be hired.
To hear and detenrrine complaints against any person or employer who
fails to comply with an established. employmánt equity plan.

Hearing panels called upon to detennine complaints be entitled to make orders
requiring compliance with an employment equity plan acceptable to the commission, or
make such other order as may appeaï appropriate to it, such as financial compensation
either to an individual or to a group of individuals.

.
'
.

The federal government strengthen its employment equity legislation to establish
an Employment Equit]¡ Commission similar tb that which *e ,"com^end for the

Province of Manitoba.
Federal and provincial government positions which requiie or will inevitably
result in high contact with Aboriginal people be designated as "Aboriginal
bilingual positions."
The University of Manitoba Faculty of Law establish a recruiünent program
whereby Aboriginal students (including those in high schools) throughout
Manitoba and Northwestern Ontario are encoutaged to attend law school.

The Faculty of Law review the manner in which it makes use of the Law School
Admission Test scores and grade point averages of law school applicants to ensure that
Aboriginal students capable of successfuIly completing law school are not thereby
unfairly eliminated
The Faculty of Law increase the number of Aboriginal law students it accepts into firstyear law. The minimum number of students it should be accepting would be12% of
each class, the same proportion as the proportion of Aborigþal people in the general
population. Entrance lewels should also include an additional number to overcome
historical imbalances.
The Faculty of Law engage an Aboriginal person as a member of its faculty with the
primary responsibility of providing support services to Aborigihal students and with
the secondary role of developing materials on, and teaching, Aboriginal law.
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The Faculty of Law undertake the development of a full credit course or courses in
Aboriginal legal issues, and enslrïe that Aboriginal issues are included as part of the
core courses taught to each law studmt.
The Faculty of Law organtze and sponsor a conference of law schools from across
Canada, to be held for the puryose of addressing the issue of increasing the numbers of
Aboriginal law graduates in canada so as to accomplish two objectivei

a.
b.

To overcome historical imbalances in Aboriginal under-representation in
the legal profession.
To establish enty levels of Aboriginal law students that will ensure that
the Aboriginal presence in the legal profession reflects the Aboriginal
presence in the population generally.

The Faculty of Law and the Aboriginal Justice College establish a pre-law program for
Aboriginal students wishing to enter law school.

Informøtìon Gøtheñng ønd Statístics

.

Govemments consult with Aboriginal $oups to design and implement a data
collection system thatwill providè debiled informatiãn to comþare the impact
on, and treatment of, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal persons by the justice
system, to evaluate the success of programs deating with Aboriginal offenders
and to provide information to help identify needed refonns.

Resourccs
As a matter of urgent importance, governments and Aboriginal people, with the
assistance of the AboriginatJustice Commissiorç negotiate an acceptable process

to provide ongoingfundingfor Aboriginal governments to undertake the
initiatives we suggest, in a manner consistentwith:

a.
b.

c.

The need of Aboriginal people for an ongoing, consistent revenue base.
The right of Aboriginal people, as original owners of the land, to a fair
share of revenue resources from both levels of government.
The greater access to the revenue-generating powers and sources
available to federal and provincial governments.
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Aboriginal Justice Implementation
Commiegion (A[C) Finat Report
Recom¡nendations

2.1

The Government of Manitoba place the issue of recognition and. reconciliation
policies
and actions on the agenda of a new Roundtable on Àboriginal Issues,
Aboriginal Justice
Commissioo or such other implementation institution thãt may be agreed
oîott
between the Province and representatives of the Aborigind peóples
ñ-, vtar.iioUa
including in particular the Assembly of Manitoba Chiels and the Manitoba Metis
Federation.
2.2

The Interpretation Act of Manitoba be amended to provide that all legistation
be
interpreted subject to Aboriginal and treaty rights.
2.g

The Government of Manitoba for'rnally renounce its half interest in minerals
within
Indian reserves.
2.4
The Government of Manitoba place the issue of the establishment of an
Aboriginal
Justice Systeur on the agenda of the Aboriginat Justice Commission or such other
institution as may be set up to implement the recommendations of the Aboriginal
Justice

Inquiry.
3.1

The Government of Manitoba d.evelop and adopt, with the fuIl participation
of the
Manitoba Metis Federation, a comprehensive tr¿etis policy on matters within its

jurisdiction
9.2

The Government of Manitoba cooperate with the federal govemment and other
of the Aboriginat |ustice Inquiry
and the RCAP reconunendations.

proltncls,llere aPProPriate, on the implementation

3.3
Representatives of the Province enter forthwith into criscussions with the MMF
to begin
the process of addressing matters within the jurisdiction of Manitoba that have been
the
subject of recommendations by the A[ and the RCAp.
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LI
Any future, major, natural resource d.evelopments not proceed unless and until
agreements or treaties are reached with the Aboriginal people and communities in the
region, induding the Manitoba Metis Federation and its locals and regions, who might
be negativeþ affected by such prorects, in order to respect their Aborigrn¿, treaty, or
other rights in the territory concemed.
5.1

The Governmmt of Manitoba commit to reducing the number of young people held in
pretrial detention in Manitoba from one of the highest in Canada to at least the national
average/ and put in place the seryices to accomplish this.
5.2

As part of a demonstrated comnitnent to reducing the number of young people held in
pretrial detention, the Deparbnent of ]ustice should, as often as possible, publish
comparative statistics on its website. If statistics comparing Manitoba with other
provinces are only available annually the deparhent should publish its own statistics
quarterly with comparative numbers annually.
5.3

The police consider alternatives to the layng of charges in all cases involving Aboriginal
youth and when appropriate, exercise their discretion to take no legal measure or tõ
take measures ottrer than laying a charge.
5.4

Police departments continue to designate youth specialists and provide specialized
training to all officers involved in the administration of the Young Offenders Act.
5.5

When a youth court judge denies bail, the judge consider releasing the young offender
into the custody of his or her parents, or anottrer responsible persorL as contemplated by
section 2.1(1)(a) of the Young Offenders Act.
5.6

Aboriginal communities be provided with resources to develop bail supervision and
other programs that lvill serve as alternatives to detention.
5.7
Young offenders be removed from their couirnunity only as a last resort and only when
the youth poses a danger to some individual or to the community
5.8

Child and family service agencies be directed to continue to provide services to youth
clients charged with an offence.
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5.9

Child welfare and youth justice services be better integrated and co-ordinated so that all
their services are available to youngpeople charged *1ür offences.
5.10

The adequacy of administrative and financial resources provided to youth justice
committees be assessed.
5.11

The provincial government establish Aboriginat focussed diversion and altemative
measures programs which incorporate the following principles:

.

r
.
.
o

Aboriginat culture must be integrated into the progralr.r. Diversion schemes
which involve the use of Aboriginal elders, peacernakers and other aspects of
Aboriginal culture appear to have the greatest potential for success. In the
context of Manitoba's urban Aboriginal communities, the progïam decisionmakers could be drawn from the Àboriginal community *ithi. the urban
envüonment.
Judges must allow the community to become involved in sentencing but they
must retain ultimate responsibility for sentencing.
The program should atternpt to involve all those who have a direct interest in the
case, including the victim and the community
Programs should be able to accept referrals at any stage of the criminal justice
Process. They should also be able to accept referrals from the community before
any charges have been laid and, if possiblg before the authorities become
involved.
The community's respectfor the program is vital This means that one primary
goal of the program must be to seek reconciliation and the restoratiot óf puu.é it
the communit¡r.

5.12

The establishment of a range of innovative options that can be used. by the decisionmakers will be critical to the success of alternative measures programs based in
Aboriginat communilies. An appropriate plan for an Aboriginat-iouth might, for
example, involve participation in an Aboriginal operated wilderness progtam, an
education program, an employment training prograrfl, or a treah.ent progïam.

5.13

Aboriginal supervisors from the community mustmonitor the disposition. The
community must see sanctions that originaie from, and are enforcãd by, the community,
and not some outside force.
5.14
These Programs should be fonnally designated and recognized as Young Offenders
programs so that their role has official recognition and official support.
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Act

5.15

The Aboriginal Court Worker Program provide a court worker wherever Youth Court
sits.
5.16

The Departnent of ]ustice collect and publish monthly statistics showing the number of
young people in custody who have been transported f¡om their home community to
another location, the reason for the movement, and the time the young person spent
away from his or her community.
6.1

The Govemment of Manitoba, in consultation with Aboriginal communities, implement
the recommendations of the First Natioru Justice Strategy Evaluation Report to ãxpand

the strategy to all other MKo communities that wish to participate.

6,2
The Government of Manitoba review its policy on volunteers working in the justice
system, in particular in remote.o-*.roiti"r,
a view to ensuringlat the lLast, that
volunteers are not out-of-pocket for expenses."ritt
6.3

The Government of Manitoba, in consultation

with Aboriginal communities in southern
Manitoba and the City of Winnipeg, consider whether ttre First Nations Justice Strategy
approach would be useful in the southern parts of the province.
6.4
The Government of Manitoba establish community justice initiatives that provide for
community involvement, alternative measures/ and culfuralty appropriate services
s express an interest in developing such a progïam.

where

Such a pfogram should include:

.
o
.

The adoption by the Attorney General of an alternative measures policy that
could provid.e guidance to Crown attorneys, police, and others on-the types of
cases eligible for alternative measures.
A system to refer and to track referred cases and to ensure results are reported to
the appropriate authorities.
Ensuring that adequate community resoutces are catalogued and available to
handle referred cases. Such resources may be alcohol or addiction counsellors;
medi¿tors; facilitators for various alternative approaches, such as conferencing,
talking circles, healing circles, and reintegration circles; community justice
workers or probation officers to supervise restitutiorL etc.

6.5
Service indicators be developed for each circuit court by the Deparh.ent of Justice.
These indicators might include some or all of the following:
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.
.
.
.
r
.
o

Number of matters on a docket
Number of remands
Number of remands per case
Number of guilty pleas
Number of trials
Tota1 time of sitting
Average or median time from charge to trial for each court location

This data should be collected. for each sitting of court in each locatiorç and published on
the departnent's website.
The department should. indicate what it considers to be minimum service standards for
Winnipeg and locations outside Winnipeg. The departnent and the Judiciary should
then commit to meeting these standards.
I'llhere the standards cannot be met, the deparhent should be required to explain why

it is unable to meet the standards.

6.6
The Government of Manitoba in consultation

with the appropriate First Nation
governments, work to establish circuit coutt sittings ot tf,ã Sandy Bay, Peguis,
Sagkeeng, and Little Saskatchewan First Nations, should these First Nadons d.esire this.
This option should be offered to other First Nations whose members constitute the
majority of Persorts appearing in a circuit court held neal, but not on, the particular First
Nation. Implementing this option will require negotiating appropriate agreements to
ensure accePtable and continuing service, and to address concepts of community
participation
6.7
The Government of M'anitoba consult with Aboriginal organizations with a view to
creating regonal, Aboriginal-controlled probation services to serve Aboriginal
communities.
6.8
The Government of Manitoba seek to increase significantly the number of Aborigi4al
probation officers so that probation seryices to Aboriginioffenders are delivered
primarily by Aboriginal probation officers.
6.9
The Portage Correctional Institution be closed.
6.10
The Govemment of Manitoba establish a new correctional facility for women that
provides ttrem with adequate treatnent, training and cultural and spiritual supports,
and provides the greatest possible number of opportunities for community integration.
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7J
The Government of Manitoba initiate a process involving all stakeholders (with
Aboriginal representation that includes the Assembly oiM.t itoba Ctriefs and the
Manitoba Metis Federation) to review poticing issuei in Manitoba with a goalof a new
Provincial Po1ice Act within tlree years. The rlview shoutd deal with, *ãttg other
things,

o
o
'
'
.
.
o
'
.
'
'

The role of the province in encouragirg th" adoption and delivery of effective
community policing
l4lhether current mechanisms to fund police services are equitable
Tlte role of the province in ensuring adequate and. effectiválevels of policing
Complaints and discipline mechanlsms fãr a[eged criminal and non-criminal
conduct
Establishing training and performance standards
Crime prevention
Victim services
The role and responsibilities of bodies charged with providing general
supervision of police
The distribution of powers between municipal governments, police supenrisory
bodies, and the chief of police
The role of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police as a provincial police force, and
arrangements for provision of specialized services Uy ttte provincial police force
to other forces, such as First Nation police forces aná municipal forcËs, both
RCMP and non-RCMp
What, tÍ arty,legislative provisions are required to deal with Aboriginal police
forces

7.2

The Government of Manitoba and Aboriginal communities adopt a process through
which Aborigþal communities could choose the most appropriãte type of police
structure; such a process should include:

¡
.
o

A needs assessment
Option assessment
Monitoringandevaluation

7.g

The Government of Manitoba work with Dakota
Qibway Police Service pOf€) to
explore ways to improve the efforts of DOtrS to próvide â community-based police
service.
7.4

The Government of Manitoba work with the Royal Canadian Mounted police to
determine whether the RCMP is sufficiently responsive to community needs an¿
concerrw, and whether its degree of responsive."tr canbe improved.
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8.1

The Govemment of Manitoba adopt, in consultation

with the Assembly of Manitoba
Çhiefs and the Manitoba Metis Federatiorç a five-year Aboriginat
süategy.
"lr,pioy-"nt
The govemment must make annual reports to thepublic ot itr p.ogtãrr
it
implementing this program.
The Commission believes the employment strategy should incorporate the
elements:

o
'
'

'
'

following

A commitnentfrom both the political and. administrative leadership to
increasing the number of Aboriginal employees in accordance withihe
recoülmendations of the AII. This commibrtent must spell out political and
administrative accountability, and identify and detail tt app-priate financial
"
resources. There must be goals, a timeline, and responsibility
for meeting the
goals within the designated time frame.
{ review of current employment systems to identify barriers.
An increase in Aboriginal human resolrrce capacity within government
deparünents. This should include the hiring oi aUãriginal Human Resource
Officers.
Fonnal initiatives to improve Aboriginal recruitnen! retentior¡ and

preparatory training; restating occupational qualifications to provide recognition
of those positions for which knowledge of Aboriginal languages and culture is,a
qualification; culturalty sensitive marketing mechanisms to rõcruit applicants;
and monitoring of program effectiveness.
A review, improvement, and expansion of the Aboriginal Management
Developmentprogïam.
Development mechanisms to ensure Aboriginal access to career-ad.vancement
and employeesupport services.
Establishment of a union-management partrership to identi$r, ad.dress, and
eliminate employment barriers within government

8.2
The Govemment of Manitoba make a public commibnent to appoint forthwith a
significant number of Aboriginal people to the positions of Pròvinciat Court jud.ge,
magistrate, hearing officer, referee, and master.
8.3
The Government of Manitoba appoint forthwith a significant number of Aboriginal
people to the Board of Directors õf fegat Aid Manitoba.

8.4
The Governmmt of Manitoba adopt a policy requiring appropriate representation of
Aboriginal people on all provincial boards, commissions, agencies, anã other
institutions.
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8.5
The Government of Manitob4 through the Manitoba Deparbnent of Education and the
Manitoba Deparünent of Justice, work with the Manitoba Metis Federation and the
Association of Manitoba Ctriefs to establish an Aboriginal Justice [rstitute with an
appropriate tripilrtite govern¿u:tce structure. TTre institute would use existing courses and.
would develop new culturall¡r appropriate training programs to assist Aboriginal people

to work in the current justice system and in evolving approaches such as community
and restorative justice.
8.6
The Government of Manitoba solicit the views of the Manitoba Metis Fed.eration and the
Assembly of Manitoba Ctriefs to ensure the appropriateness of spiritual and cultural
programming in correctional institutions.

8.7
The Govemment of Manitoba continue at all levels of government to employ crosscultural training programs and to conduct regular evaluations of the effectiveness of
such training.
8.8

The Government of Manitoba adopt a policy that prefers Aboriginal people to deliver
cross-cultural training progtams.
9.1

The Deparbrrent of lustice, in conjunction with representatives of the Assembly of
Manitoba Chiefs, the Manitoba Metis Federation, Aboriginal women's organizãtions,
and other interested gfoupÐ revi€w whether increased Crown rliscretion, in appropriate
domestic violmce cases, subject to appropriate guidelines, could be used to encourage
counselling and other intervention programs. Any new approach shoutd be carefully
monitored and evaluated.
9.2
The Government of Manitoba support continued research and evaluation of domestic
violence policies and programming, which includes analysis by ethnicity of accused and

victims.
9.3

The,Government of Manitoba expand availability of culturally appropriate Aboriginal
treatrrent and support programs for family members involved in domestic violence
cases.

9.4

Aboriginat lead.ers work with the Government of Canada and the Govemment of
Manitoba to ensure that safe options for victims of domestic violence are available
within communities.
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9.5

The Departrnent of ]ustice work with local authorities to seek options that, in domestic
violence cases, would preserve the victim's safety but allow the accused to remain in the
communify while on bail.
9.6

The Govemment of Manitoba iñcrease the number of Aboriginal persons employed by
the Women's Advocacy Program so that advocacy services delivered to Aboriginal
victi:ns are delivered primarily by Aboriginal service providers.
9.7
The Deparbnent of Justice review recoûlmendations made by Dr. Jane Ursel in her paper
prepared for the Aboriginal ]ustice Implementation Commission regarding dual
charging to determine if they would assist in dealing with the question of dual arrests.
9.8

The Govemment of Manitoba investigate whether there is an appropriate Aboriginal
agencynow providing a rtìnge of family violence ptogramming, and, if so, whether the
developmentof a?4,l;rour response capacity, avaitable to men urrd *o-"ru in this
agency would be effective in dealing with family violence issues.
g.g

The Government of Manitoba monitor the Winnipeg Police Services Early Intervention
Pilot Project and consider the expansion of the progïam, should an evaluation so
warrant.
9.10

The departments of Justice, and Family Services and. Housing, together with the
appropriate child welfare agencies review, and report puåticþ on the status of
of the recommendations of the reporÇ A Newlustice for hrdian
1tg_lgmentation
Children.
10.1

The Governmentof Manitoba seek to enter into agreementwith the Assembly of
Manitoba Chiefs and the Manitoba Metis Federation to develop a plan thatwould result
in First Nations and Métis communities developing and delivering Aboriginal child
welfare services.

tfit
The Government of Manitoba develop a comprehensive Aboriginal poliry.

tLz
The Government of Manitoba enter into discussion with the Government of Canad.a and.
Manitoba Aboriginal organizations with the goal of establishing anAboriginallustice
Commission
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rL,
As part of a public comnitnent to implementing the Aboriginal justice Inquiry
recommendations, the Government of Manitoba work with Abori g:rrLal organtzations in
Manitoba to establish a Roundtabte on Aboriginal lssues.
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